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TH E SPEAKER (Mr Michael Barnett) took the Chair at 2.00 pm, and read prayers,

PETITION - FOOD ADDITIVES
Supermnarkets and Food Outlets Display Chart

MR KIERATI- (Riverton) [2.03 pm]: I have a petition couched in the following terms -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.

We the undersigned hereby petition that the Governiment require all supermarkets and
food outlets to display clearly a chart detailing the code used in food additives.
thereby allowing the consumer to know which chemicals are used in the products.
The consumer can then exercise freedom of choice in deciding whether or not to use
the product. The chart should also warn of the possible harmful effects of food
colourings, especially red E123, and yellow E102, (carrnoisine and tartrazine), until it
has been proven that these additives are not injurious to health.

The petition bears 48 signatures and I certify that it conformns to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct chat the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 119.1

PETITION - MIT LESUEIJR NATIONAL PARK PROPOSAL

Coal Mining or Power Stations - Opposition

DR ALEXANDER (Perth) [2.05 pm]: I have a petition which reads as follows -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.

We, the undersigned, request that the Parliament. in recognition of the immense
biological diversity and importance of the Mt Lesueur area:

(1) create a National Park with boundaries as recomnmended by the Environmental
Protection Authority,

(2) no coal mining or power stations be permitted within the boundaries or
adjacent to the Mt Lesueur National Park.

The petition bears 175 signatures and I certify that it conforns to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 120.]

PETITION - CRANLEY, DR PATRICK

Medical Board of WA - Suspension Opposition

DR ALEXANDER (Perth) [2.07 pmn]: I have a petition which reads as follows -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.

We the undersigned patients of Dr Patrick Cranley and/or citizens of Western
Australia, deplore the decision of the Medical Board of Western Australia which has
found Dr Patrick Cranley to be guilty of "Inamous and Improper Conduct" and has
suspended him as a medical practitioner for a period of twelve months.

The petition maintains in similar tenns to a petition I presented last week that the judgment
of the board is wrong and grossly unjust. It requests the Parliament to conduct an inquiry to
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assess the correctness and propriety of the board's findings and deliberations and also states -

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners as in duty bound will ever pray.

The petition bears 164 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 121.]

A similar petition was presented by Mr Macinnon (Leader of the Opposition)
(195 signatures).

[See petition No 122.]

MATTER OF PUBLIC IMPORTANCE - TRANSPORT, FERTILISER
AND GRAIN

10~ Per Tonne Per Kilometre Road Tax

THE SPEAKER: Honourable members, I advise that today I received a letter from the
member for Moore seeking to debate as a matter of public importance the imposition of a
10 per tonne/kilometre tax on road transport of fertiliser and grain in rail serviced areas.

If sufficient members agree to this motion, I will allow it.

[At least five members rose in their places.]

The SPEAKER: In accordance with the sessional order, half an hour will be allocated to
each side of the House for the purpose of this debate.
MR iNIcN EE (Moore) [2.12 pm]: I move -

That this House condemns the Government's decision to impose a 10 per tonne per
kilometre tax on the transport by road of fertiliser and grain in rail serviced areas.

And that this House further condemns the Government for its failure to properly
consult and infonn grower organisations and the rural community of its intentions
regarding the raising of this tax in conjunction with deregulation.

This is a serious matter, one raised consistently by the people at whom it is directed and is
crucifying. They are unable to defend themselves against a Goverrnent which has not only
decided to tax production by way of a 10 per tonne/kilonietre charge on the haulage of
fertiliser and grain but also has done so while pretending that it is part of some sort of
deregulation.

Mrs Beggs: It is.

Mr McNEE: The Minister ought to know that deregulation means to free up and make
easier - having fewer regulations.
Mr Pearce: What would the member call something that is a regulation one day and not the
next?

Mr McNEE: The Leader of the House made such a mess of transport when he was the
Minister responsible that he was shifted. He should get back to messing up the environment;
he is doing a pretty good job of that. The Minister for Transport's action has no relevance to
deregulation. In fact, deregulation would be a good thing for the Government to implement
if it were doing what it ought; that is, creating a properly competitive system between the
two forms of transport involved. However, the Government has not set out to do that; it has
merely imposed another tax. The Government has ostensibly removed a regulation, but has
replaced it with a tax. If that is not a first class socialist shenanigan, I do not know what is.

I was surprised when the Minister announced this tax, from which it has been argued the
Government stands to make a substantial profit. Both grower organisations involved
protested. The Minister tried to say, "Well, we told them." As I understand, the Minister
certainly did not tell those organisations during the ime they were supporting deregulation
that she intended to tax them further. The Minister is reported in an article which appeared
47,6l1-3
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in The West Australian on 30 August as follows when answering criticism brought by
pastoralists and grain growers -

She said it was mischief-making in the extreme to suggest that farmers would not
have expected some costs to be imposed to compensate for the damage done to roads
by deregulation.

The association's estimate of the extra cost of road maintenance was quite incorrect,
Mrs Beggs said.
'Assuming a shift of 500,000 tonines of grain and 250,000 tonnes of fertiliser from
rail to road, the expected extra cost in road damage will be $1.2 million for grain and
$900,000 for fertiliser - more than twice the PGA figure," she said.

That was interesting as the PGA's figures came straight from the Minister's own report from
the Department of Transport's review of fertiliser transport policy. The Minister would well
know that that report states clearly that there were resource costs savings of around
$2.3 million and financial benefits to the Government of $1.4 million per annumn made up of
$2.3 million to Westrail less the $900 000 in extra damage to roads.
The SPEAKER: Order! This is a matter of public importance which ail members should be
noting because they will be voting on it in less than an hour.

Mr McNEE: The report states -

These results assume road user charges are not adjusted to correct for identified
under-recovery. If additional charges are introduced, the distribution of benefits
between the various parties would alter (ic user benefits would decrease while those
to Westrail and Government would increase.)

The Government will ensure that that ratio changes because it has introduced a further
penalty of 1 .50 per tonne/kilometre under the guise of a road recovery cost. The Minister
cannot justify that. One can imagine how the Government would have been elated when it
saw that if it were to make some alterations and impose a further duty it could increase the
amount flowing to the State Government's coffers: it could substantially increase its profit.
This Government is not about providing a better service to the nural community or producing
better road or rail systems; it is simply about increasing taxes. This deregulation would have
not only benefited the State immensely but also, after all road costs were deducted, earned
the Governiment a profit. There would have been a saving under the existing system: but the
Government was not satisfied with that and decided to sacrifice the overall good of the State
by increasing this tax. This indicates clearly the Government's lust for money. In the
financial year 1989-90 the Government creamed off $48 million to Transperth from fuel
excise. I am not saying that the Government should not have done so, or that it was had.
However, I point out that the country people, the people this Government is now penalising,
made their contribution to that amount by way of fuel tax. The Government is now
overwhelmed by its desire to use this system to recover road costs from an industry already
taxed heavily.

The Federal Interstate Commission on Road Use Charges said that in the case of heavy road
transport vehicles, the average payment is approximately equal to the average cost. Yet the
Minister, through some method of mathematics best known to herself, has been able to come
up with an increased tax, to be imposed on people who cannot afford it, to justify something
that, in the eyes of the Interstate Commission, does not need to be justified. The Interstate
Commission says further that the road transport industry is more heavily taxed than most
other industries. I cannot believe that in these difficult times anyone would want to increase
the taxes imposed on any industry. That could be done only by a Government which has
displayed total incompetence and lack of care for an industry.

It would be interesting if the Minister could tell us how many trucking companies have been
purchased recently by Westrail through Total Western Transport Pry Ltd. and what was the
purpose of that purchase. Westrail should be concerned with the transport of freight by rail,
but it seems to have embarked on a plan which takes it outside what I would have thought it
would be best at. There may be a good reason for its purchase of those companies. if it has
purchased them - I understand it has.

The current system which penalises road transport also makes it difficult for any company
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which may desire to go into the business of fertiliser distribution, because while CSBP
rightfully and justifiably has ready access to rail, were a competitor to enter the field - and I
believe that in the spirit of competition that would be good - that competitor would be
inhibited in its operations because of its inability to use rail due to the lack of facilities, and
access to road transport would greatly facilitate its ability to distribute fertiliser, but it would
need to pay this additional tax. I wonder what the Minister is getting at because I cannot
follow her pricing policy. To give an example, if I were to rail a tonne of grain from
Dalwallinu siding I would pay $18.41, and I would pay $18.88 from Kalannie, so I will talk
about $18.00. The amazing thing is that two containers of grain can be moved by Westrail
from Dalwallinu or Kalannie to Kewdale for $10.85 a tonne. I have no doubt that I could fill
that container with gravel, blue metal or phosphate - and wheat if the Minister would allow
me; if I were to sell my grain to a mill it might be a good idea to arrange to send it out in
containers, and I hope the Minister would allow me to do that. I fail to see how the Minister
can justify that differential in freight rates.

The Minister is ripping off the system, and she knows it. Not only is she not satisfied with
that, but also she is proposing to carry on ripping it off by adding an additional li per
kilometre for every torne of grain or fertiliser trucked from 1 October. The Government
must consider the difficult situation of the rural industries. The Minister will not be carrying
out the true role of a deregulatory body if she allows these commodities to be transported by
road but makes farmers. pay for that right. In the same way, the Minister is still levying a
permit fee on people who transport wool by road, which transport has been deregulated for
some time. As late as last Saturday someone showed me an account that he had received to
obtain a permit to ship wool. That is the Minister's view of deregulation. I do not think she
understands what deregulation is all about.

Mrs Beggs: Yes, I do.

Mr McNEE: The Minister should very quickly look at where she is going. She is taking this
opportunity to take a final swipe at the rural industries, which are in a very serious position.
Yesterday 1 received from the Deparment of Agriculture a summary of the prices for ewes.
This has little to do with deregulation but it reflects the situation in the rural industries.
Lightweight ewes of under 19 kilograms were sold for between 300 and $i.50, so they
averaged about 4Q a kilogram.

Mr Blailcie: Was that sale in the yards or on the farm?
Mr McNEE: In the yards. A person who was lucky enough to get $1.50 for a ewe then had
to pay about $2.50 to transport that ewe 200 kilometres in a double deck truck and about
$1.70 in a four deck truck, plus yardage fees and any commission that might be payable. So
the Minister must have a close look at what she is doing, and instead of hammering an
industry into the ground she must deregulate Westrail's operations. She must look at why
Westrail is not performing very well. She should not give me a lot of gobbledygook about
the fact that a steering comnmittee has come up with answers that are so simple that a fourth
grade child could have thought of them. The Minister should not tell me that she will
increase efficiency. She should tell me what she will do to allow the unions to move on so
that Westrail can properly schedule its crews- The Minister knows - and if she does not
know, she should know - that that is one of the reasons Westrail is not coming up to speed.
The Minister has a very good organisation under her control, if she would like to take the
opportunity to make it just that; but as long as she ignores the situation that exists around
her -

The SPEAKER: Order! If you want to be aggressive, be aggressive to me. Direct your
comments to me.

Mr McNEE: Sorry, Mr Speaker; I got carried away. It is a bit like the farmers who got into
me the other day, and I said, "Do not get into me, get into the Government." I say on behalf
of the people I represent, and the people of Western Australia, that this Governiment's action
in imposing this tax is an absolute scandal.
MIR HOUSE (Stirling) [2.30 pm]: I formally second the motion and support the
comments by the member for Moore. Two important questions should be considered in
regard to the increased tax imposed by the Government on rural producers in this State:
Firstly, should another road recovery tax be imposed and, secondly, if the Government can
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justify another road recovery tax, how and on what basis will it be collected? Over the years
a number of cost imposts have been imposed on rural producers. Currently the Government
collects revenue from people who use the roads by way of vehicle licences, recording fees
and applications which total approximately $47 million; transport licences and permits which
total approximately $3.5 million; State taxation and stamp duty which total $82 million;
consumer affairs and motor dealer vehicle licences which total approximately $0.4 million:
third party insurance which is collected by the State Government Insurance Commission and
totals approximately $122 million; and the transport fuel levy which totals approximately
$88 million. The list goes on. The Goverrnent has now decided that it will impose a
Claytons deregulation on grain and feniliser in some areas; in other words, the amount the
Government has received is not enough and producers will have to pay again.
I would like the Minister to give me a couple of examples of how she has determined that
those trucks do so much damage to the road over and above the amount that the Government
has already collected? I spent 13 years in local government arguing with the Main Roads
Department about money retured through the Government to shires. At no time could
anybody give me an example of how much damage a certain truck, with a certain weight and
a certain number of wheels, did to the roads. I would be very pleased if the Minister could
give me that information, but I doubt that she can because no-one has been able to supply it
before. A lot of figures are plucked out of the air by the Government and people in
Government departments when they decide that they want to impose another tax on country
people. How did the Minister arrive at the figure of I e per tonne? If she cannot tell me she
has done her job in a very incompetent manner. She should be able to explain the exact
figures to the producers of this State.
Mrs Beggs: The figure should have been 50.
Mr HOUSE: I would be interested to hear the Minister prove that the figure should be 50t,
but!I do not think she can.
This decision is unfair because it targets only those rural producers who are on the fringes of,
or have access to. a current rail system. It does not target anybody who lives outside that
system or anybody who currently uses road transport only. Why is it considered that their
trucks do not cause damage to the roads? Why is a selective tax being imposed on those
people who currently have access to, or live near, a rail system? A couple of the shires on
the fringe of the road-rail system. Lake Grace and Onowangemup, were the two biggest grain
producing shires in the State in the last finiancial year and both of them will be affected by
this new tax. The Government has imposed a system which will mean that a producer
carting his grain to the port will have to pay extra. If a road train is pulling an average load
of 50 tonnes out of the Gnowangerup Shire to the Port of Albany, which is a distance of
160 kilometres. it will cost approximately $80 extra for the 50 tonine load or $1.60 a tonne
extra. Nobody can explain to me the justification for that. How will the revenue be split?
How will the Minister divide the revenue between road and rail? If!I were driving a road
train full of grain from the corner of the Mindarabin and Tieline Roads in the northern. corner
of the Gnowangerup Shire I would be traversing part of the Gnowangentp and the Kent
Shires and using some main roads to the Albany Shire before finally travelling through the
Town of Albany. How will the penmit system decide the amount of money to go to those
three shires and the Main Roads Department? What formula will be implemented to solve
that problem?
No farner or farmer organisation will deny that they have considered the deregulation of
fertiliser and grain. However, they want the Minister to consult them and to inform them
how deregulation will be imposed. Westrail's historical charging basis should also be taken
into consideration. Much of that historical charging basis has been based on an inefficient
system which, I admit, has improved over the past few years. Nonetheless, Westrail's
historical charging basis involved an interest rate on loans which were used to build railway
lines. That same historical basis is not applied to roads and, therefore, the samne basis cannot
be used for calculating a charge or a cost. Furthermore, will the fee be applied to someone
who is hauling goods from the metropolitan area to Geraldton - the goods may include
groceries for Mt Newman - when they are being hauled alongside a railway line?

Why is cost recovery to be applied to grain and fertiiser only? Many examples could be
given of commodities being hauled alongside railway lines in this State. yet a cost recovery
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charge is being imposed on grain and fertiliser only. 1 fear the reason is that it serves
Westrail 's purpose and it does not want to cart those other commodities.

Mrs Beggs: The Government is also reviewing that.

Mr HOUSE: I asked questions in this House about the permit system long before the
Minister was the Minister for Transport and I was told that the Government was reviewing
the system. How long wil that take?

Mrs Beggs: The commnercial goods vehicle licence is currently being reviewed. It is almost
finished and the department will report to me later this year.
Mr HOUSE: I hope it does so quickly. I have pleasure in supporting the motion.

DR ALEXANDER (Perth) [2.37 pm]: I oppose this motion and raise a few points in
response to some of the comments by members opposite. The question of deregulation is
one which has been in the news a lot lately. It strikes me as particularly ironic that we have a
motion from the Opposition which is. effectively, opposing deregulation.

Mr Omodei: That is not true.
Dr ALEXANDER: I said effectively opposing deregulation, What is the Opposition
actually supporting and opposing?

Mr House: The principle reason is the cost.

Dr ALEXANDER: One of the principles that goes with deregulation is the recognition that
if a mode of transport operates free of legislation it has a responsibility to pay back to the
community some of the costs which it imposes on the community. I frequently speak in this
House about urban transport and it is clear that if road users continue to comnmute to the city
centre regardless of the cost which is imposed on the community eventually some restrictions
will have to be placed on road transport. Alternatively, a higher charge will have to be levied
against vehicles coming into the city. That is precisely the same principle that should apply
in rural areas. If there is no restriction on the use of road transport for the cartage of gramn, or
in this case fertilisers, that principle may or may not be embraced.
Mr House: Would you apply the same principle to motor cars coming into the city by
putting a toll gate on the freeway.

Mrs Beggs: He would like to!

Dr ALEXANDER: Yes, I would. Thank you very much. That is an excellent idea. If we
cannot do that -

Several members interjected.

Dr ALEXANDER: If the member agrees with a principle like that, he cannot then disagree
with cost recovery as a result of putting extra road traffic on country roads. Whether the
member agrees with the charge or not, road transport causes extra damage to those roads.

Mr House: Prove it!

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Dr ALEXANDER: The interstate inquiry into road transport usage was quoted by the
member for Moore, and he quoted average costs, but he was very careful to avoid the
examples in that report which, on my reading, show that overall road transport does not pay -
particularly truck transport - through the taxation system, for the full cost of providing roads
to service -

Mr Blaikie: That is a very good point. Can you tell me why your Governiment has decided
to transport mineral sands by road?

Dr A.LEXALNDER: We are not talking about mineral sands. That is a separate issue.

Mr Blaikie: I know you are not, but you cannot have it both ways. The mineral companies
will be paying for the roads.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order! We spent half of last week talking about the south west.
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Dr ALEXANDER: I would think the samne principles should apply. We are discussing here
a levy of one cent per tonne per kilometre charged on the transport of fertiliser and grain.
The deputy leader of the National Party asked why it applied only in areas mnrning parallel to
the rail system. My reading of that situation is that outside that area the consumer - the
fanmer in this case - has no choice, so it would be particularly unfair to levy on farmers an
extra cost where it is outside the area served by rail. Within the catchmneni area of rail
transport, we are talking about creating what economists like to call a level playing field. At
the moment Westrail is clearly at a disadvantage. As the deputy leader of the National Party
said, a lot of Westrail's debt comes from the past construction of the permanent way. It is
still paying interest on that.

Mr McNee: You can do something about that; you are the Government.
Dr ALEXANDER: Something is being done. What is being done is to levy a charge on
competitors so that they pay some recompense for the damage they cause in that area. That
is the answer.

Mr McNee: No wonder you are dismal failures.
Dr ALEXANDER. That may be the member's view. If we are to have competition - and
deregulation is not a principle to which I readily subscribe - one of the things the
Government is insisting on is, if the rail transport field is opened up to competitors, those
competitors ought to pay something towards the cost of transporting those goods. It is not as
if farmers in the areas served by rail are forced to transport their products by road; they still
have the choice of road or rail, but if they choose fth road option they will be asked to pay
somewhere near the actual cost of maintaining the permanent way, as the rail system has
done and continues to do.

Mr Ainsworth: Does that apply to the metropolitan area?

Dr ALEXANDER: The metropolitan area is a different situation, and if members look, as
the Minister said by way of interjection earlier -

Mrs Beggs: We are talking about passenger transport. It is heavily subsidised to country
areas.

Dr ALEXANDER: If members looked at the true cost of road transport in the metropolitan
area they would see a strong case for levying road user charges there as well, but that is a
separate question. In the meantime for the Opposition to condemn the terms under which the
Government has deregulated on the one hand, and on the other to support deregulation, is the
height of hypocrisy. I strongly oppose the motion.

MRS B EGGS (Whitford - Minister for Transport) 12.44 pm]: I do not suppose any member
is surprised that 1, too, strongly oppose the motion. In this debate there seems to have been
an enormous conflict of interest between the various sections of the community in regard to
the deregulation, not only of fertiliser but also of bulk commodities generally. The motion
accuses me of not having appropriate consultations with the people who would be most
affected by this decision.

I draw members' attention to the report put out for public consultation. I was criticised in
this House for the consultation period being too long before the Government made a
decision. I was determined that people should have an opportunity to have an input into this
report and be able to express their concern or support for the options put forward in this
document. I remind this House of those options. The first was -

(i) On the basis of the economic and financial evaluations presented in this
report, transport of fertiliser in WA be deregulated.

(ii) If deregulation is pursued, it should be delayed until the 1990/91 season so
that at least 6 month's notice is given to the industry to allow time for
preparation.

I have to plead guilty there, because it has not been possible to give that six months' notice.
To continue -

(iii) If tbll deregulation is to be implemented in 1990/9 1. bagged fertiiser, Urea
and the Manjimup line should be deregulated immediately to overcome
problem areas with the current policy.
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(iv) If full deregulation of fertiliser is introduced, appropriate adjustments to road
user charges should be introduced having regard to:

special charges, if any, levied on newly regulated transport;

changes to the structure of road user charges in WA which might arise
from the national review.

We have debated, not once but on several occasions in this House, expressions of concern
from the National Party in regard to the Interstate Commission's report on road user charges
and what impact it would have on the State's revenue base. I agree with the National Party's
concern that the recommendations put forward to the comrmission would mean that we would
lose a high revenue base. However, while the decision to impose a one cent per tonine per
kilometre charge on transport by road of fertiliser and grain in rail service areas was not
subject to specific public discussion - I take that criticism - I think the industry has been wel
aware for a long time of the principle. The principle was first put in place in 1988 when bulk
fuel transport was deregulated in some areas, and the level of charge was reduced to 0.250
per tonne per kilometre. I am reliably informed by my colleague, the previous Minister for
Transport, that at that time the industry knew perfectly well that 0.250 per tonne per
kilomnetre was in no way consistent with a proper road recovery cost.

Mr Omodei: Is that going up?

Mrs BEGGS: No. I announced these charges and explained why we would not change the
0.250. 1 explained that world events may or may not have an impact on fuel costs,
particularly in rural areas.
To go back to whether this has been a subject of discussion for a long time, in debate on
proposed amendments to the Transport Co-ordination Act late in 1989, the previous Minister
for Transport, the present Leader of the House, indicated that the Government might consider
the under-recovery of charges for newly deregulated goods. '
Both the member for Moore and the deputy leader of the National Party have expressed
concern about how we arrived at that amount. It is difficult to come up with a proper
formula, but I am convinced that the Department of Transport and the Main Roads
Department, using what they call their rural computer simulation model, came as close as we
will get to determining the cost or the impact on roads as a change of road use characteristics.

Mr House: How long has that computer model been used?

Mrs BEGGS: I cannot answer that, but it has been there ever since I have been the Minister.
I presume it has been in place for at least 12 months, perhaps 18 months or two years.

Mr House: I have not heard of it, but I wonder if the Minister would be prepared to make
available to us an example of a 50 tonne road train on a 100 mile haulage?

Mrs BEGGS: I am quite happy for the deputy leader of the National Party to take this up
with the people in the Main Roads Department who work these things out. I cannot and will
not say to him that I understand it, but one day he may be lucky enough, before he reaches
the age of 65, to be the Minister for Transport. I am not an engineer and neither is the deputy
leader of the National Party. He is a fanner and I have very good qualifications to come to
this job: I have a lot of commonsense because I am a wife and mother. Therefore I am able
to say to the deputy leader of the National Party that I am sure that one day he may find
himself in the position in which I find myself today.

The SPEAKER: What - as a wife and mother?

Mrs BEGGS: No, Mr Speaker, he may find himself to be the Minister for Transport.

Mr House: That would have been a real worry!

Mrs BEGGS: To be a wife and mother?

Mr House: Yes.

Mrs BEGGS: I would not wish the job on anyone, not even the deputy leader of the National
Party.

Mr McNee: I know you are avoiding the issue.

Mrs BEGGS: I am getting back to the issue; but the member for Moore is so angry today.
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Mr McNee: You have been ripping us off for so long, and are continuing to do so.
Mrs B EGGS: Me personally?
Mir McNee: Your Government.
Mrs BEGOS: When there is a change of road use characteristic in the State we would be an
irresponsible Government if we did not examine how we would manage the costs associated
with that. During this whole discussion about the deregulation of fertiliser transport many
people have swapped positions quite markedly. The Country Shire Councils Association has
said to me that, while it supports deregulation. itris very concerned about the impost which
would be incurred by its members with the extra road costs they would have to pay for in the
final analysis. Those costs comprise additional road maintenance costs, the cost of having to
rebuild the road earlier - which, of course, is absolutely logical -

Mir McNee: You have said yourself that you want to lose 250 000 tonnes of feriliser and
half a billion tonnes of grain.
Mrs BEGGS: I did not say that at all.
Mr McNee: You said it in a Press release.
Mrs BEGGS: No. I said "assuming". I did not say it would be the case: I said it is difficult
for anyone to have a crystal ball in this matter. As I was saying, the extra costs include the
cost of having to rebuid the road earlier, and the cost of having to rebuild the road to carry
the extra load.
Mr McNee: If you believe that, why don't you give local authorities most of the money you
collect from that tax to repair the roads'? You are not going4 to do that: you have said that in
the House.
Mrs BEGGS: But 1 am going to give them all of the moneys which are collected where a
cost is incurred on the roads for which they have responsibility. I have said in this House.
and I will say again, that it is estimated that 60 per cent of the damage would be incurred on
roads which are maintained by the Main Roads Department and 40 per cent would be
incurred on roads, which are the responsibility of various local authorities. The 40 per cent
which will go the local authorities, which I think is the question which was asked by the
deputy leader of the National Party, will be distributed on the basis of road damage costs
calculated by the Main Roads Department. using estimates of the actual haulage transfer
from rail to road in each local government authority each year.
One dlay the deputy leader of the National Party may find himself the Minister for Transport,
and then he will have to take the advice that is tendered to him by engineers who are able to
assess these things in a way in which they have been assessing them for many years. There
is great concern amongst people at the Main Roads Department That, as a result of the
deregulation of some of these commodities, they will be put under enormous pressure to
provide road funds which just might not be there in the years to come. If we are to have a
truly deregulated market it is essential that we maintain those roads to a high standard. I can
assure the deputy leader of the National Party and the House that if we do not have a very
well maintained road system it will be impossible to have a deregulated market.
Mr House: I do not argue with that, but I argue with the fact that you are now recovering
enough money to keep that road system in top condition, and I demonstrated that with the
figures I gave you for fuel tax, licence fees, and so on. AUI those things would maintain that
road system.
Mrs BEGGS: But we are talking now about a change in the road use characteristic in this
Stare because of deregulation; so two different matters have arisen. Certain taxes are
collected arnd used in relation to road maintenance, and this is a new tax imposed because of
the change in the road use characteristic in this State. I have no difficulty whatsoever in
accepting that. The member for Moore, in speaking to the motion he moved, accused the
Government of taking some sort of grab. All of the moneys will be returned to the
maintenance of roads.
Questions have also been raised as to whether the charge will be extended to other traffic. I
advise the House that the new charge will apply in cases where future deregulation or large
scale new resource projects impose additional costs beyond the revenues going to the State
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from the existing charges paid by the activities of the added traffic. That is a responsible
decision for a Government to make at this stage. There is no doubt that, having regard to
what is happening on the Federal scene, certain things might be imposed upon us at a later
stage in relation to road recovery costs, and it is incumbent upon us to make sure that we put
ourselves in a position to say that we are acting responsibly. We have no intention of
handing over to the Commonwealth our rights to revenue collection for the nmaintenance of
roads, and we will continue to maintain that position regardless of the sorts of pressure that
may come from other States. We will not relinquish our right to raise taxes to ensure we
have a good road system which can support deregulation, whether it is of fertiliser, grain, or
any other commodity. I reject the motion.
MR ()MOIJEI (Warren) 12.56 pml: I support the motion and I question the Minister's
comments about this being a responsible Government. If ever there was a time not to impose
an additional charge on this State - a charge which has been referred to by my colleagues as a
tax, and that is exactly what it is - and especially on our rural areas;, it is now.

Mr- McNee: Hear, hear!

Mr OMODEI: We all know that the whole State is in recession, quite apart from those areas
which have been affected by the wool price, excessive numbers of sheep, footrot in sheep,
apple scab and a host of other things which are going wrong right across the State -

Mrs Beggs: This Government has given absolute support to those problems.

Mr OMODEI. It has not-, it has given Claytons support. Let us return to the issue. Many
years ago a road maintenance tax was implemented by the Brand Government. That ta was
changed to the fuel franchise levy, which exists today. That was introduced at 2 01 per litre: it
was increased by the Burke Government to 3.7o per litre, and it is now 5,750z per litre. Those
increases were tremendous. What the Government is doing today is having a double dip, yet
again. Consultation has taken place to such an extent that tomorrow a meeting will be called
between the WA Municipal Association, the Country Shire Councils Association. Westrail
and the farmers' organisations to discuss this road tax; and that is all it is - a road tax, Why
are we talking about taxing grain and fertiliser when fuel is not being taxed? At present there
is partial fuel tax in a very small area in that commodity. Who is to say that tomorrow we
will not have a fuel tax as well, once we deregulate fuel transport? Members on this side of
the House support deregulation. We do not want the rural communities of this State to be
ripped off any more. However, the Government is taxing a very small section of the
community to the exclusion of everybody else. The member for Perth talked about
individual transport operations, but why should those operators be taxed? After all, damage
to roads is brought about by tonnage. not by certain commodities.

Mrs Beggs: I agree.

Mr OMODEI: Why has the tax not been introduced across the board?

Mrs Beggs: It wOi be.

N'h OMODEI: Who pays for road maintenance in areas not serviced by rail? That
maintenance is currently funded hy the State fuel franchise levy, the Federal fuel levy - and
the State Government insurance Commission! The new road tax will not work because
farmers will be able to circumvent payment of the tax by Conning carrels. Collection of the
tax wiUl be a nightmare as only certain sections of the community are being targeted. It is
important that public consultation be undertaken, and the Minister referred to that. However,
such consultation has not takeii place so far.

Mrs Beggs: It has!

Mr OMODEI: It has not, and that is why this week a huge number of organisations will meet
to sort out the problem.
I commend the motion to the House.

Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (22)

Mr Ainsworth
N'r CTJ Barnett

Mr Clarko Mr Cowan
Mr Coun Mrs Edwardes

Mf Grayden
Mr House
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Mr Lewis Mr Minson - Mr Strickland Mr Watt
Mr Macinnon Mr Nicholls Mr Trercorden Mr Blaike (Teller)
Mr McNee Mr Omodei Mr Fred Tubby
Mr Me nsains Mr Shave Dr Turnbull

Noes (27)
Dr Alexander Dr Edwards Dr Lawrence Mr D.L. Smith
Mrs Beggs Dr Gal lop Mr Leahy Mr P.J. Smith
Mrs Buchanan Mr Graham Mr Marlborough Mr Thomas
Mr Cafr Mr Grill Ms Mc~inty Mr Troy
Msf Catania Mrs Henderson Mr Pearce Dr Watson
Mr Cunningham Mr Gordon Hill Mr Read Mrs Watkins (Teller)
Mr Donovan Mr Kobelke Mr Ripper

Pairs

Mr Bradshaw Mr Taylor
Mr Wiese Mr Wilson
Mr Kiencth Mr Bridge

Question thus negatived.

BILLS (2) - INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
1. Employers Indemnity Policies (Premium Rates) Bill

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr Troy (Minister for Productivity and Labour
Relations), and read a first rime.

2. Acts Amendment, (Parliamentary Secretaries) Bill

BWl introduced, on motion by Dr Gallop (Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral
Reform), and read a first rime.

G;OLDFIELD.S-ESPERANCE DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY BILL

Committee
Resumed from 13 September. The Chairman of Committees -(Dr Alexander) in the Chair;
Mrs Buchanan (Minister for Regional Development) in charge of the Bill.
Clause 20: Guarantee by Treasurer -

Progress was reponted after the clause had been partly considered.

Mr COURT: Legislation should be introduced - probably by amendment to the Financial
Administration and Audit Act - to ensure that such guarantees are tabled in this place, thus
allowing debate on them. The power does niot exist for the Parliament to disapprove of the
guarantee, but it should come before the Parliament and become public so chat we do not
have the recent situation in which large guarantees were given in secret. I made this point
during the second reading debate and I will be interested to hear the response from the
Covetrmens as to whether -it will support such a proposal if we introduce it into the
Chamber.

Mr OMODEI: [ support the member for Nedlands' comments in that we are talking about
yet another guarantee to a Government -body which is to be extended to support all of the
things done by the authority. This applies to many activities included in clause 12. which
relates to the powers of the authority: These apply to buying and selling, leasing,
mortgaging, the acquiring of real and personal property, the improvement of and
development of property, the division of land, the provision of energy and water and other
such activities. Those Government gulirantees are not available to private enterprise when it
engages mn these pursuits. I am concerned that the State has given these guarantees in the
past and if we pass this legislation with the guarantee - as indicated by the member for
Nediands - it should come before the Chamber for discussion. The authority should have a
facilitating role, as is the case with any regional development authority engaged in pursuits
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involving various Government departments: The authority should assist organisations -

either Government or from private enterprise - to achieve easier funding and aid other
aspects of their activities. However, it worries me greatly that we are, once again, talking
about Government guarantees.

Mrs BUCHANAN: As indicated during the debate last week, the Bill imposes fairly strict
controls over the operation of the development authority. I am afraid the Opposition will
have to wait for the day when it has a mandate to govern this State to be able to effect what is
suggested by members opposite. It will then be able to do things in the manner it so chooses.
For the timne being, as far as this Bill is concerned, I am satisfied with its provisions which
provide fairly strict accountability controls. I suggest that members opposite go through the
Bill as a whole rather than pick out a single clause here and there about which to complain.

Clause put and passed.

Clauses 21 and 22 put and passed.
Clause 23: Establishment and functions of Goldields Advisory Committee and South-
East Coastal Advisory Committee -

Mr COURT: The advisory committees will cover both the goldfields area and the south
coast area because, as the Minister explained, there was some concern in the Esperance area
that ir could be domdiated by the goldfields a-rea. What communications have taken place
and what assurances have been given to ensure that the development authority will have an
overall balance?

Mrs BUCHANAN: The fact that two advisory committees are to be established, and that
each committee will have an equal opportunity to provide input to the board of the authority.
will ensure that the development authority will have an overall balance. I am sure that the
people of Esperance will fully utilise this opportunity as they are enthusiastic about the
committee's establishment.

Mr OMODET: The advisory committees to be established in this BUi are different from
those being proposed in the South West Development Authority legislation. I acknowledge
the need for two advisory commuittees because of the diversity of activity in the goldfields
area and because of the vast distance between Esperance and Kalgoorlie. It is important that
the advisory committees are established;, however. I impress on the Minister that some local
government membership should apply with the advisory committees. The member far
Mandurab has said that the Opposition believes that the committees should comprise only
local government members, but that is not the case. We believe that as long as the
commnittees comprise a good mix of members from a broad cross-section of the community,
they will work well for the benefit of the State. I understand from my investigations that the
Shires of Gnowangerup and Esperance, and others in the southern area, are concerned that
they should be involved with the advisory committees to ensure that they know what is going
on. Once again, we are discussing the establishment of an authority which has the powers of
the Western Australian Development Corporation, and chat is of concern.

The Minister said that we should not pick on clauses here and there about which to complain,
but we have selected these clauses because they cause us deep concern. The Minister for
Regional Development is handling this Bill even though she will not be the Minister for
Goldfields when the legislation is passed. Where is the Minister for Goldfields? What will
he. or the future Minister, do with these advisory comm-ittees? It is not fair that the Minister
for Regional Development is handling this Bill if there is to be another Minister at a later
date. I support the establishment of the two advisory committees.

Mr AINSWORTH: I reiterate my support for the formation of the two advisory commnittees.
[ commend the Minister for proposing the two advisory commnittees to get around some of
the problems which were perceived by people in the south coast region in their initial contact
with the Government in the deliberations regarding the establishment of the regional
development authority. People in the Esperance and Ravensthorpe areas had definite
concerns about being overshadowed by their northern neighbours; however, a committee
comprising local representatives gives each area an opportunity to have specific input to the
authority and to make sure that the needs and concerns of people fromr the south coast are
asserted at every opportunity. As time passes, the concern that some people may not be
represented properly will diminish. It is important that the opportunity for input from the
coastal areas be provided, and I commend the Minister for that.
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Mrs BUCHANAN: I thank the member for Roe for his comments. I fetl confident that the
system of two advisory committees will work well for both areas. In response to the member
for Warren. the Bill contains a provision which allows the positions on the advisory
committees to be widely advertised, and through that process a good broad cross-section of
the community will be involved. I have no doubt that the Minister for Goldfields will
6onsider very carefully all nominations which are received.

Mr Omodei: Will there be a local government representative?

Mrs BUCHANAN: If local government people are nominated, I have no doubt that their
expertise will be very acceptable and they will have an excellent chance of being included.
The Bill contains no actual provision which dictates that such membership should occur, but

as these people are community leaders and have an interest in these matters it is likely that
they will be involved.

Clause put and passed.

Clauses 24 to 35 put and passed.

Schedule put and passed.

Title put and passed.
Bill reported, with an amendment.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 9 May.

MR KIERATH (Riverton) [3.23 pml; I will consider this Bill in two stages: Firstly, the
Bill as originally introduced to this House and, secondly, on the basis of a group of
amendments which appeared on the Notice Paper on I I September. We on this side of the
House have no real problems with the provisions of this Bill. They a-re mechanical in nature
and tidy up loose ends. In most areas we agree with the Government and commend it for the
Bill.

The Opposition agrees with the amendments outlined by the Minister in his second reading
speech. The amendments firstly allow salaried public servants' hours of work, leave and
other matters to come within the jurisdiction of the Industrial Relations Commission when
other public service employees have access to the commission; secondly, enact
complementary amendments to the Education Act to change the relationship between the
Department of Technical and Further Education and the Minister for Education: thirdly,
change union rules, except in changes in membership and name, to allow the State bodies of
the union to adopt Federal rules without going through a very cumbersome process; fourihly,
allow authorities such as tribunals, public service authorities and arbitrators to be able to
refer questions of law to the Industrial Relations Commuission; Fifthly, to gazette the
promotions appeal limit for public servants at level six and to review the system of appeals
generally; and, sixthly, allow the president of the commission to retain his status, which was
the same as a judge prior to 1984.
I will go through the Minister's second reading speech and comment in detail on these areas.
Firstly, the Industrial Relations Commission will have jurisdiction to deal with matters
relating to the hours of work and leave of salaried public servants. The Opposition supports
that. The Minister stated that the Act would be amended -

to give the Government School Teachers Tribunal, the Railways Classification Board
and the Public Service Arbitrator powers to refer matters of industrial relations
significance or questions of law to a commission in court session or the Full Bench.

The Opposition agrees with that. The Minister stated that the amendments would -

.. re-equate the position of the president of the commission to that of a judge;

Again the Opposition agrees. The Minister continued -

to make it simpler for State registered unions to adopt the rules of their Federal
counterparts
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The Opposition agrees with this pant of the Bill in principle, but we have some concerns.
The Minister continued -

to confer upon the Minister power to gazette the limit to which promotions appeals
can be heard;

We understand there is to be a trial period. The Minister continued -

to remedy a number of inconsistencies arising from changed circumnstances.

We do not have any real problems with that either. The Minister went on to say that the most
significant amendment to the Act was the proposed inclusion of salaried public servants'
hours of work and leave provisions within the jurisdiction of the commission. He said chat
those areas of deliberation had previously been excluded from consideration by the
commission. We support that amendment. I hope the Minister takes note of the support that
he has received from the Opposition parties in these areas. We want placed on record our
support for genuine reform of the industrial relations system. However, when reform is not
genuine the Government will get an argument from us.

The Opposition has some concerns with the third amendment referred to by the Minister in
his second reading speech. The Minister stated -

The third amendment relates to national moves towards a more integrated and
efficient industrial relations system, which has always been a-n objective of this
Governmnent.

Provided it is integrated and efficient there will be no objection from this side of the House.
The Minister continued -

Amendments proposed in this Bill will enable a State-registered organisation to adopt
automatically the rules of its Federal counterpan, except in those matters which relate
to qualifications for membership and name.

The Opposition urges some caution. We acknowledge there must be a simple way to change
the rules. Currently a State registered union must follow a very cumbersome course, which
is detailed in the existing Act. The amendments provide for a new section 71A. We
acknowledge that is a cumbersome course but we make some qualifications. It is important
to have such a cumbersome course so that we can make sure that the rules adopted are the
rules the members want, and not something which has been foisted upon them or which has
been slipped through without their knowledge. There lies the degree of caution that we
convey at this time.

Mr Troy: Can you expand on that? What do you mean by that?

Mr K]ERAT-: Some concern has been expressed that rules could be changed at a Federal
level which would be automatically adopted by the State branch of the Federal organisation.
We are aware of what happens with paper work and those types of things, and rules about
which people felt very strongly could be changed without their being aware of them. Under
the current cumbersome process at least members of the organisation are aware of the
ramifications of any proposed changes. The Opposition agrees with the principle of making
it easier to change the housekeeping rules; that is, to generally tidy up the process. However,
it is felt that a wider view should be taken of membership, change of name and other rules
associated with the running of an organisation which could be included in that area. The
Opposition is prepared to support this on a trial basis, although certainly some concern was
expressed during discussion on this subject. The Opposition consulted a number of groups
which said that in the main this was a technical matter and it posed no problems for them.
As with most things, the proof of the pudding will be in the eating.

The fourth set of amendments relates to the operations of the various constituent authorities
whose operations are currently defined in the I~ndustrial Relations Act. These authorities are
the Government School Teachers' Tribunal, the Public Service Arbitrator and the Railway
Classification Board. The Opposition applauds the Minister for these proposed amendments.
This is a very important part of the Bill which has the full support of the Opposition.
A further amendment proposes to delete reference to the general division. In his second
reading speech the Minister said -

With the introduction of broad banding in 1985 the 'general division" of the Public
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Service was abolished. However, the top salary classification in the general
division - G-fl-13 - was included in the Public Service salaries' agreement of 1985 to
protect the rights of appeal of officers who were unsuccessful in obtaining promotion.
This salary point is equivalent of the maximum salary point or what is now known as
level 6. Recent amendments to the Public Service Act have deleted reference to the
general division. To rectify the situation in respect of appeals, amendments to the
Industrial Relations Act are necessary and are contained within this Bill.

The Opposition supports the Government's moves in this area. However, it should be noted
that the Minister said later in his speech, referring to appeal rights -

The parties have recently agreed to trial an administrative system of review of
promotions.

The Opposition has no objection to that: as it has been arrived at by agreement the
Opposition is prepared to support it provided it is a genuine trial that will be assessed at the
end of the trial period to determine whether it is effective.
I refer now to another important amendment in this Bill, which relates to the position of the
President of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission. The Minister said in
his second reading speech -

In 1979 the Industrial Relations Act was amended to provide what this proposed
amendment is seeking.

It should be borne in mind by members opposite that in 1979 a conservative Government
was in off ice.

Mr McGinty: Not a very good one.

Mr KIERATH: The Government now proposes to return to the good system introduced by
the Liberal Party. I shall be interested to hear the comments of the member for Fremantle on
this subject. I understand he has commented on it in other places.

Mr Troy: Before you launch into this issue, are you aware of certain commitments made by
your former shadow spokesman, after consultation with your leader, with regard to this
appointment?

Mr KIERATh: I ask the Minister to allow me to finish. I am not criticising the
Goverrnmenit's proposal other than to remind him that the situation will revert to that which
applied under a Liberal Government. If the Government had not amended the Act in 1984 it
would not now need to amend it again. The Opposition does not criticise the appointment.

Mr Troy: It is a matter of facilitating the appointment of the best person available for the
job.
Mr KIERATH: If the Minister will consider the track record of the Liberal Government in
this mailer, he will see that was in operation before 1984. The amendments made by the
Government in 1984 changed the situation.
MVr Troy: It was supported by employers and employees at that time.

Mr KIERATH: I am aware of that. The Minister also said in his second reading speech -

The intention of the amendment was to enhance the operations and standing of the
commission. It was considered that having a judge on the Full Bench would
considerably reduce the number of matters referred to the Industrial Appeal Court and
thereby reduce delays.

That is good. The Minister continued -

However it was later agreed that the weight given to legal form and status under the
Act should be reduced. It was also considered that there was a need to distance the
resolution of industrial conflict from legal form and technicalities. As a consequence.
in 1984 the requirements for the appointment of the president were altered and the
style and status of the position reduced. The effect of these amendments, however,
was to limit the field of potential appointees, which hampered Government's capacity
to attract the best person for the job.
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It is a fundamental principle that in legislation these matters should be as wide as possible.
When debating the State Employment and Skills Development Authority Bill the Opposition
tried to amend that legislation to make it as wide arid flexible as possible, but the Minister
refused to accept those amendments.

Mr Troy: I think industry has also, or has the member for Riverton not been a party to those
discussions?

Mr KIERATH: I am not aware of any industry objections to them.

Mr Troy: We will have that debate in due course.-

Mr KIERATH: Discussions have taken place with industry groups. but the main problem is
that certain members of the Government's secretariat have been making outrageous
allegations about the conservative side of politics. Some resolution may have been achieved
if the Government's stooges had not been trying to stir up trouble.

Mr Tray: You a-re talking nonsense.

M~r KIERATI-: I am not talking nonsense, and I will give the Minister an example.

Point of Order

Mr TROY: I query whether these remarks are addressing the Bill.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Donovan): In fact, the remarks have come from a range of
directions from the floor about a range of subjects. The point is taken, and I advise the
member for Riverton to confie his remarks to the Bill.

Debate Resumed

Mr KIERATH: I thought we were going down the same path hand in hand, and I was
replying to interjections. However, I can see that we should get back to the Bill. The
Minister said in his second reading speech -

The amendment restores the position in respect of the status arid title of the president
of the commission to that which prevailed prior to the 1984 amendments.

I place on the record the Opposition's wholehearted support for this move.

The Bill also deals with some minor technicalities which result from the change in name of
the Federal commuission. The Opposition supports those amendments,

The Opposition comnmends the Minister on having the decency to run these proposed
amendments through the Tripartite Labour Consultative Council, and having received its
support. When I sought the views of various organisations to these amendments, the trade
union movement indicated that it did not agree with some of them. However, because the
amendments had been considered by the Tripartite Labour Consultative Council, it was
prepared to accept the amendments in principle. I commend the Minister for taking that
action.

I rum now to the amendments listed on the Notice Paper. The Minister wrote to me on
6 September enclosing a copy of the proposed amendments, together with the rationale for
them. I note that these amendments appeared on the Notice Paper on 11 September.

Mr Troy: It was very courteous of me to give you that prior notice.

Mr IERATH: I wish to take the Minister to task on this matter. H-e has made a number of
statements in this House indicating that good industrial relations reforms must go through the
tripartite process. This process has been installed in the Department of Occupational Health,
Safety and Welfare and the Minister has also tried to include it in the SESDA Bill. The
Minister has promoted this process as a good deal. Have the amendments on the Notice
Paper been discussed with the Tripartite Labour Consultative Council?

Mr Troy: Are you asking me whether the question of dual appointments went tough the
Tripartite Labour Consultative Council?
Mr KIERAT-: I want to know whether the amendments which appear on the Notice Paper
have been considered by the council.
Mr Troy: The principle of dual appointments- was referred to the Tripartite Labour
Consultative Council in May.
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Mr KIERATH: The Minister should answer the question. Were the amendments to the Bill
referred to the TLCC?
Mr Tray: No, they have not, but it is aware of them.

Mr KIERATH: The Minister is saying that the TLCC was not consulted about the Bill. I
understood that it was.

Mr Troy: So that you understand the mailer, the question of dual appointments was raised at
the May TLCC meeting because I took it to the Ministers for Labor conference in June. This
matter has been on the agenda at subsequent TLCC meetings.

Mr KIERATH: The Minister will read in Hansard tomorrow that he said earlier the
Industrial Relations Amendment Bill was not forwarded to the TLCC, when in fact it was.
My information is that the Minister forwarded the Bill to the TLCC.

Mr Troy: That's right.

Mr KIERATH: However, the Minister did not place the proposed amendments before the
TLCC. In May, he put up the recommendations on dual appointments in principle, but did
not provide details.
Mr Troy: At the first ThCC meeting since the amendments were drafted, which was this
week and which I chaired, the question of dual appointments was fully discussed. Are you
aware of that?

Mr KIERATH: What date was that?

Mr Tray: It was Monday of this week - that was the first meeting of the TLCC since the
amendments were drafted.

Mr KIERATH: The Minister told this House that certain organisations would be consulted
before legislation was brought into this House.

Mr Troy: What is your point? I have taken the legislation to those bodies.

Mr KIERATH: There has been a lot of ill feeling among some of those organisations about
the fact that the amendments were placed on the Notice Paper without any consultation with
them. The Minister claimed that the opinions of these organisations are essential to
industrial relations reform. What did he do with his first hot potato? Did he take the mailer
to those organisations? The Minister has placed on record that he did not take the detailed
amendments through the appropriate forumn.

Mr Tray: After the amendments were drafted I took them to the first meeting.

Mr KIERATH: Why did it take two and a half years for the first part of the Bil, without
amendments, to be introduced into the House?

Mr Troy: When members are still sitting here, possibly at 7.00 pm tonight and the member
is continuing his speech, he will know one of the reasons.

Mr KIERATH: The Minister is saying that in one case it is all right to consult the
appropriate bodies, but when it is convenient he will break those rules. He has a number of
forums through which to run his legislation and when it suits him - when he does not require
the Bill to be scrutinised by those bodies - he places amendments on the Notice Paper.

Mr Troy: That is not true. They went to the first meeting after the drafting was completed.

Mr KIERATH: Has the Minister sought the views of the Industrial Relations Commission?

Mr Troy: On those amendments, yes.

Mr KIERATH: When did the Minister seek the commnission's views?

Ms Tray: The letter would have been sent two or three weeks ago.

Mr KIERATH: It was two to three weeks ago that the Minister asked itfor its views?

Mr Troy: Yes, I have sent copies of the amendments to it.

Mr KIIERATH: Has the Minister received its views yet?

Mr Tray: No.

Mr KIERATH: The Minister is saying that until now, 18 September, he has not received the
views of the Industrial Relations Commnission?
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Mr Troy: No.

Mr KIERATH: None whatsoever?

Mr Troy: Not since I gave it the amendments, no.

Mr KIERATH: What about before the Minister gave it a copy of the amendments?

Mr Troy: What are you saying?

Mr KIERATH: Has the Minister sought its views on these amendments?

Mr Troy: Yes, I have had discussions with the organisations - not all of them, but their
representative heads.

Mr KIERATH: The Minister said he had not received their views.

Mr Troy: The question of dual appointments was pan of a discussion I had with them.
When the amendments were drafted, they were sent to them for their comment.
Mr KIERATH: Was that before or after Cabinet approved the contents of the Bill?

Mr Troy: What's your point?

Mr KIERATH: I would have thought that if the Minister was intending to take certain action
concerning industrial relations, the Industrial Relations Commission would have been the
first body from which he would have sought an opinion.

Mr Troy: But its opinion was sought.

Mr KIERATH: Is the Minister still saying it has not made any recommendation on these
amendments?

Mr Troy: Not to my knowledge. I have not received any reply to my letter.

Mr KIERATH: Has the Minister received any letters from it about these amendments?

Mr Troy: I have already indicated that I had discussions with it on that and on other mailers
relating to the operations of the commission in an administrative sense.
Mr KIERATH: So the Minister has had discussions in writing about these amendments?
Has he had verbal discussions?

Mr Troy: I have had both. What is your point? I cannot understand your point. The
Government is following the normal practice of a very high level of consultation.
Mr KIERATH: I understand a great deal of concern exists about these amendments. That is
the reason I am seeking an assurance from the Minister that he has sought the views of the
organisations concerned. Various stories are circulating around town that the views of those
organisations had been conveyed to the Minister earlier. I have been trying to ascertain from
the Minister whether he had sought and received their views before seeking approval from
Cabinet to have this clause drafted. I have placed some of those questions on notice and I
hope the Minister will provide the answers and I would like some of them today. At a later
stage of this debate I will be seeking answers to those questions. The Opposition has real
problems with the amendments on the Notice Paper.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Donovan): Order! The member for Riverton will resume his
seat. I have been disturbed during the last 10 to 15 minutes of this debate over the focus on
amendments yet to be put through the Committee stage. The member will be aware that
Standing Orders do not allow us to put amendments anywhere other than in Committee.
While the Standing Orders are somewhat silent on what a second reading debate can include
with respect to amendments. I am concerned that the debate is now straying a long way from
the second reading and is becoming almost exclusively focused on amendments that have not
yet been moved, and therefore, are not properly available for debate. I caution the member
to observe that situation and to tr to draw the House back to the thrtst of the second reading
debate. I remind him that because of his last comments he will have difficulty raising these
questions at the appropriate time, having already raised them. That is the problem he has
created for himself.

Tabling of Document
Mr TROY: Unfortunately I was not present in the House when debate on this Bill
commenced. I intended to draw the attention of the House to a document about dual
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appointments to which the member for Riverton has referred. In the normal process that
would have been part and parcel of my second reading speech. I have no objection to tabling
a document of which the member opposite is aware in order that these matters can be
discussed during the second reading debate. With your permission, Mr Acting Speaker, I
will table that document which was made available to the respective Opposition
spokespersons on industrial relations about two weeks ago last Thursday.

[See paper No 527.1
Debate Resumed

Mr KIERATH: I congratulate the Minister on that. Would I be in order to canvass the area
of dual appointments?

The ACTING SPEAKER: Before responding to the member for Riverton, I advise that the
document the Minister has tabled does not become incorporated in Mansard. It bears no
status and it does not advance his argument one way or the other. In respect of the member
for Riverton, my comments regarding the status of the amendments and their availability for
debate should be home in mind. The member can find himself protected insofar as he
addresses himself to the generalities of dual appointments, but caution should be exercised so
that he does not go too far into the details of those clauses and whatever amendments apply
to them which would properly be the business of the Committee stage of this debate.

Mr KIERATH: I shall try to confine my remarks to the general thrust of the amendments.
This question of dual appointments is fraught with danger. On the surface it appears to be a
sensible idea, but how does one go about it? The method of achieving dual appointments, or
cooperation between the two commissions, is a major point. The Minister gave some very
good reasons why the Government was embracing the idea of dual appointments in the paper
he tabled. I quote briefly from that paper -

There is currently nothing in the Western Australian Industrial Relations Act which
prevents State commissioners from exercising Commonwealth Commission powers
concurrent with their existing powers as a Stare Commissioner should they be
appointed to the Australian Industrial Relations Commission pursuant to section 13 of
the Federal Act.

I agree that that is the case at the moment. The paper goes on -

However, the purpose intended by these Federal provisions cannot be achieved unless
at the same time there is provision in the State Act to reciprocate. The WA Industrial
Relations Act must therefore be amended to reflect sections 13 and 14 of the Federal
Act to provide for the dual appointment of Commonwealth Commissioners to the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.

That is a statement, not a reason. Part of the background is contained in a quote from the
Hancock review of Australian industrial relations law and systems in 1985 -

.. whereby power to regulate industrial relationships is shared between the
Commonwealth and the States. Within this context, the scope for changes to bring
about more effective mechanisms can be explored.

That is rather interesting, because these more effective mechanisms and how they can be
explored is one of the reasons we are concemned about dual appointments. A little further on
this appears -

The appointment of members of the Federal tribunal as members of the State
Comission will be particularly beneficial and more efficient where a single
Commissioner jointly exercises State and Federal powers in respect of a single
dispute involving both State and Federal award coverage.

I agree, but this can be achieved now. If it is to be particularly beneficial, how will it be
beneficial if this aim can be achieved now? The Hancock review continues -

..as existing cooperative provisions only provide for exchange of powers to be
arranged by first obtaining a nominated member of the Federal tribunal then
allocating the work, on each occasion.

I agree that that is the right way to go. The former requirement becomes unnecessary when
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members hold an ongoing dual appointment. This will be particularly helpful in the building
and construction industry where there axe many sites where both Federal and State awards
apply. The building and construction industry is one area where dual appointments would be
of benefit. The point I am trying to make is that State members should have Federal
jurisdiction if necessary and not reciprocal power. The Minister has not given any good
reasons why reciprocal powers are necessary.
Mr Troy: Why would you relate it to that?

Mr KIERATH: It is the way the Minister has gone about it. Ultimately, the result of dual
appointments could be our giving up all the jurisdiction of the State commission. The
mechanisms the Government will introduce will make it possible to have Federal
commissioners making Western Australian wages policy.

Mr Troy: Under the Western Australian provisions?

Mr KIERATH: Yes. In certain circumstances certain events could result in Federal
commissioners being in a position to formulate our wages policy.

Mr Troy: What is the distinction between someone operating in another jurisdiction -

Mr KIERATH: Is that something the Minister would like to see?

Mr Troy: You may have the parallel in law, as it operates in Victoria under Victoria's
Criminal Code, coming to Western Australia and operating under the Criminal Code here.
The commissioners there have the jurisdiction and the power, and they operate within it.
Mr KIERAT-: Would the Minister support Federal commissioners making Western
Australian wages policy?

Mr Troy: To what extent do they do it now? To what extent is the Western Australian work
force covered by Federal awards now?

Mr K.IERATH: That is a question?

Mr Troy: That is the point you have overlooked.

Mr KIERATII: No, it is not, because I was going to give the most up to date figures 1 have.
I have asked a question on notice to the Minister seeking those figures. These are the figures
I have. I am glad the Minister has touched on this, because it is a very important point.
Western Australia is a little different from the rest of Australia. The latest figures I have are
from 1985, and they indicate that 19.9 per cent of employees in Western Australia are
covered by Federal awards.

Mr Troy: I shall try to get you some up to date figures.

Mr KIERATH: My figures indicate that as at 1985, 62.6 per cent of employees were on
State awards, and about 20 per cent on Federal awards. Those figures are very imiportant. If
a choice is necessary it should be for the 19.9 per cent to be on State awards, and State
commissioners should have jurisdiction. We should not allow Federal commissioners to
have jurisdiction over State awards.

Mr Troy: You are saying the State commissioner can operate under the Federal jurisdiction,
but the Federal commissioner should not operate under the Western Australian jurisdiction.

Mr KIERATH: Not under the system the Minister has put on the Notice Paper, because it is
too open ended. There are not enough controls on the areas of jurisdiction. I have
specifically tried to avoid going into detail on the Minister's amendments, but I shall show
later exactly what will be possible under the Minister's amendments.
Mr Troy: There is one other point in regard to the honror of Federal commissioners operating
in the Western Australian scene. Who is determining the main input to State wages policy
under the present provision?

Mr KIERATH: I will come to that later. I do not wish to reflect on any current member of
the commission. However, we are concerned about the track record of the Government in
relation to the appointment of certain people to certain positions.

On award coverage, at a State level 17.1 per cent of people are not covered by either a State
or Federal award. Australia wide, Federal awards cover 34.7 per cent of the work force.
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Mr Troy: Do you know the growth from 1985?
Mr KIERATH: I do not know. That is why I have placed a question on the Notice Paper.

Mr Tray: It would be a significant figure.

Mr KIERATH: Does the Minister have that figure?

Mr Tray: I wil supply that figure to the member. It is the latest available figure to me.

Mr KJERATI-l To arrive at a ratio, almost 35 per cent of employees in Australia come under
Federal awards, and 50.7 per cent are covered by Australian awards. Therefore, across
Australia at least half of the work force comes under State awards and about 14 per cent are
not covered by any award.

Mr Tray: Are you saying that 86 per cent of people come under awards in Australia?

Mr KIERATH: Yes.

Mx Tray: What was the State figure?

Mr KJERATH: My inform-ation, as supplied by the Australian Bureau of Statistics, is that
82.9 per cent of workers are covered by awards and agreements. The point [ make is that in
Western Australia we have seen a much greater emphasis on State awards and less
dependence orn Federal awards. That is understandable considering the history, culture, and
parochialism of Western Australia. We have a deep-rooted suspicion of the so-called wise
men from the east. We have every reason to have that cynicism and doubt when considering
other events.

I have almost been sidetracked from the main point of debate.

Mr Tray: That was not the intent.

Mr KIERATH: The existing State commissioners have the power to take on the same duties
as the Federal commissioners but our concern is that it may go the other way. In a tabled
document the Minister mentioned greater flexibility in the industrial arena. We support that,
but we query how that will be achieved. The Minister sees increased benefits and increased
capacity of the Federal commission in Western Australia. We do not wish to see the Federal
influence increase in this State. It is a philosophical argument between centralisation. and
decentralisation of the system. Ain argument can be made for the State to have Federal
powers; we are reluctant to confer State powers on Federal commissioners.

Returning to the general principle of dual Federal and State appointments, the rationale of the
amendment is understood but we doubt that the commu-unity at large will be the beneficiaries.
Significant doubt also exists in the community that this will be the case because the proposed
amendments will inevitably lead to the loss of independence in policy and decision-making.
especially in the process of the Western Australian commission as it will be progressively
controlled by the Australian commission. That proposition is inherent in the Minister's
proposal.

Mr Troy: It is not.

Mr KIERAT-I We will come to that later: I will explain it in detail. For the time being, I
will concentrate on the general policy and philosophy. The philosophy of particular interests
in the Western Australian community may therefore be submerged and the community may
be worse off: the stabil-ity of the independence of the Western Australian commission could
be endangered. While arguments supporting the amendments target efficiency and cohesion
between State and Commonwealth jurisdictions, mechanisms are already in place to facilitate
and encourage cooperation between the Western Australian Commission and the Australian
commission. Those mechanisms are appropriate. Perhaps we could say at best there might
be a way to improve the mechanisms: both State and national legislation provide for the joint
sitting of members and the conferring of powers on the Western Australian commission in
relation to Federal matters.

What can be gained for the Western Australian community that is not available through
existing processes of legislation? What is the reason for destabilising the Western Australian
commission in these critical times? National priorities may not always be synonymous with
the needs of patties in this State or the community at large. H-as the Governmnent given
careful consideration to its primary obligation? If so, the Minister should elaborate.
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Parliament has conferred upon the commission the capacity for independence; safeguards for
the public interest have been put in place arising from section 26( [)(c) and (d) of the Act.
Given that fact will the Minister explain the need for the measures contained in the Bill?
Within the current economic climate, wages policy is critically important. The Western
Australian tribunal has given effect to national wage case decisions but the State commission
has always followed the policy of maximum independence in exercising its powers and
jurisdiction consistent with national wage policy, but always with the best interests of this
State and its unique requirements in mind. On a number of occasions the State tribunal has
enhanced the national policy. Can the Minister guarantee that the proposed amendments will
not deflect the Western Australian tribunal from its primary task, which is to generate the
most beneficial outcomes for this State?

Should the Bill be passed, members of the Western Australian commission will be appointed
to the Australian cormtssion and vice versa. The question is how many members? Should
all the members of the Western Australian commission be appointed to the national
commission? The Bill provides for nothing more than the pretence of observing the
independence of the Western Australian commission. In that situation, the Government - as
distinct from the Parliament - will in the strongest possible terms be able to discourage
independent action by the Western Australian commission. On the other hand, should only
part of the Western Australian commission be appointed to the national commission, two
groups will be created.
Mr Troy: What is the member quoting from?

Mr KIERATH: My notes.

Mr Troy: Is the member prepared to table them? Is the member quoting only his notes?
Mr KIERATI-: Yes. Does the Minister have some documents which he wishes to table?
Mr Troy: No, I just wondered what the member was quoting.

Mr KIERATH: Does the Minister wish to table some correspondence?

Mr Troy: I just wondered where the member found such expansive notes?

Mr KIERAT-: To retum to my argument, if only sections of the State commissioners are
appointed to the national commission we will end up with two groups. One group will have
divided loyalties. In the event of a genuine policy conflict based upon the West Australian
commission's desire to pursue a policy targeting the best interests of Western Australia and
requiring an independent course of action, immediate conflict and division will arise within
the State jurisdiction - a situation hardly conducive to harmonious industrial relations in this
State. The Minister has stated that it is his intention to have harmonious industrial relations,
but he has set in train a measure that will result in confict in the commission. Will the
Minister outline the inevitable outcome because it is critical that the point be embraced in
(his debate? I have discussed this with various groups far and wide, and one group wrote to
me with a summation from which I will quote as I could not have put it better myself. This
letter refers to the different ways in which the commissioners are allocated cases in industrial
relations matters and compares the Comnmonwealth and State systems. The letter states -

As I understand it. the Federal Commission operates on a rotating basis, assigning
cases to Commissioners sequentially as Commissioners become available. The State
Commission assigns Commissioners to particular industries. The latter approach
allows the development of continuity within an industry while the Commonwealth
approach, in the long run, tends to provide more balanced judgments.

We have a two tiered system with two methods of allocation. One wonders how this will
operate under the legislation before the House. The letter continues -

There are steps being taken within Canberra to establish a national system to replace
the present two-tiered system. This is being promoted on efficiency grounds. While
there are pros and cons to such a system, there are clearly some hazards to allowing it
to develop without very considerable discussion and modification. The present State
legislation must be seen in the Light of the Canberra strategy!

There lies the true hidden agenda behind these amendments. It is interesting to read the
statements on this matter by Senator Peter Cook - I will refer to those comments later - and
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it is sad that this legislation is an accurate reflection of his views. I question, nor the
integrity, but the motives and the hidden agenda of the Minister in that he is blindly
following that view.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Donovan): I suspect that the member should be careful about
the words he uses. If he checks his Standing Orders he will see that he must be careful about
that.
Mr Troy: I will give the member some insight later into the clear division between dual
appointments and the proposal for a unitary industrial relations system; in the latter I agree
significantly with what he has said.
Mr KIERATH: I turn now to Senator Cook's comments; he stated -

Dual appointments will go a considerable way in closely linking the operation of the
Federal and State systems by permitting a person holding a Federal dual appointment
to exercise both Federal and State industrial powers to resolve disputes and make
Orders and Awards.

Dual appointments are not fundamental to this objective. Adequate provisions already exist
for the exchange of powers and for cooperation between the two tribunals. Would the
Minister acknowledge that? These arrangements respect the independence of each tribunal
and achieve a substantial degree of rational isation. A real wish has always existed between
the State and Federal systems that closer links be formed - but at what expense? Will it be at
the expense of one or the other? I have no doubt that invariably it will be at the expense of
the State system. Senator Cook also stated -

They will provide significant flexibility in the country's industrial relations structure.
industrial disputes which involve both Federal and State issues and Awards will be
able to be dealt with at the same time by the person who will have both Federal and
State powers.

Is that not interesting? We will have closer links, supposedly without independence being
placed in jeopardy. This is already happening without the commission's independence being
jeopardised, so why should we change it? The dual appointments are not a precedent or a
condition for that happening. Senator Cook also said -

They will enable decisions to be made that deal with all issues in dispute (both
Federal and State) in a practical and consistent manner.

That implies that this is not happening now; that is not true. The Western Australian
Industrial Relations Cormmission already exercises its jurisdiction in accordance with the Act
which this Parliament has bestowed upon it. Again, I quote Senator Cook -

The outcomes of industrial disputes dealt with in this way are more likely to be
consistent and will provide a more equal and fairer treatment of industrial problems.

The more the senator explains himself, the more cause I have to be alarmed. It is in disputes
in which Federal and State unions are involved that a high degree of cooperation occurs
betw.-er the two tribunals with the exchange of powers where appropriate. Sections 80(z)(h)
and 80(z)(j) of the Act contain the existing mechanisms. In matters which are likely to have
national ramifications, there is a well established forumt for communication between
members of the State and Federal tribunals directly involved in their industry.

Mr Troy: What do you understand by that? Obviously, there is a distinction between what
we are proposing and what already exists; what do you understand about the current
situation?
Mr KIERATH: I have been explaining that to the Minister for the last 40 minutes; I have
time constraints so we can discuss that during the Committee stage. Senator Cook also
stated -

Varying standards in work practices are less likely to occur under a new system, thus
preventing the opportunities for flow-on or leap-frog campaigns.

Well, that happens within jurisdictions now and issues can generally be addressed without
recourse to dual appointments.

Mr Troy: Do you say that that is happening now?
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Mr KIERATH: It can happen within the current jurisdiction; matters can be addressed
without recourse to dual appointments. I have outlined that to the Minister in three or four
different ways already.
Mr Troy: We have had the collapse of the New South Wales Ministr of Education on
conditions which were widely accepted.

Mr KIIERATI-: Does the Minister seek to use this provision to overcome such situations?

Mr Troy: You are saying that there is no leapfrogging at the moment; [ am saying that there
is. All the member's constituents would know that to be the case.
Mr KIERATI-: I did not say that leapfroggig did not occur.

Mr Troy: The member should make himself clear to his constituents for they will be reading
his speech closely.

Mr KIERATH: The Minister is mistaken because I quoted a statement by Senator Cook. I
continue from that statement -

Employers and employees will be more clear as their rights and obligations under
Awards.

Again, if this is intended to convey the merits of award rationalisation within industry and
enterprise, the issues can be addressed under the existing provisions of the Act. Senator
Cook also stated -

The new system will make it easier to deal more effectively and swiftly with
demarcation problems, especially when overlapping industrial jurisdictions have
prevented a resolution.

Overlapping industrial jurisdictions have not inhibited the cooperation which has been
evident between the two tribunals in the past, and that will continue. Senator Cook
continued -

It will help to reduce the overlap and wastage of resources such as time and money on
separate tribunals and the cost for the parties that arise from duplication of hearings in
State and Federal tribunals.

With the existing structure of the State tribunal and the requirements of the Western
Australian Act, there should remain an opportunity for the Western Australian commission to
consider matters in the light of the economic and industrial needs in Western Australia and
not in relation to Federal matters. Senator Cook continued -

Individual States will have the advantage of contributing directly to Federal matters
through the nomination of state members holding dual appointments on the Full
Bench of the A.I.R.C. on major cases; for example, wage cases.

Now we are getting down to the bone of it. If the converse of this is considered, the essential
character of our Federal system will be subverted when the role of the national institution is
imported into the State arena and is involved in the State wage cases.
As I indicated to the Minister at the outset, this really is of concemn. If a number of
circumstances were put in place, this could allow the Federal commissioners to make
decisions on State wages policy.

Mr Troy: What is your comment on the influence of present national wage policy on a State
wage decision?
Mr KIERAT-: It has a major influence. The Western Australian commission looks at that
and still exercises independence. It is allowed, and entitled, to take into account the special
conditions in Western Australia. In turn I ask the Minister a question: Is he saying that the
Federal commission should decide our State wages policy?

Mr Troy: We should have a high degree of influence on circumstances which are in this
State mn any national wage case, because it is particularly important that in view of the
history of the last national wage case it has a dominant influence on the State's decision; the
quicker that this State's influence can be brought to bear the better.
Mr KIERATH: I want to see more independence at a State level because it is not always
easy to compare the States. Most claims by unions for wage increases have been based on
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CPI! considerations, It is intenesting to compare the basket of goods in the CPI considerations
from State to State. The difference between the cost of housing in Sydney and Perth is an
example.

Mr Troy: Do you agree with John Howard on this matter?

My KJERATH: Of course I support the general thmust of our federal policy.

I believe the amendments should be withdrawn. It would be a terrible mistake to give the
president a dual appointment. That would cause great conflict. Under the Act, he has an
administrative role to play, and to appoint him also to the Australian commission would
cause a conflict of interest.

Mr Troy: Is that conflict evident in Victoria?

Mr KIERATI-4: I am not conversant with what happens in Victoria; I am concerned about
what happens in Western Australia. This Parliament must look after Western Australia. The
president's sole responsibility should be to this State and to this Parliament. I do not want to
see this used as a backdoor method for transporting that allegiance to the Federal
Government. Many people in this State have great concern about this matter. It is silly to
appoint him to dual positions. There may be justification for giving others a dual
appointment, but there can be no justification for so appointing the chief commissioner, The
commission would be disadvantaged by such an appointment.

Mr Troy: Names have never been discussed; it is a principle.

My KIERAT-: Will you give this House an assurance that that appointment will not involve
the chief commidssioner?

Mr Troy: I cannot do that.
Mr KIERATH: Does the Minister acknowledge that there may be a conflict of interest?

Mr Troy: Now can anyone cover two jurisdictions in which they are empowered to operate?
Because they have the power to operate in one jurisdiction does not mean that they are
unable to operate in another jurisdiction.

Mr K.IERATH: That is precisely the point. I believe the chief comnmissioner should be
biased towards Western Australia. Nobody could hold two positions and not be biased.
Inherently, he must be prejudiced. If there is a bias, I would prefer it to be towards the
Western Australian commission. We want the allegiances of the chief commissioner to be to
this State.

The amendments refer also to Federal officers who may form a commission within the
commission. We are concerned about that. It could subsume the Western Australian
commission into the Federal commission. The amendmnents take no account of the
substantial difference in jurisdiction. including, in some respects. the wider jurisdiction in
which the commission operates under the Industrial Relations Act. We have no trouble in
supporting the original Industrial Relations Amendment Bill. We have indicated our areas of
concern, but we have agreed to support the passage of that Bill through this House. We
totally oppose these amendments and will do everything possible to ensure their defeat.
MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley) [4.26 pm]: I follow -

Mr Tray: Have you two reversed roles?

The ACTINCJ SPEAKER (Mr Donovan): Order! Let us hear what the member for Kingsley
wants to say when she has the opportunity to say it,

Mrs EDWAR DES: The Minister knows that I have long maintained an interest and always
will maintain an interest in industrial relations. It has been a hobby of mine for 16 years. I
was involved in the last two rewrites of the Industrial Relations Act. It is interesting to
consider the 1984 changes to sections of the Act and the proposal to now redraft some of
those sections. I wish to clarify a couple of things that may have been misunderstood.
Section 9 equates the style and status of the President of the Western Australian Industrial
Commission to a Supreme Court judge. That provision was removed from the 1984
legislation as the member for River-ton tried to point out.

Mr Graham: Editor-in-chief, are you?
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Mrs EDWA.RDES: No, I want to make sure that it is very clear that we have no difficulty
with section 9 being reinserted into the legislation. The existing president of the commission
is a man of integrity and a man who makes his own decisions as members opposite found out
when he was formerly in the Licensing Court. At that time, the member for Fremantle who
was involved in the rewriting of the 1984 legislation, pushed for the style and title of the
president to be removed from the legislation.

MW Kierath: Rumour had it that be had already produced it and it was in the filing cabinet
before he was even appointed.

Mrs EDWARDES: I am not sure of the reasons for the changes to that section at that time
and whether it had anything to do with the authority of Chief Commissioner O'Dea.
The other section about which I would like to comment is section 7. It provides for the
Public Service arbitrator to refer industrial relations matters of significance to the
commu-ission. The second reading speech states -

The most significant single amendment to the Act is the proposed inclusion of
salaried public servants' hours of work and leave provisions within the jurisdiction of
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commi-ssion. These areas of deliberation
have previously been specifically excluded from consideration by the commnission.

It is interesting to note that, in May 1983. former Premier Brian Burke reduced senior public
servants' salaries by 10 percent. Had the powers proposed in this legislation been in the Act
at that time, he would not have been able to do that. I am sure that the public servants who
marched on Parliament House last week will be pleased to know that they will receive some
authority and status through the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission. The
member for Riverton said that many members on ibis side of the House, me included, were
not happy with proposed new section 7 IA of division 4. That proposed section will prevent
members of unions from knowing about changes to rules proposed by their unions.
Division 4. of which section 71 A is a pan, provides for the method of registering unions.

Section 54 specifies the sorts of rules a union must comply with to be registered. Before
changing any of the rules under section 62(3)(b) reasonable steps must be taken to provide an
opportunity for all members to object to any amendment to those rules. I have no problem
with the adoption of Federal rules. We have about 108 unions in Western Australia with
Federal jurisdiction. Under the Industrial Relations Act members of unions have the right to
know of any amendments and to object to any changes to those rules. There may be basic
and minor housekeeping matters of insignificant value to unions or union officers and it may
be that a lot of minor changes to those rules cause a lot of paperwork, especially when some
of the members of the union are spread far and wide in a State the size of ours. However, it
is not right or proper to remove the right of members to know of changes to their rules or to
deny them the right to object to those changes if they want to.
Mr Troy: Individual groups can maintain that position if they desire, it is not automatically
withdrawn.
Mrs EDWARDES: Under the present Act it is automatic.

Mr Troy: Not under the Bill.

Mrs EDWARDES: Under the present Act members of unions have that right. This
legislation is supporting the unions and not the members of those unions.

Mir Troy: The member is missing the point.
Mrs EDWARDES: F am not, at all.

M~r Troy: If the member listens, she. may ind out something. There is still scope for
individual unions that wish to pursue their membership's wish to do so specifically. There is
no obstruction to that.

Mrs EDWARDES: Of course not, but at present they are required to take all reasonable
steps under section 62, which I read out. Under the new Bill changes to the Industrial
Relations Act do not require them to do that. I was not missing the point, the Minister was.
Members will now be denied the right, if the union so desires, to object to any amendments
the union puts through. When the Minister states he represents members of those unions that
is incorrect, he is representing the unions themselves.
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The member for Riverton pointed out that we do not oppose this clause, but 1 ask the
Minister to reflect on chose changes and the reasons for them. If unions are to be responsible
and this Bill is passed in its present form - and if the Minister does not wish to reflect on it
and change it later - he should take the opportunity to advise members of any changes to
those rules and allow them the time and opportunity to object if they wish. Any union worth
its salt, and obviously the union members themselves, has the right to do something at the
ballot box at the end of the day if a problem occurs. The amendment to section 71A is
abhorrent. Incorporated associations and other bodies are required to advise members of any
changes to their rules so I see no reason why unions, when they are required to do so under
the existing Act, will not now have to do the same.

MR TRENORDEN (Avon) [4.35 pmJ: The National Party supports this Bill. However,
we will not support the proposed amendments when they are moved. We have problems
with them because reference is made to the Hancock report in a letter sent to me by the
Minister a few weeks ago. Members will recall that the Hancock report was the subject of
some debate in this place. It was widely agreed that it was written by the Industrial Relations
Commission for the benefit of the Industrial Relations Commission and presented an attitude
from the mid-]1800s. It was nothing to do with purting industrial relations into the future.

Any reference to the Hancock report is of no value whatever and if the Minister looks to that
report for support for his amendments it will carry no weight with the National Party. We
are keen to see good industrial relations. It is curious that the Minister has put these
amendments forward at such short notice, although I am not saying that there is any hidden
agenda in doing that.

Mr Troy: I hope the member received the letter from me last Thursday fortnight.

Mr TRENORDEN: I call that short notice. I received it about two or three weeks ago and I
am not saying I received it in the last couple of days, but I consider that to be short notice.
We will not support the amendments. The Minister said the fouowing in his second reading
speech -

Labour relations today are about cooperation through developing skils and improved
vocational training, and about designing career paths, creating more varied and
fulfilling jobs: labour relations are about productivity improvement.

I doubt that everyone would agree with that statement although most would agree with the
final part about productivity and improvement. That is a statement on behalf of the union
movement. Many employers would agree with that in principle, but there are problems, as
the Minister and I both know, if he broadens his statement. Although we support the Bill, we
question where the Minister is coming from.

Industrial relations are looked upon with some disdain at the moment. An article appeared in
today's The West Auistralian under the heading, "A super result for the gratefu dead." The
article is about a worker having his job reinstated by Mr Justice Hungerford after he had been
dead for some time. It states -

I..the Shop Employees' Union. didn't think that just because he was dead he should
lose his job.

Mr Troy: I have lost the point of the member's debate.

Mr TRENORDEN: I am simply saying that industrial relations has become a bit of a
laughing stock.

Mr Troy: Is the member saying we should not have the New South Wales system?

Mr TRENORDEN: I am saying that we should be putting industrial relations on a high
agenda and not be playing the games that have been played with it.

Dr Watson: Our attitude is the same.

Mr TRENORDEN: I do nor think so. The Bill will pass this House with our agreement. We
do not favour the amendments and will1 not support them. This is an important part of the
administration of any State's industrial relations.

Mr Troy: The member says he will be opposing dual appointments, but I am not sure for
what reason.
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Mr TRENORDEN: The Minister has to convince my party why they should happen. lHe has
made no effort to do so other than quoting the Hancock report, which I have just spent five
minutes saying is a waste of time.

Mr Troy: In all respects?

Mr TRENORDEN: Yes. We believe it is a waste of time even putting together the pieces of
paper to make it a doorstop; we would be better off using a rock. So if the Government is
trying to convince us that its amendments are necessary because of the Hancock review, it
had better try another method.

MR GRAHAM (Pilbara) [4.41 pm]: This Bill seeks to do six things: To bring salaried
public servants within the jurisdiction of the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission; to make some changes for TATE people; to change section 7 1A of the Act in
respect of the amendment of State and Federal union rules; to make changes in respect of
how referrals from the different tribunals and authorities within the industrial relations
system relate to the State system; to change the Public Service appeals system; and to give
the President of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission the status and other
entitlements of a judge. I will address some of those issues and also some of the questions
raised by the member for Avon.

The member for Avon talked about the industrial relations club, how his party views that
club, and about what it means to him and to the people of Western Australia. In talking
about the industrial relations club he is really talking about the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission and the tripartite bodies that have sprung up in industries around
Western Australia. I suggest in respect of the member for Avon's comments about the
industrial relations club and how there is some other way of conducting industrial relations
that he have a close look at the situation in New Soith Wales.

Mr Trenorden interjected.

Mr GRAHAM: Anyone can go through and pick out one example and say the system does
not work, but that is a nonsense. We should look at what the Opposition parties nationally
are saying should be the industrial relations system; that is, a system of watering down the
role of the commission and having private contracts between employers and employees, and
that in some way that will be better than the industrial relations system that now operates in
Western Australia. I give my full and total support to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission and also to the award system.
I want to refer to a number of comments that have been made by members opposite about
that system and its alleged inflexibility, and in doing so I refer to the iron ore industry, which
is a major player in my electorate. I believe fuirly that that industry demonstrates totally the
benefits of the industrial relations system that is supported by this Labor Government. The
statistics are very interesting. They indicate that in 1983, which is when the member for
Riverton says the Opposition had an industrial relations system that worked,
105 000 working days were lost in the iron ore industry as a result of industrial disputes. The
figure for last year was about 12 000 working days. So the ability of the commission and
other tripartite bodies in the industry to sort out and go out in a proactive maniner to address
industrial disputes has been tried and proven.

Another major criticism of the current industrial relations system is that it does not allow for
enterprise-based awards. That criticism is wrant nonsense. There have been enterprise-
based awards in the iron ore industry for more than 25 years. They are not new. Another
criticism of the industrial relations club is that it does not allow for productivity -based wage
fixing. That criticism is also arrant nonsense. Last year Mt Newman Mining Co Pty Ltd and
the unions reached an agreement - and I spoke about this in this House at the time - about a
productivity-based pay system to operate through the award system and through the
Industrial Relations Commidssion.

The view of the member for Avon, and others, about the industrial relations club must be
balanced against the situation that existed under the previous Liberal Government. I have to
say, to spread my net a bit wider, if I may, that last week the Civil Service Association held a
rally which was addressed by the shadow Minister. That is very interesting because under
the system that applied when his parry was in Government, he would have been thrown in
gaol because he would not have been allowed to participate in a rally to protest about a case
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publicly. The shadow Minister said to a group of public servants that he would do wonderful
things for them, while ignoring totally the experience of his party's Government in New
South Wales which eliminated 9 000 jobs in its first year in office. That is the system we
inherited when we came into Government in 1983. The system we have now in 1990 is a
system that works, and which allows public servants in Western Australia access to the
Industrial Relations Commission.
I turn now to the proposed amendment to the position of President of the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission. I seek from the Minister responsible an undertaking that
this will not mean that the time of the commission will be spent in arguing finite points of
law. I ask quite deliberately for that undertaking because I have been in the unfortunate
position of being in the commission and watching smart legal advocates use the legal system,
but not the Industrial Relations Commission, to totally frustrate the operations of the
corrumission for their own ends. I remind the Minister and members that the commission has
an obligation, according to section 26 of the Industrial Relations Act, to act according to
eq~uity, good conscience, and the substantial merits of the case without re gard to
technicalities or legal forms. Section 6(c) of the Act says that one of the principal objects of
the Act is -

to provide means for preventing and settling industrial disputes not resolved by
amicable agreement. including threatened. impending and probable industrial
disputes. with the maximum of expedition and the minimum of legal form and
technicality;

I seek art assurance from the Minister that these provisions will remain in the Act and that the
appointment of a judge to the commuission will nor affect in any way the abi] ity of lay people
to be able to run a case in the Industrial Relations Conmmission.

The member for Riverton made some points about the appointment of members to the
commission. He said, as I understand it, that if people are appointed to the commuission, they
will in some way be prejudiced against Western Australia. I have some concerns about
maybe ending up with a unitary system of industrial relations in Australia but I do not see
how these appointments can produce that system. The Minister may like to address that
matter in his reply. However, I remind the member for Riverton of the powers and duties of
the industrial Relations Commission in respect of national wage decisions. As to his
concerns and fears about how Western, Australia will be affected by national wage decisions,
section 51l(l) of the current Act says -

In this section, "National Wage Decision" means a decision which -

(a) is made by a Full Bench of the Australian Commission:

(b) relates to rates of wages; and

(c) is applicable generally to awards made under the Commonwealth Act.

When talking about the federal commission and national wage decisions and how they are
considered in Western Australia. the point I want to make to the member for Riverton is that
the conmmission already has that responsibility under section 5 1(2) of the Act, which says -

Subject to section 50(10). when and as often as a National Wage Decision is made
after the coming into operation of this section the Commission shall of its own
motion consider that decision and, unless it is satisfied that there are good reasons not
to do so, shall make a General Order giving effect to that National Wage Decision in
such manner and subject to such conditions ...

So the provision already exists in the wage fixing field for the State Industrial Relations
Commission to have cognisance of national wage decisions. In fact, it is arguably higher
than having cognisance, because the onus of proof is on the commission to show that the
national wage decision should nor be considered before it puts it into place.

Having said that, I simply commend the Bill to the House- I expect it will receive the
support it deserves.
MR fVcGINTV (Fremantle) [4.52 pml: I would like first of all to express my pleasure that
the effect of this Bill in its current form is supported on both sides of the House. I want to
make a few comments, though, in relation to a number of the provisions which are contained
in the Bill.
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Firstly, in relation to the style and title of the president, I certainly support the idea of the
amendments which were made in 1984 of treating all members of the Industrial Relations
Commission on equal terms. At that stage. subject to a preservation of conditions for the
then incumbent in the position, to which the member for Kingsley has referred, I could see
no justification in future, in the appointment of a member of the commission to the position
of president. of prescribing for that person dramatically superior superannuation - and by that
I mean the noncontributory pension scheme which applies to judges - whereas other
members of the commission joined the Public Service superannuation scheme. It is a
significantly improved superannuation scheme to that which applies to all public servants at
large; nevertheless, it is still the Public Service superannuation scheme. Nor could I see arty
justification for prescribing different periods of leave for that person. I can see it only as
disruptive to the normal functioning of the commnission for a member of the commission,
who is required to sit frequently with other members, to have a different leave entitlement.
In relation to the style and title of the President of the Industrial Relations Comm-ission, my
view at that stage was quite clearly that the commission is a lay tribunal. For as long as I
have been aware - and, I am assured, for a long time before that - it has operated on the basis
of encouraging commonsense determinations of everyday industrial problems between
employers and employees, and every endeavour was made to remove the legalistic trappings
which could well account for the sort of decision to which the member for Avon has
referred - which, incidentally, was not made, as I recall the article in the paper, by a lay
member of that industrial tribunal.
Nonetheless, that was the view and the rationale adopted at the time, and it was a view I
supported. The difficulty, which has been referred to, is that the appointee to replace the
former President of the Industrial Relations Comm-ission, Dan O'Dea, was already a judge
and already in receipt of the very conditions to which I have referred in relation to pension,
leave and title. As the member for Kingsley has observed, he is a marn of great integrity and
I believe a great acquisition to the bench and the commission, and an excellent appointment
from every point of view. In my view it would have been quite unfair to have substantially
worsened his conditions of employment by asking himr to take on a Position in which he was
asked to serve the State, and for that reason I believe these changes ought to be made so that
his position is not worsened;, but that does not mean to say that the view which was adopted
in 1984 was, in principle, incorrect. I believe, though, that the circumstances which have
arisen necessitate the amendments which are before this Parliament today.

As well, in relation to public servants' hours and leave, I believe we need to look at this in its
historical progression. Prior to 1984 the conditions of employment of public servants in this
State were not regulated by the Industrial Relations Conmmission. Public servants had the
Public Service Act and a Public Service Arbitrator who had exclusive jurisdiction over
certain limited questions affecting the employment conditions of public servants. The
balance of those conditions were regulated by the Public Service Act. As with many things,
one decides to proceed with some caution. There were obviously fears by public servants
and their unions - and perhaps it was fear of the unknown - that the changes which were to be
made to their form of industrial regulation could be worse for them. Accordingly, what was
done at the time was to abolish the position of Public Service Arbitrator as such, regulated by
a separate Act of this Parliament, but to incorporate that in the Industrial Relations Act so
that public servants, for the~ first time, had their conditions of employment regulated within
the commission, albeit on a limited basis. It was done by a constituent authority known as
the Public Service Arbitrator but was nonetheless done as what 1, and I think others, at the
time envisaged was a progression towards complete integration within the Industrial
Relations Commission, along the same lines as that which has subsequently occurred in the
Commonwealth area in respect of the regulation of conditions of employment of
Commonwealth public servants. They have now been regulated by the Commonwealth
Industrial Relations Commission.

T1ie amendments before the Parliament today seek to broaden the jurisdiction of the
commission to deal with hours and leave of the Public Service. That was a matter which was
not previously within the jurisdiction of the Public Service Arbitrator. It was a matter
regulated by the Public Service Act itself. Consequently we see in that change what I hope
will be a further incremental step in the progression of normalisation of the treatment of
public servants along with other workers employed in this State on art equitable and equal
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basis. That is something which I hope will be proceeded with in future, to the extent that we
wit] then have complete integration. My own view, for what it is worth, is that the sooner the
constituent authorities within the commission are themselves abolished and each of the
functions of those constituent authorities are absorbed by the comnmission itself, the better the
operations of the commission will be-

Further, I want to refer to the provisions of clause 7 of the Bill, which relates to proposed
new section 7 [A. The member for Riverton indicated that he had some reservations about it,
or believed we should proceed with some caution in respect of this matter and that possibly
some rules of a trade union ought not be subject to the provisions of clause 7. The member
for Kingsley did not believe that proposed new section 71A was a good idea because it
disfranchised the union membership and cut it off from knowing of proposed changes to
union rules. It is important to know for the purposes of this debate that the requirements of
the Industrial Relations Act relating to the notification of union members as to any rule
changes are the most onerous of any in Australia. Section 55 of the Act lays down the
requirements which must be met before any amendment to union rules can occur. This is the
case with the addition of a full stop, a comnma or the addition of a few words which would
have little impact. and the union must satisfy the full bench of the commission that it has
taken every possible step to notify the members of the union of the proposal. In practical
terms this means that the trade union is required to send out to each member of that union a
statement of reasons for the proposed amendment, which outlines the effects of the
amendment, regardless of how important it is. In the case of the union I used to represent,
the costs involved were very large as this had to be done several times a year. This involved
the printing and mailing out of leaflets to 23 000 members outlining the set of rules to be
amended, and it was extremely ra-re for this to be questioned or for objections to be raised.
Members do not need to be mathematicians to work out the costs and staff time involved in
this operation. I am sure that members who represent electorates of approximately the same
number would appreciate the costs and efforts involved in such an undertaking. Those
provisions were included in the Act to ensure that the democratic control of trade unions was
maintained.

This goes very much to the heart of the point raised by the member for Kingsley in which she
stated that the Bill took away a union member's right to object to changes in the union rules.

Mrs Edwardes: I objected because we were not told about it.

Mr McGINTY: Let me explain it to the member now: The way in which the Bill is drafted
requires that the provision must be met before a union can avail itself of the provisions of the
Act. Therefore, every member of the union is notified that the union intends, or would like,
to make an application under proposed new section 71A to incorporate the Federal rules.
That is not something which will simply happen as a result of the current provisions of the
Act. So, as a union member I will have a chance to object to the incorporation of a Federal
rule into the State rules of dhe union, and in this way I am given a choice as to whether I want
to object to changes in union rules in the future.

Mrs Edwardes: That is the first time, but once that provision is removed, any objection to
proposed changes to the rules which may occur in the futuere will not be known by the union
member.

Mr McGINT Y: Basically. that is right', however, it is the choice chat is provided. The union
member may believe that all the paperwork involved in mailing information was causing
trees to be cut down and that it was not necessary; that is especially the case if the Federal
rules are already complied with. It could be argued that if a State union complies with the
Federal rules, why should the union member be put in a position of being inundated with all
the material involved? If a member of a union states that he does not want to know any
more, he will not be given a chance to object to any particular rule changes in the future.
However, this involves two particular qualifications: First, in the same way that a member of
a union can vote to adopt a rule which states that the rules of the Federal union will apply. a
member can also vote to revoke that condition and substitute a rule as required - front time to
time that is done. A union which is having a problem with a particular rule can revoke that
rule and go back to the situation which applied under the provisions of the Act; so, a
guarantee is built into the Act. Second, section 66 of the Act - an increasingly used
provision - gives the president of the commission the power to look at the union rules and
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detennine whether they are operating fairly on individuals. Section 66(2) of the Act reads as
follows -

On an application made pursuant to this section, the President may make such order
or give such directions relating to the rules of the organization, their observance or
non-observance or the manner of their observance, either generally or in the
particular case, as he considers to be appropriate .-.

The section then lists the particular things the president may do. That is the avenue of
recourse for an ordinary member of a union who believes either that the rule is unfair on the
individual or on the union membership generally or that the rule is unfair in the way in which
it applies in a particular situation. This imposes on the president of the commission the
broadest possible jurisdiction to ensure that fairness is dealt to the members of the union
regarding the way in which the union operates. This is far broader than the provisions
contained in the Commonwealth Act or, as I understand it, than applies in any other State
legislation.

The Commuonwealth legislation basically refers to union rules which are harsh, unfair or
unjust. However, the State legislation provides for cases which are less than this in that it
ensures that unions do not do anything to which union members disagree; if a member
disagrees he may take the matter to the commission. The union member may object to the
union rules, and the president of the commission can override other provisions to ensure that
the rules do not apply in a harsh, unfair or prejudicial way. The safeguards are built into the
system and will be affected by proposed new section 71AiN this relates to the amendment of
union rules and is designed to achieve a certain administrative efficiency and to ensure that
we do not have to go to extraordinary lengths to ensure that every member has his say. The
Act provides protection for individuals who are adversely affected. I have explained how the
protection works with proposed new section 7lA;, however, this provision is more than a
matter of members knowing about rutle changes. In the landmark decision of Moore v Doyle.
the Federal Court of Australia decided that trade unions - both at a Federal and State level -
in many cases, were operating as one legal entity but were in fact two separate legal entities
and should be operating as such. Unless I am mistaken, the 1979 Bill, introduced by the then
Liberal Government, sought to provide a mechanism to ameliorate the situation and to
overcome some of the decisions which arose in the Moore v Doyle case.
Those difficulties were not addressed in a total sense, as we are trying to do with the Bill,
which is before the Parliament today, but rather sought to meet the two major problems
which confronted trade unions which had the dual identity problem. Section 71 of the Act, if
my memory serves me correctly, was inserted on that occasion. It dealt with the two major
areas of trade union concern arising out of the need to be two separate legal entitles. The Act
said that in relation to the officers of the union, and by that I mean the president, secretary
and the members of the commnittee of management, members of the State union could lose
Their right if they voted to carry a resolution which basically deemed the officers in its
Federal counterpart to be the officers of the State union. On that occasion the most
fundamental democratic right of any member of a State registered trade union, which is the
right to elect anyone he wants, was taken away. That Bill solved a number of significant
problems at a practical level. Members of the union could still vote in the elections for the
Federal organisax ion, but they would no longer need to conduct a separate ballot for the samne
positions in the State registered trade union.

Section 71 also addressed the question of trade union funds. It enabled the State union to
enter into an arrangement with its Federal counterpart for that body to assume the
management of the State trade union's funds. The 1979 Act took away the rights of a
member of a State registered trade union to regulate the most pressing things that would
interest members of State trade unions - the election of its officers and what happens to the
finances of a State registered trade union. It took the comnmonsense approach of adopting
whatever happened in the Federal union, because in effect the two operated as one. It was
not seen then as a question of great principle. it was seen as a practical way to resolve a
problem thrown up by legalistic interpretation of the operations of trade unions.
If anyone sits back and looks at the rules of trade unions they will see three areas in which a
member will have prime interest. They are election for office, the funds of a union, and who
is eligible to be a member. This Bill expressly excludes from its operation questions of
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eligibility. One must still go through the detailed processes, which I have already outlined
and which are covered in section 55 of the current Act, in relation to union rules relating to
eligibility. Most State and Federal registered trade unions have abrogated their rights to have
separate elections for the State union. Most have entered into arrangements in respect of
Federal funds. We are talking about those areas within trade union rules which have mostly
an administrative importance. rather than a principle importance. I emphasise that members
of a union have the right of recall. Not only do they have the right to vote out people who
change union rules in a manner which is inconsistent with their wishes, but also they have
the right to change the rules back. They can require the full exhaustive onerous provisions of
the legislation as it currently stands to be applied. They must decide, in the first instance,
whether they wish to enter into an arrangement which this Bill enables to occur.

I am pleased that the Opposition supports this Bill. It will lead to a simplification of trade
union administration. It will overcome a number of the artificial problems thrown up in
cases with origins in the decision of Moore v Doyle and which have featured in a number of
bitter struggles in trade unions. One needs only to look back to the trade union elections
which resulted in separate persons being elected to the position of secretary of the Federal
union and secretary of the State union. That occurred in the Transport Workers Union a few
years back, in the Building Workers TIndustrial Union, and most recently in the Teachers
Union and in the Liquor and Allied Industries Employees Union. In each of those cases
there was an absolute diversion of the union energies and efforts away from its fundamental
purpose of looking after the interests of its members and onto the issue of resolving this
struggle between the two trade unions. This Bill contains a mechanism which is designed to
alleviate those difficulties, not to override the rights of individual union members, but to
enable those trade unions to get on with the job of representing the interests of their
members.

I will touch very briefly on the question of dual appointments. I appreciate that it is on the
Notice Paper as amendments to the Bill, but it is important to recognise the history of these
provisions. There was once a time when Stares' rights was the name of the game. The State
commission back in the 1970s often voiced its independence and the fact that it did not
consider itself bound by any decisions of the Commonwealth commission, in particular
decisions in State wage cases. In the late 1970s we saw the phenomenon of the State
Industrial Relations Comm-ission quite often adopting different State wage decisions from
those of the Federal commission which normnally preceded it in the national wage case. If
my memory serves me correctly, not only were larger amounts awarded in the State wage
case than in the Federal wage case, but also they were awarded more often and from earlier
dates. In the days of wage indexation this State had automatic rises for workers' wages when
the CP[ figures were released. This did not occur anywhere else in Australia, and for that
matter applied only to workers in this State who were covered by State awards. This
comtnission operated partly in response to that assertion of independence in the late 1970s.

The member for Pilbara referred to section 5 1 of the Act. A directive went to the
commission to implement automatic wage decisions unless it was satisfied there were good
reasons not to do so. The commission, as a statutory imperative, must implement the
decisions of national wage cases unless it determines there are separate reasons for not so
doing. That was the beginning of the pressure within the Industrial Relations Act for an
integration of the way in which trade unions operate. The next provision is that contained in
section 80ZG of the Act. That enabled two comnmissioners to sit, to hear and to determine a
particular dispute. A member of the State comnmission sat alongside the Federal
corrnissioner and collectively they would determine an industrial dispute. With due respect
to the architects of that, it was a silly thing to do. Not only did it tie up two arbitrators on a
dispute, but also it involved each of them giving up 50 per cent of his jurisdiction. It placed
an onus on them to resolve the dispute between themselves. Because that was such a
cumbersome procedure. section 8OZH was introduced into the Bill with counterpart
provisions contained in the Federal Act. It enabled the State comm-ission to refer an
individual application by a trade union to the Commonwealth commission. There is a
comparable provision in the Commronwealth Act where an application made by a union or
employer to the Commonwealth commnission can be referred to a State commissioner for
hearing and determination. That involved matters where there was a general overlap of
coverage, such as in the power generation industry, the building industry, hospital industry
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and a number of others where some people were regulated by State awards and some by
Federal awards.

In a sense, as I described earlier the progression of time in relation to public servants, there is
also a progression of the question of the increasing onus on industrial tribunals to integrate
their operations. The ordinary worker, employer and person in the street does not understand
the artificiality of Federal-State distinctions, particularly when the Federal and State Acts are
almost identical in their objectives, or the way in which conciliation and arbitration are to be
employed to resolve industrial disputes. It is very difficult for people who are not initiated in
these proceedings to understand the artificiality of those distinctions.

It was recommended by the Hancock report that there be greater integration between the
tribunals. Section 8OZI of this State's Industrial Relations Act requires the Federal
commission to consult with the State commission. ALl these things are designed to bring
about greater harmony between the two bodies. It is a sensible line of approach and it should
be pursued by the relevant employers, trade unions and commissions in order to ensure a
sensible and logical progression in the way in which industrial relations tribunals are directed
to operate and should continue to operate. I commend the Bill to the House.
MR TROY (Swan Hills - Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations) [5.21 pm]:
Mr Speaker, in view of the time -

Several members interjected.
Mr Shave: You will not be in that position for long.
Mr TROY: One thing for sure is that the job will stay with people on this side of the House -
10 people on this side of the House would be more qualified to take it on than would anyone
opposite.
As members are aware this Bill amends the Industrial Relations Act in a number of areas. I
will cover the general areas quickly and I am very grateful for the Opposition's support for
them. I will address the matters of concern after the dinner adjournment.

The significant part of this Hill deals with the Industrial Relations Commission's jurisdiction
being extended to deal with the hours of work and leave matters in respect of salaried public
servants. It is an historical amendment and as a Minister in a Labor Government I am very
proud that this amendment has been proposed and to have the Opposition's support for it. It
deals with the fundamental question of equity in industrial matters.

Previous speakers referred to constituent authorities under the Industrial Relations Act. The
Bill will give the Government School Teachers Tribunal, the Railways Classification Board
and the Public Service Arbitrator powers to refer matters of industrial relations significance
or questions of law to a commission in court session or the Full Bench. It will place each of
those constituent authorities on an equal footing to a commissioner operating under the
general powers of the Act. It is an appropriate step which will be welcomed by people in the
constituent authorities.
The Bill will re-equate the position of president of the commission to that of a judge.
Members have referred to this. I advise members that the present occupant of that position is
a man of rare distinction and ability and his appointment has been of benefit to the State. It
should be clearly understood that in order to achieve his appointment we could not offer him
lesser conditions to those which he enjoyed in his previous position with the Licensing
Court. Members opposite inappropriately misconstrued the truth when they said that the
Government is reverting to a position which prevailed prior to 1984-85. 1 acknowledge the
support from the member for Kingsley and her clarification of comments which had been
made earlier in this House. I am sure her clarification of the facts was appreciated by all
members. The member for Pilbara raised a concern that the appointment represented a
change in policy by the Govemnment towards re-establishing a higher legal representation in
the commission over its lay operations. I give him an assurance now that that is not the
intention of the Bill and the Government would look with some concern at any changes
along the lines he suggested. The change has been made to accommodate a certain
individual because of his high standing in his previous position.
The Bill will make it easier for State registered unions to adopt the rules of their Federal
counterparts. My colleague, the member for Fremantle, covered this area very well, but I
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draw another point to the attention of the member for Kingsley. I refer her to clause 7(2)(c)
of the Bill which provides special provisions under which an individual union can raise
matters concerning a ruie change.
The Bill accurately reflects the changes which have already been made to the Education Act.
It makes a distinction between the position of the Chief Executive Officer of TA.FE and the
General Executive Officer of the Ministry of Education. Of course, this House supported
that amendment when the education Bill was before it.

The Bill also deals with the question of appeal provisions which is important to public
servants. I am pleased to note that the member for Riverton understood this provision. In
view of the current trial period operating on appeal mechanisms it is appropriate to allow
some flexibility. In addition to the changes I have mentioned the Bill will remedy a number
of inconsistencies by renaming areas previously referred to in the Federal jurisdiction.
One proposed amendment which concerns the Opposition is chat of dual appointments. The
dual appointment process should nor be seen as arn indication of the Government's support
for what is emerging as a point of discussion. that is. a unitary industrial relations system.
By way of interjection I said earlier that some of the member for Riverton's concernis about a
unitary system are shared by the Government. While I do not dismiss the concept in its
totality, a great deal of work needs to be undertaken before a decision is made by a
Government to move to a unitary process.

Mr Kierath:. Who was pushing for it?

Mr TROY: I am prepared to deal with this matter of dual appointments because it is a simnple
extension, minute as it is, to the existing provisions in the legislation. Two provisions now
exist: The first relates to dual sittings and the second to a nominee member of a Federal
tribunal who will be given the powers to operate under our system. This minor amendment
to the dual appointment of commissioners is an administrative change.

[Questions without notice taken.j
Siing suspended from 6.00 to 7.30 pm

Mr TROY: Before question time I was speaking on dual appointments which is a major
concern to parties opposite. Before I extend that discussion I will clarify interjections
referring to correspondence and comrmunications which passed between the President and
Chief Commissioner of the Industrial Relations Commission and me. The matter was first
raised with me in a letter I received from President Sharkey on 29 May, and was followed by
a discussion with him on 19 June. 1 indicated during those discussions that the amendments
would be made available to both the president and the chief commissioner. In fact, that
information was conveyed to them during the month of June. On 30 July I received
correspondence from President Sharkey and Chief Commissioner Coleman outlining their
reaction to the dual appointments. Upon my return from overseas I met them on 28 August.
That meeting led to my letter confirming the content of those discussions on 6 September,
The member for Riverton, instead of trying to stitch together stories provided to him, can
take that as the true and accurate record of the process.
I would like the House to respect the view that there was a high degree of confidentiality
throughout those discussions. The president and the chief commissioner were representing
the concerns of the commissioners at that time. Without breaking into that confidentiality, I
will broadly classify three categories of concern that applied and how they were addressed.
There were matters beyond the scope of dual appointments -

Mr Kierath: Why don't you table that letter?

Mr TROY: Would the member please listen for a while as he might learn something.
Matters beyond the scope of dual appointments. such as the unitary industrial relations
process, were brought up by the commuissioners. If the member for Riverton continues to
talk about tabling documents, he should seriously consider tabling some of his information.

Mr Kieratti: Will you tell us about their views?

Mir TROY: Those concerns about the unitary industrial relations process were not applicable
to the question of dual appointments and there must be a clear distinction with regard to that.
The unitary industrial relations debate is still to emerge in full and all parties will be given
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the opportunity to pursue that debate with the Government before any decisions are made.
The second category was on aspects of Government policy unrelated to the administrative
processes of dual appointments and was not pursued at those meetings. The third category
pursued relaxed to the administrative problems of dual appointments and was appropriately
raised by the president and the chief commissioner. I saw these mailers as having a solution
through the application of appropriate administrative mechanisms. The views of the
president and the chief commissioner were well respected and have been noted by the
Government.
The process of consultation with the Industrial Relations Commission representatives is thus
detailed. During the dinner recess I had an opportunity to clarify more fully the detail of this
process with the Tripartite Labour Consultative Council. One problem is that the responsible
departmental staff person is not available as he is on leave, so I cannot give the exact dates,
but certainly his senior officer was able to confirm the content. The issue was first raised
with the TLCC during May before I spoke on the matter at MOLAC. I sought the views of
the tripartite labour consultative members. It was an agenda item before a working party
which had on it representatives from the Confederation of WA Industry, the Mines and
Metals Association, the Chamber of Commerce and the Trades and Labor Council. The
intention of pursuing dual appointments was not opposed.
Mr Kierath: That was the in principle discussion, not a detailed discussion.
Mr TROY: Will the member for Riverton please listen carefully because he is badly in need
of accurate information.
Mr Kierath: I know more about what is going on in your organisation than you do.
Mr TROY: The member thinks he does. Hie is hard to convince because he does not listen
very well.
The final amendments were made available to Industrial Commission members - the
president and the commissioners - and to members of the Tripartite Labour Consultative
Council. I asked for a special meeting with the TLCC. They were not able to agree on a
time. A departmental representative spoke to each of them and, arising from those
discussions - I admit that a fast track mechanism was in place - no objection was raised to the
amendments. In fact, there was a positive response from the employers and a cool response
from the TLC at that stage. Efforts to score rather cheap political points about offending the
consultative processes in this State are in reality out of line. Quite clearly the consultative
processes were put in place. There were a range of informal processes. Members should
bear in mind that the reason the Bil was amended to add the dual appointment element was
to recognise that the legislative process takes considerable time and it was appropriate to
include an amendment at this stage.
Mr Kierath: You have been caught out.
Mr TROY: The member wants to play games and I am telling him the facts.
The amendments provide for dual appointments to be made to the Federal and State
industrial tribunals. That is significant, but it is not a great step forward from the current
situation. I will touch on that in a moment. The State Government's industrial relations
policies have always sought to improve labour relations and productivity by adopting
methods which promote consultation, coordination and cooperation. It has never moved
away from that; our track record indicates that. Last month's industrial dispute figures
indicate the lowest level of disputation since 1968. Members opposite should look at the
record and then make judgments about the paths we have pursued in this arena. The
appointment of State members to the Federal tribunal will be beneficial, particularly when a
single commissioner jointly exercises State and Federal powers in a dispute. That can
involve coverage of both State and Federal awards. However, I do not believe it is beyond
the capacity of anyone with that dual jurisdiction to respond to the respective requirements of
Federal and State legislation.
Interference in the State jurisdiction by a Federal jurisdiction cannot be possible. Section 14
of the Federal Industrial Relations Act 1988 prohibits the exercising of powers by
commissioners with dual appointments. That is a significant power. Benefits for Western
Australia will arise from dual appointments. There will be greater flexibility in the industrial
arena and it will enhance the capacity of the State to react promptly. That is particularly
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important to disputation. There will be greater cooperation between the State and Federal
tribunals.
Wild allegations have been made by the member opposite. Questions relating to States'
rights emerge from these provisions. I have been intrigued by the fact that the State
industrial relations spokesman does not agree with John Howard, his Federal counterpart.
That is an interesting distinction but one which occurs from time to time. There is also a
significant difference of opinion between the member for Riverton as spokesperson on these
matters and the State Premier of New South Wales. Surprise, surprise! Those differences
underscore the erratic approach to industrial relations pursued by this Opposition.
I will approach the debate on the unitary process with great caution. I assure the House that I
do not intend to waltz down that path without first raking into account the views of the TLCC
partners and any other interested parry. The unitary industrial relations process has nothing
to do with dual appointments. Nothing in the amendments removes the capacity for this
Parliament to legislate at any time it sees fit to regulate industrial relations. It is therefore
hard to see how the State's interests will be jeopardised by dual appointments. I am afraid
the member drew a long bow on this matter; his comments were inappropriate.
It is important to remember that, while reciprocity will work both ways. dual appointees will
still only be able to exercise the jurisdiction conferred on them by the application in question.
The member opposite falls to recognise that the considerations represented through a State or
Federal award will fail initially into that area of jurisdiction. It is at that stage that the dual
appointee will respond to the process. If members opposite agree that the existing provisions
allowing State commrissioners to exercise Federal powers and vice versa as specified in a
reference pursuant to section 80ZH are beneficial and have been working well, how can they
not recognise that the simple logical extension of that anangement by one small incremental
step - by dispensing with the administrative requirement to get authorisation to exercise State
or Federal powers, on each and every occasion, whatever the case may be - will not threaten
the whole operation of the State system and it will not be subsumed by the Federal system?
It does not follow and why would not the reverse occur with the Federal system being
swallowed by the State system?

Mr Kierath: Who did that come from?

Mr TROY: All parties agreed in principle. Why is the member for Riverton so hung up?
The only people to oppose these provisions are members of the Opposition.

A small incremental step exists. A process for dual sittings and for the nominee member of
the tribunal to be allocated work on each occasion exists already. That is administratively
cumbersome and can be overcome by the proposed amendments. The argument that there
will be a takeover by the Federal Government does not apply: in fact, the reverse applies
because we will have reciprocal powers. The selective approach taken by the Opposition in
that area falls down. A very high degree of cooperation exists in the process already. It can
be further refined and improved. That is the basis of this legislation. These amendments are
not revolutionary, but rather complementary. Nothing more can be said than that. The
argument about destabiising the Industrial Relations Commission is very hard to understand
and is without rationale. A good working relationship exists under the present arrangement.
The experience of dual appointments in Victoria, where it has been in place for the longest
time, has proved contrary to the allegations made by the member opposite.
The member for Pilbara was concerned that a high level of legal operations in the Western
Australian comnmission would be reintroduced. That is not the intent of these amendments.
The member can be assured that that path will not be pursued. That a clear distinction should
exist between the legal and the arbitrariai-conciliatory process, with the latter being steered
heavily by lay commissioners is widely accepted and supported by all patties involved in the
industrial process. It is not the intention of the Government to dismantle that in any way.
The majority of issues mentioned in this debate are strongly supported by Opposition
members; I thank them for that and ask them whether, in the cooler atmosphere outside this
Chamber, they can see some real merit in dual appointments as do the majority of
organisations. I con-uend the second reading to the House.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.
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BOXING CONTROL AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from 7 June.

The SPEAKER: Order! As no arrangement has been made for this debate, it is a little
difficult for the Opposition to commence it.

MR BLAIKIE (Vasse) (7.56 pm]: The member is on his way to the House Mr Speaker.
This legislation needs the proper consideration of the House. The Government should not
force the amendments through, but I can assure the House that they will receive due and
prompt consideration.

MR BRADSHAW (Wellington) (7.57 pm]: I wonder how serious the Government is about
amendments to legislation which was passed by the House in 1987 but which has not been
proclaimed. It is ludicrous that, following an inquiry, a commnittee made recommendations
about boxing in Western Australia in 1984 and it took until 1987 before legislation was
introduced. One of the recommendation was to establish a Boxing Control Commission. It
is now 1990 and that commission has not been established because the legislation has not
been proclaimed, How dinkum is the Government about the commission? It is a sad state of
affairs that amendments to legislation are before the House before that legislation has been
proclaimed.

The amendments to the legislation, which are fairly minor, are supported by the Opposition.
One of the amendments is to increase by one the number of members on the Boxing Control
Commission. That increase is to provide representation of boxers. I see no problems with
that. One of the other main amendments provides for flexibility in the appointment of the
person representing the Department for Sport and Recreation. It is also a sad state of affairs
that although the Boxing Control Bill was passed in 1987 with unanimous support from the
House the Governiment says it has been trying to implement the regulations. Similar
legislation has been implemented in r~wo other states in Australia.

Mr Gordon Kill: How many other states?

Mr BRADSHAW: Two that [ know of: Victoria and New South Wales-, there may be more
by now.

Mr Gordon Hill: They are minority states.

Mr BRADSHAW: The length of rime taken to have this legislation implemented is an
indication that the Government is not taking the matter seriously. It may have been set up in
the first place as a knee jerk reaction to people in the boxing industry.

The State needs a Boxing Control Commission to ensure boxers are fit and able to take their
place in boxing rings. People can sometimes die as a result of injuries received in a boxing
ring. Western Australia has up and coming champions. For example, Shane Riley boxed
very well last Friday night and knocked out Lou Cafaro, one of our great boxers in Western
Australia, in a matter of seconds during the first round.

Mr Gordon Hill: No he didn't; you should get your facts right.

Mr Lewis: Don't nit pick. Add something of substance to the debate.

Mr Gordon Kill: I am waiting for someone from the Opposition to correct the member.

Mr BRADSHAW: The Minister has been sitting on his laurels doing nothing about boxing
in Western Australia.
Mr Gordon Hill:. I suggest you do something about it.

Mr BRADSH-AW: I may have mentioned the wrong boxer whom Riley was fighting last
Friday night. Nonetheless, he did very well with his win. I remember now that the person he
fought was Tony Jones. I could not remember his name because I was taken by surprise at
the Bill being debated so quickly. I was under the impression the debate on the previous Bil
would last a bit longer, and [ have been gathering my thoughts. Shane Riley knocked out
another well recognised Western Australian boxer, Tony Jones. The people at the
Superdrome were probably disappointed because the fight was over in a matter of seconds.
However, from what I have read, the previous bouts were top class and very entertaining.
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Some years ago in Harvey, where I come from, a boxer named Carl Zappia was involved in a
fight organised by his promoter and it was interesting to see how the boxers operate. One of
the boxers turned up for the first tight under the influence of either alcohol or drugs resulting
in the fight being cancelled. Some of the other bouts due to be fought that night were
mismatches. it is important that boxing in Western Australia is undertaken under certain
conditions so that the level of fitness of fighters is monitored to ensure they fight in their
appropriate classes.

Mr Thompson: Hon Clive Griffiths was the boxer in this House, and he appears to have been
fairly successful in a recent bout.

Mr BRADSHAW: It is important that a Boxing Commission is established in Western
Australia. When will the Government get itself organised and set up this body so that up and
coming boxers are fit, healthy and have the right to be in the ring without being mismatched?
The Opposition supports the Bill and the amendments before the House. It is important to
know whether the Government is dinkuni about this legislation or whether it will continue to
wander along and never proclaim it.

MIR AINSWORTH (Roe) (8.01 pm]: The 1987 Act was supported by all parties in this
House. I studied its history and found that the only Opposition speaker was the member for
South Perth. Knowing his pugilistic propensities, I think that maybe nobody was prepared to
stand and disagree with him, having heard what he said about the legislation. That Act was a
large step for the boxing industr and provided greater safety, as well as eliminating some of
the undesirable practices prevalent in the sport before that time.

For these reasons the National Party is happy to support the amendments in this Bill. The
first relates to the appointment to the Western Australian Boxing Commission of a person
with expertise in boxing. It is appropriate to have such a person on the commission
representing the initerests of boxers who is knowledgable about the sport. The second
amendment provides flexibility for the Minister for Sport and Recreation to have a
representative of the chief executive officer on the Boxing Commission. That enables the
chief executive officer to appoint someone with relevant expertise to the comm-ission. The
balance of the amendments are housekeeping to tidy the terminology in the Bill and do not
require comment.

The National Parry supports the amendments as they further the ability of the commission to
enhance the safety and integrity of boxing in Western Australia.

MIR GORDON HILL (Helena - Minister for Sport and Recreation) 18.03 pm]:. I thank
members for their support of the Bil. However, some Opposition members. such as the
member for Wellington, cannot help themselves and even when supporting a Bill they tr to
find reasons to criticise it.

Mr Bradshaw: It took you seven years to put it in place.

Mr GORDON HILL: The member cannot help himself; he always tries to find a reason to
criticise some aspect of legislation or the Government's action. The member for Wellington
should be smart enough to realise that the Opposition was in Government for a long time and
took no action on this very important issue of sporting life in Western Australia. When Keith
Wilson was Minister for Sport and Recreation he established a review of the operations of
the boxing industry in Western Australia. As a result of that the Boxing Commission was
established and the Boxing Control Act was implemented in 1987.
Mr Court: I have heard the sad news that we have lost the bid for the Olympic Games to be
held in Melbourne; it was won by Atlanta.

Mr GORDON HILL: I thank the member for Nedlands for that irdnfraion. I am sure it
will be met with disappointment by all members of the House.
It is a pity the member for Wellington is always critical when he speaks in this Chamber. It
would be better if he said he supported the legislation and sat down. That is what the
member for Roe did. He acknowledged that the proposed amendments were necessary and
that the legislation goes a long way towards regulating the boxing industry in. Western
Australia. He was positive with his remarks. Members of the Opposition would do well to
acknowledge the positive comments made by some members of this House and would do
themselves credit both in this House and out in the communtity if they followed that line.
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The member for Wellington might be interested to know that as a result of the Boxing
Control Act of 1987 two documents, the regulations and the rules, one of 23 pages and the
other 42 pages, were drafted. Those rules and regulations were the result of a lengthy
process of consultation with the boxing industry and the sporting industry generally, other
States and overseas bodies. This has led to regulation and registration of all boxing industry
parties and outlines their duties, medical requirements, equipment to be used and contest
rules chat apply to the industry. Drafting chose rules and regulations was a lengthy process
which took longer than expected. It involved much consultation, both in this State and
overseas. As a result of that 1987 Act and this amendment Bill, which refines that Act, we
have a state of the art piece of legislation in this State. Only two States of Australia have
done anything about this and Western Australia is once again showing the lead in relation to
this matter.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

Third Reading

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.

Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Gordon Hill (Minister for Sport and Recreation), and
transmitted to the Council.

STATE SUPPLY COMMISSION BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from 21 September 1989.
MR COURT (Nedlands) [8.09 pm]: A few more days and this Bill will have its First
birthday in this Parliament having been introduced on 21 September 1989. It is rather
strange that the Government had a legislative program which included introducing this Bill a
year ago yet we are debating it tonight. It must be one of the few Bills that we have not been
blamed out in the community for holding up. The Governent's usual excuse in such cases
is that the conservative parties in the upper House are delaying the legislation. The Bill will
be more than a year old before it passes both Houses of this Parliament. The Government
owes this House an explanation as to why it has not taken this Bill seriously before seeking
to now have it pass the normnal processes of this Parliament. In normal circumstances this
Bill would have been introduced last year, debated and passed through this Parliament before
Christmas. It is designed to establish a State supply commrission.

At the outset I want to say that the State Government is the largest single purchaser of goods
and services in this State. The purchasing activities of the State Government affect
thousands of businesses throughout this State and other parts of Australia. The State
purchasing system has tended to be very bureaucratic and is surrounded by a great deal of red
tape. That is not to say that we are not here to improve the purchasing arrangements in this
State; there is room for a great deal of improvement. Hopefully this Bill will bring about
some reform in this area. As I mentioned earlier, I wish the Government had a stronger
commuitment to improving its purchasing arrangements than allowing this legislation to sit
around for a year. If it is important to improve the performance of the Government's
purchasing arrangement, the Bill should already be in operation.

The general thrust of this legislation is to better coordinate the purchasing policies across the
Government. The current situation is that the State Tender Board has been in operation for
many years. Many different State authorities, such as the Water Authority, the State Energy
Commission, and others, have their own purchasing arrangements. This Bill sets out to
define the broad principles the Government wants to follow in the purchasing area and have
them followed by all branches of Government, at the same time allowing the individual
authorities to have some flexibility in how they go about carrying out their purchasing
arrangements. Under the new system some of the authorities will be able to retain their
independence to a certain extent, but we are told that the main thrust of this legislation - the
Minister can correct me if I am wrong - will. be to ensure that overall Government policies in
certain areas are implemented throughout all departments. Government departments and
authorities will have a greater opportunity to influence what is happening across
Government, although some independence will be retained by the different authorities.
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Certain bodies will be exempted under this legislation. I understand that clause 20 will
prescribe those bodies which a-re to be exempted from coming under the direct control of the
State Supply Commission. The second reading speech lists some of those bodies which the
Government will prescribe. I would like the Minister, either in response or during the
Committee stage, to spell out clearly what those bodies will be. Those I have listed here are
the State Energy Comm-ission of Western Australia, the Water Authority, the Totatisator
Agency Board, the State Government Insurance Commission and the R & I Banik.
Mrs Buchanan: Those are actually the ones. The reason is that they already have their own
purchasing arrangements.
Mr COURT: The Governent. as a result of implementing this. I presume wants to have
some control over such things as the quality standards involved in purchasing goods. The
Government has had different offset policies. When the Government has made large
purchases of computers. it has negotiated various arrangements in order to get the best deal
from the different companies. Often the companies which supply the equipment or the
software have agreements on the side to provide the State Government with other things. In
recent years the States have agreed to discontinue the policy of granting preferences to the
State. In this State the preference used to be something like 10 per cent.

Mrs Buchanan: There is now a national preference policy. However, we still retain our
regional policy.

Mr COURT: Pure economists will argue that preferences should niot be granted to the States.
or to a region for that matter, but sometimes I put a big question mark on that. I bet right at
this moment. although States have agreed to this national preference policy, if some goods
can be supplied by a particular State, most Governments will find a way of getting those
goods from that State. Under the normal rules, provided the goods are supplied at a
competitive price and on time, and the standard required is achieved, one would go for the
State body. I would not be surprised if the authority did niot still go for the State, even if the
price were slightly higher. I am all for supporting locally made goods. I was brought up in a
household which was conditioned to buy Western Australian goods. and we should
encourage the local product as much as we can. These are the sorts of policies which the
Government will be trying to push through.

Who actually goes about telling the different Government bodies how this policy will be
implemented? A number of committees will be set up under the commission in order to help
to implement the policy. Perhaps the Minister will be able to indicate to us just how and
what comrniutees will be established. What will be the structure of those comnmittees and
who will be on them'? The last thing we want is the bureaucracy running wild with a whole
series of committees in this purchasing area which can do more harm than good in many
cases. For example on a big project like the North West Shelf, certain interested pantics
became part of a committee to oversee the local content going into that project.

We could reach the stage where a commnittee dictated to people - in that case it was the
private sector - quite uneconomic decisions. As was nearly the case with the North West
Shelf project, vested interests can force a company to choose an uneconomic alternative, and
the other alternative may be not to go ahead at all As far as the private sector goes. these
committees can do damage. I hope the Minister can explain how many of these commuittees
will be set up to implement this new policy.

The member for Cottesloe will address the question of local authorities and some of our
concerns in relation to the State's preference in regional purchasing. In a State as diverse
and as sparsely populated as Western Australia, these matters should be taken into
consideration. The Minister should explain the regulations because we do not know a great
deal about them.

The Minister should also clarify the Government's cur-rent policy on local preference. Since
the agreement to the national preference scheme we have not heard whether that system has
been successful. We have witnessed some absurd things occurring with the State preference
scheme. For instance, an aluminium window manufacturer may have a major factory in
Brisbane and cannot pick up orders in Western Australia because local companies are given
the preference even though that firm may be reasonably competitive. To get around the
system the Brisbane firm may set up an assembly operation in Western Australia and then
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claim its product is made here. In that way the company would pick up local contracts. Silly
arrangements like that have taken place although the national preference scheme was
designed to eliminate that sort of occurrence. Can the Minister explain why that has
occurred?

Regarding Government supply policies, some years ago during a visit to the United States I
spent time with small business representatives in Washington. I was very impressed by the
small business lobby group in chat country; it had substantial facilities in Washington to
handle its lobbying operations in relation to legislation. The organisation cackled among
other things the matter of Governiment purchasing. When President Reagan first came to
office he concentrated heavily on the small business area. One of his initiatives related to
Governmrent purchasing. His deliberate policy was to cut down the size of the orders by
Government. Previously the US Government had concentrated on dealing with a relatively
small number of businesses which. had learned to work the Government system and to take
advantage of Government contracts. A classic example was in the defence area. During my
visit, a major scandal was exposed by a committee appointed to examine the purchasing
arrangements for fighter planes. When the committee investigated the different materials in
fighter planes it discovered the Government was being taken for a ride. The tool k-it included
pliers, a harmer and a screw driver, the hammer was priced at $150 although its equivalent
could be purchased at the supermarket for $5. Toilet seats, which could be purchased for $3
at the supermarket, were purchased for $200. In other words, hidden among the high-tech
equipment and the overall price was a lot of padding.
It was also found that the large companies were opposed to President Reagan's new policy of
cutting the orders into smaller components so that small business could have a bite at the
contracts. It was discovered that instead of the goods becoming dearer by purchasing them
from a wider number of companies. the Government saved a great deal of money. Once
more competition was introduced, the prices were reduced. Of course, this meant more work
for the purchasing officers; they had become comfortable with the cosy arrangement and
dealing with a key person. However, they were forced to deal with many companies and the
end result was that more businesses shared in Government contracts and the prices were
reduced. From my experience in this State, the same thing happens in Western Australia. I
hope that the changes made here will ensure that orders are broken down into smaller
components and Government business can be shared around. The Government is the largest
single purchaser of goods and services in this State and opportunities exist for small business
to pick up that work if the correct tender procedure is in place.

When I was in the marine business, I would tender for Government business. The
Government had reason to buy outboard motors, small dinghies and a whole range of
products for the Department of Fisheries. We would become very annoyed because we
could manufacture that product in Western Australia-, our product was as good as any coming
from the Eastern States. However, if an officer in a department wanted, say, a yellow boat
from a particular manufacturer, sure enough tender specifications would be issued
specifically for that product. As local manufacturers, we would sit back and watch the
product being imported from the Eastern States. We were very annoyed to miss out because
we had put money up front to manufacture certain goods. At chat time I was president of the
industry group and we campaigned strongly for the Governiment to accept that the local
industry could manufacture the product, a product which was better than the import - not just
as good as - and more often more suitable for Western Australian conditions. The crazy
situation was that the imported product from the Eastern States lasted a few months and we
would be asked to repair the goods because they were not suitable for conditions in this
State. The industry was most annoyed about the purchasing policies of Government
departments. I did not win many Government tenders because the paperwork was arduous
and by the time I Filled in the tender documents and met all the conditions more often than
not it was not worth the trouble. I am pleased that our efforts resulted in the Government's
purchasing more of the locally made product. As I have said, many small businesses could
have shared in the work but the purchasing officer had the tendency to be comfortable
dealing with one person; once that happens a company is very reluctant to change.

Last year, or maybe the year before, I attended an elaborate launch for the supply net concept
which was hosted by the then Premier, Mr Dowding. It was a very sophisticated launch of
new computer systems to be used for purchasing whereby people who could supply the
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product would be put on line with Government purchasing officers. Under the system the
suppliers would be fed all the information of what was required by Government arid
supposedly modem technology was to do away with much of the paper work with which we
became familiar under the State tendering system. Over the years we have seen a number of
new schemes, but very few have worked. It is very difficult to place the purchasing
operation within an electronic medium because it requires, a certain personal touch with the
selection of products to meet certain needs: it is not simply a matter of punching the
computer to find the product on the computer. Looking at the wide range of Government
departments, I would have thought that it would be very hard to get the system in this
legislation running. I could be wrong, and I will be interested to know how the service is
operating after the passage of time. Perhaps the Minister could give the House some detail
on the system's history. how much it will cost to establish and where it is intended to go
from here.

The purchasing policy of a State Government can be a very powerful tool to help industry
develop in a State. I am not calling for special favours. for local interests; I am saying thai
many problems could be overcome with communication between the businesses which have
the goods and services to supply and the Government people doing the purchasing - they
need to know what is available. Often this involves the Government giving the local people
a chance. I offer an example to the Minister of a case in which this did not happen: The
Dampier to Perth gas pipeline was constructed and required a Sada system to help control the
pipeline to check for gas leaks and to overcome other such problems. The State Energy
Commission was sold the latest high technology system from the United States, which cost a
great deal of money. The system never worked properly and after it was installed it was
discovered that the company was doing research and development work - the company was
trying out the system for itself. Perhaps the Minister for Fuel and Energy could pick me up
on a few points here. Companies within this State believed they could do just as good a job
and when the system was put in place and did not work, who was asked to fix it? It was the
local people. This is a classic case. If SECWA had allowed a local company to do its
research and development work instead of an overseas company, the local company could
have developed its product and it could have sold it around the world. In the end SECWA
had to go to court over the matter and was involved in a long legal dispute regarding the
performance of the system. if the State Government's purchasing policy were steered in the
right direction, it could be used to assist local industry in many ways. A risk is involved in
using a new, untried product, but the local companies should be given the chance to have a
go. If the companies fadl at least they will have had the opportunity to pick up the knowledge
to help them move to the next stage of development.

The Opposition supports the moves designed TO improve the performance of Government
purchasing policy. We are concerned that the Government has not taken this matter
seriously in allowing this legislation to lie on our Notice Paper for the last year. If the
Government were serious about this matter, it would have dealt with and implemented this
legislation last year. However, I would appreciate some answers to my queries.
Accordingly. I support the Bill.

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe) 18.36 pm]: I add my support to the comments of the
member for Nedlands. The Opposition supports the proposal to create a State Supply
Commuission, and I am sure that all members of this House would approve of any measure
aimning at greater efficiency in Government purchasing; this would apply particularly to
dealings which are termed in the second reading speech as "common use" purchases. It is
admirable that various departments have been given greater autonomy with decentralised
purchasing in what is described as the "general procedure and day to day purchasing" .

We are aware of the potential impact of the $1.5 billion for State Government purchasing. It
has been my experience over the last few years with the Chamber of Commerce to assist with
a function called "Meet the Buyers", which was a cooperative venture between the Western
Australian Chamber of Commerce and. Industry and the Small Business Development
Corporation. Essentially, this was a two day seminar at which Government purchasing
officers from Federal, State and local Government made themselves available to small
business people and provided the detail of their procedure in acquiring goods and services.
These matters were discussed with small business people and these people benefited greatly
from the interchange. Last year the function was held at the Home Base facility in Subiaco
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arnd about 3 000 small businesses and 18 Government departments participated. The exercise
was very effective and the cooperation between the public and private sectors was extensive,
The function was self-funding and involved a very small budget. Following that initiative in
this State. this year - its fifth year - it will be going national with the Australian Chamber of
Manufacturers and the ACT chamber cooperating with Federal Government agencies.
Similar functions may also be held in Brisbane and Hobart this year.
'Mr Court: I attended one of those meetings and they had a very strong acceptance by
industry - it was art informal kind of day.
Mr CTJ BARNETT: It was not only good for small business people. who had the
opportunity to promote their goods and services, but it also enabled Government purchasing
officers to become more sensitive to the operations of small business people. It is essential
in building a bridge from very large Government departments to people in small businesses
who are trying to sell their services to have cooperation and development, and that is very
much the spirit of this legislation.
Another minor point is that in her second reading speech the Minister referred to charitable
and benevolent corporations having access to the comnmission.
Mr Court: That includes the Labor Parry!
Mr CT. BARNETT: Yes. However, there is no mention of whether local government will
have access to the commission. This is a contentious question and I am sure that members
are aware that local government authorities have expressed an interest in being able to take
advantage of what would presumably be lower prices for goods. The other side of that is that
small business in regional areas is concerned that if local government authorities participate
in the commission they will purchase a lower proportion of goods in their local areas. That
matter should be addressed and I would appreciate the Minister's comments as to whether
local govemnment will be invited to participate and, if so, what sort of criteria might be
adopted to make sure it is not damaging to local economies throughout the State.
Also, if local government is to be included within the operations of the State Supply
Commission, I strongly recommend that a local government representative be included on
that commission. A second point in relation to membership of the comnmission is that it is
described in the Minister's second reading speech as a tripartite body. For some unknown
reason I become incredibly nervous when I hear that word. I believe, however, that the
Trades and Labor Council of WA can make a positive contribution in this area. The more
specific point I raise is that within the membership of the comnmission it is proposed that one
position be shared by the Confederation of Western Australian Industry and the Western
Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry. I urge that consideration be given to each of
those bodies having their own representation for two reasons: My experience of shared
nominations is they do not work particularly well. Even if the position is rotated between the
two organisations it is often the case that one representative does not communicate very well
with the other. The substantive point is that to the extent one can general ise about the
membership of those two organisations - and I think I speak with some knowledge - the
confederation has a stronger representation in the area of manufacturing and for that reason
should be represented on the commission. The Chamber of Commerce and Industry can
claim to have a greater representation in terms of small business in regional areas and by that
I mean regional areas within the metropolitan area and non-metropolitan area.
I urge the Minister to consider that if local government is to be given access to the
commission it be represented on the commnission; that manufacturing interests be given
permanent representation through a permanent position to be held by the Confederation of
Western Australian Industry: and that small business in regional and country areas be assured
of permanent representation through a permanent position to be held by the Western
Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
I refer now to some of the administrative requirements that may arise in the operation of the
State Supply Commission. While I am happy with the thrust of the proposed commission,
there is a danger that Government departments and authorities seeking partial exemption are
accepting responsibility to provide informnation to the comnmission. We should be conscious
of the cost of providing that information. One of the major economic benefits of the
proposed commission is that it will reduce the transaction costs in Government purchasing
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by simply pooling and obtaining for smaller items a greater number of purchasers. If this
also means heavy reporting requirements, it will immediately impose transaction costs of
another kind on the individual Government departments and the commission.

Finally, I refer to the use of the proposed State Supply Commission as a technique of
economic and regional policy. With an estimated $1.5 billion worth of Government
purchasing, it will be an important tool of economic policy. It is disappointing that the Bill
and the Minister's second reading speech do not refer to the criteria that may be used. For
example, it may be decided that in the interests of decentralisation some form of local
preference be developed by the commission. The Minister has given no indication of the
criteria that will be applied in that case. Should it be assessed in termns of the size of the firm,
the number of employees involved, the number of years the firm has been in existence or
some perceived importance of that firm to the community? I ask the Minister, in her
response, to indicate the extent to which the commission may be used as a tool of economic
and regional policy and, if it is to be used in that way, what type of criteria will be used. I
warn against over using the commission as a tool of economic and regional policy.

The major benefit from the commission will be more efficient purchasing of commonly used
items and it will provide greater flexibility and opportunities for local business through the
decentralised policies of operational purchasing. Should those objectives be confused and
compromised by the pursuit of a range of economic and regional objectives there will be a
conflict. By pursuing economic and regional development objectives of a developmental
nature we could lose or compromise the efficiency benefits in the prime function of
purchasing. Although it is potentially an important tool of economic policy it should be used
with great caution and the Criteria for such use should be clearly specified.

MRS BUCHANAN (Ashburton - Minister for Services) [8.46 pm]: I thank members
opposite for their support of the Bill. I refer to the concern expressed by the member for
Nedlands that the Bill has taken a long time to be debated in this place. It is no secret that
the Government has a backlog of legislation from last year. I am not setting out to blame the
Opposition totally for that backlog, but it certainly played its role in the utilisation of the time
of this Parliament during last year's session and it can hardly criticise the Government for
being behind with some of its legislation.

Mr Shave: If we were not efficient we would not know the mistakes you have made.
Mrs BUCHANAN: I am trying not to be nasty, but members opposite used a lot of the time
of this House last year on other matters. I simply remind members opposite that pant of the
reason for the backlog of legislation is due to their actions. It is not appropriate to deal with
that now.

I regard this as a fairly important Bill which I inherited from my colleague the Minister for
Housing. From the day she introduced the second reading of the Bill into the Parliament I
rook a strong interest in the Bill because I recognised it as an important Bill for the State. I
treat it as a serious matter and for that reason I asked the Leader of the House to give it
priority treatment this session and that is the reason we are debating it now.

One of the matters referred to by the member for Nedlands was regional preference. The Bill
does not directly refer to a regional preference scheme, but the scheme is part of the
Government's overall policy and has been int place for some time. It has been reviewed in
recent years and the policy has been well received in the rural areas of the State. An
overwhelming majority of people would like the Government to continue with it and I am
certainly committed to doing that. It will have a beneficial effect in some of the depressed
areas of the State. The difference between businesses staying alive or going under can often
be the amount of business they obtain from a Government department. As the Minister for
Regional Development I have asked the Department of Regional Development and the North
West to actually assist in promoting and refining the regional preference policy to ensure that
small businesses in country areas continue to have the opportunity to supply Governent
agencies with goods and services.
A question was asked on the formation and make-up of committees. It is proposed to give
the comm-ission the power to appoint committees on an as-required basis.
With regard to the questions raised on the regulations, again the commission has been
empowered to prescribe regulations to enable it to give effect to the purposes of the Bill. The
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principal areas are derailed in the Bill, and the provisions will apply to the regulation of
tender procedures, collection of information, disposal provisions and all those matters
concerned with the running of the Govemmuenf's purchasing policy.

The member for Nedlands asked about Supplynet. This is the information network used to
link suppliers with the Government. This system has been developed by Telecom and the
development costs have been met by Telecom. It is marketed by that organisation in the
private sector.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The level of background conversation is too high for both
the Hansard reporter and the orderly progression of the debate.

Mrs BUCHANAN: The current status is that Supplynet provides information on
Government purchasing, arid it has been in place for approximately 12 months. In fact, it is
still evolving. Rather than go into the formal derail here, I indicate to the member for
Nedlands that if he would like a briefing on Supplynet, I would be more than happy to
at-range that with my department.

Mr Court: [ would like to take you up on that. Who is the head of the department now?

Mrs BUCHANAN: Mr Lloyd Graham is the director of the Department of State Services. I
can arrange for the person responsible for Supplyner in the department to meet any request
by the Opposition with regard to a briefing.

The member for Cortesloe mentioned that charitable organisations will be affected by the
provisions of the Bill, and he was correct in saying that. The provisions in the Bill apply
mainly to charitable organisations which receive funding from Government; therefore, it was
thought appropriate to link them into the system so that they could enjoy the benefits of
purchasing under the main umbrella of the department. It is not proposed at this stage to
include local goverrnent participation in the purchasing policies and, therefore, it will nor be
represented on the commission at this stage.
I wind up the debate by saying that the Bill will bring the Government operation into line
with modem purchasing practices. It will make the State's purchasing system much more
efficient and effective; in other words, the Government is commritted to getting the best value
for the taxpayer's dollar. This is the principal legislation that will govern the a-rea of
purchasing goods and services for the Government. Given the opportunity to benefit the
State's economy through its $1.5 billion worth of purchasing power, which has been referred
to by Opposition speakers, it is important to recognise that opportunity and to establish a
modem, streamldined system as the framework for the efficient conduct of the Government's
supply process,- This Bill will do exactly that, and I commend the second reading of the Bill
to the House.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second rime.

Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Mr Donovan) in the Chair; Mrs Buchanan (Minister
for Services) in charge of the Bill.
Clauses I to 4 put and passed.

Clause 5: Functions of Commission -

Mr COURT: Subclause (d) stares that one of the functions of the commission will be to
monitor the process by which goods and services are supplied and goods are disposed of for,
and by, public authorities, with particular regard to efficiency. This subclause gives the
commission power to sell things as well as to purchase them. Will the Minister explain
whether, for example, the State Supply Comnmission could become involved with a body
such as the Hospital Laundry and Linen Service of WA, if it is not prescribed as exempt,
with regard to selling its goods and services? I also ask the Minister why this provision is
included in the Bill.

Mrs BUTCH-ANAN: The comm-ission will actually set guidelines; it will nor be in the
business of disposal of goods.

Mr COURT: Under subclause (d) the commission would be able to interfere not in the
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purchasing arrangements of a public authority but in the selling operations of an authority.
Does the Minister understand the point I am making?

Mrs Buchanan: No, I am not sure what you are getting at and I amn seeking advice.

Mr COURT: The State Tender Board, for example, oversees the tender operations for
buying goods and services for Government departments. One of the functions of the State
Supply Commission will be to monitor the process by which goods and services are supplied
and goods are disposed of for, and by, public authorities. I assume that a number of
Government authorities will have goods to sell, so does this mean that the commission will
actually monitor not the purchasing arrangements but the selling arrangements of those
departments?

Mrs BUCHANAN: Clause 5(d) means exactly what it says. From time to time Government
agencies do have surplus or used goods which they need to dispose of. The role of the
commission will be to monitor that process to ensure that it is done efficiently.

Clause put and passed
Clause 6 put and passed.

Clause 7: Directions by Minister -

Mr COURT: Members can imagine that one of the most sensitive areas in Government to
ensure that it is totally free from influence and corruption is the operations of a State Supply
Commission because it will be dealing with billions of dollars' worth of funds and there will
be huge Fimancial advantages to companies if they can win particular contracts and the like.
It does not matter how much we may say everything will be done in an honest way; this is an
area where, human nature being what it is, we will have to establish tight controls to ensure
that the process is properly controlled and audited.

It could be the case that a Minister will have to make a direction-, for example, where a
contract is awarded for a system for SECWA which involves a high risk. The State Supply
Commission may not be prepared to take that risk but the Minister may direct the
commission to give that project to XYZ Company. That would be a proper exercise of the
Minister's power, and at the end of the day the Minister would be the person responsible for
the activities of that department. However, according to this procedure that direction would
not have to be disclosed until the submission of the annual report, which could well be
18 months after the direction is given.

The Opposition would like to see an arrangement whereby directions are brought to the
attention of the public sooner, perhaps twice a year. Perhaps there could be a period every
six months when directions are brought to the notice of the Parliament ahead of the
submission of the annual report so that we will be aware of what directions have been given.
The commission will be awarding contracts worth millions of dollars and we should know
about any directions that are given without having to wait for 18 months. I would like the
Minister to consider - and I mentioned this in respect of previous legislation - changing the
process for reporting directions so that the public will know sooner what is taking place.

Mrs BUCHANAN;, I am aware of the Opposition's concern because it has been raised in a
previou's Bill. This provision reflects the recommendations of the Burt commission and it
ensures that the State Supply Commission will be accountable to a Minister of the Crown - I
think that is fairly obvious - and also to the Parliament. This requirement is in accordance
with Government policy on accountability and ministerial tesponsibiliry. It is as prescribed
in the Financial Administration and Audit Act, and the text of any ministerial direction will
be included in the annual report of the commission. I see no reason why we should not
adhere to that position.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 8: Membership of Commission.-

Mr Ci-. BARNET77: As I mentioned previously, I am concerned about subclause (b) which
specifies that one member of the commrission shall be a person nominated by the
Confederation of Western Australian Industry and by the Western Australian Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, those two organisations sharing one person. I strongly suggest that,
for the sake of appointing one additional person to the commission, the work of the
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commission would be greatly facilitated were the confederation and the chamber represented
independently. The two organisations have significant differences, particularly with regard
to this legislation. The confederation is primarily a manufacturing based organisation and
deserves to be regarded in that sense. The chamber is the only large organisation which can
claim to represent regional businesses and it has a responsibility to make its voice known.
My experience of such positions being shared by organisations is that they do not work
effectively. I recommend that both organisations be represented independently.

Mrs BUCHANAN: In this case we would need to ask the chamber and the confederation to
Find a means by which they can communicate with each other.

Mr CfJ. Bamnett: I can give you a "'yes" now for both of diem.

Mrs BUCHANAN: They should be able to confer with each other. That is not asking a lot
because were we to say there should be a representative from each organisation, the Trades
and Labor Council of WA could say it wants a representative from every union. This is the
best way to go because we will have one representative for employers and one for
employees.

Mr C.J. Barnett: There is a significant difference in this area. It is not just a matter of having
representation from each organisation. The Chamber of Commerce and the Confederation of
WA Industry have major representations. and they often have contrary points of view about a
subject. One example where a single representative has not worked well is the retail trading
hours body, where problems have emerged which could well emerge here.

Mrs BUCHANAN: I am advised there is provision for an alternative or substitute person,
and it may be that the chamber and the confederation can handle it by altemnating the
representative so that they can both have some input.

Mr C.J. Bamett: It does not work on the retail trading hours body where organisations have
different points of view and different representation.

Mrs BUCHANAN: I amn saying this is what we are going to do and it is up to the
organisations concerned to make it work.

Mr BR.ADSHAW: Clause 8 provides that the chairman shall be the chief executive officer
of the department. Is the chief executive officer allowed to delegate someone to represent
him or her? If not, if the chairman cannot attend a meeting, who will chair that meeting?
The provision is quite restrictive and should be broadened to say that the chairperson can
delegate under those circumstances.

I note that amendments passed tonight in relation to the Boxing Control Amendment Bill
included a provision that the head of that department could delegate someone to take his
place on that commission. Perhaps a similar provision should appear in this Bill.

Mrs BUCHANAN: This clause provides that the chairman of the commission will be the
chief executive officer of the Department of State Services. The reason is that it recognises
the role of the department itself in promoting the supplies process within Government and
also across the public sector. I thinkc the member would recognise that it is essential to keep
this nexus because in fact the Department of State Services will be providinig staff to the
commission, so it is important that the chief executive officer play a leading role. I am not
aware whether there is a provision for him to delegate that authority, but I would be quite
happy to look into that.

Mr BRADSHAW: That does not answer the question. It is not good enough to bring
legislation before us which is not wide ranging. The chief executive officer may not turn up
to meetings on every occasion, for one reason or another - be it illness, holidays or other
commitments. Does that mean the comnnittee cannot sit? It is important that that provision
be broadened to allow the chief executive officer to delegate under those circumstances.

Mrs BUCHANAN: I point out that the chief executive officer currently chairs the State
Tender Board and we do not have any problems in that respect. He is always available to
carry out that duty and I do not foresee any problems with it.

Clause put and passed.

Clauses 9 to 19 put and passed.
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Clause 20: Total exemptions from section 1911) -

Mr COURT: During the second reading debate I mentioned that there would be some
exemptions from section 19(l). That section provides chat the commuissioner is responsible
for arranging and coordinating the supply of all goods and services necessary for the
operation of each public authority. The Minister has mentioned that the bodies which are to
be exempted are the State Energy Commission of Western Australia, the Water Authority of
Western Australia, the Totalisator Agency Board, the State Government Insurance
Commission and the R & I Bank. Can the Minister explain why those bodies have been
exempted? She mentioned that they had skilled and well structured purchasing departments
already in place. Does that include the SOIC and the R & I Bank? Why have they been
singled out of the Goverrnent's operations for exemption?

Mrs BUCHANAN: This provision recognises the exemption status which is currently held
under the State Tender Board Act by SECWA, WAWA, the TA.B, the R & I Bank and the
SGIC. It ensures continuity under the new Act; in other words, those organisations are
already making their own arrangements for purchasing. My advice is that these public
authorities have in place established operational procedures and expertise to undertake their
own purchasing arrangements and this accommodation was necessary to enable reforms in
public sector supply to proceed across Government. In fact it is not likely that we will be
granting any further exemptions: we will simply stick to the ones which have been
mentioned. Although these public authorities will have total exemption in operational
procedures they will still be required to comply with the supply policies, participate in
contracts that are strategic to Government and exchange information on supply matters-

Mr C.J. BARNETT: With respect to the Minister's response, I could accept that the State
Energy Commission, the Water Authority and the R & I Bank are of such stature and size
that they could well continue in their own way. However, I have some difficulty in
understanding why the TAB and the SGIC should be given exemptions. If the purpose of
this Act is to bring about fundamental changes in State purchasing, why not make
fundamental changes? The mere fact that the TAB and the SGIC have been exempted before
is not a sufficient reason to exempt them now, and I would be interested in the reasons why
an exception should be made for those two bodies.

Mr COURT: Further to that. I understood that the purchasing habits of the TA.B had been
the subject of much concern. Have we not heard in the Press in recent months concerns
about how the TAB purchased its equipment and its systems? I thought its purchasing
arrangements were to be the subject of an inquiry of some kind, yet the Minister is saying
that because the TAB was exempt before, that arrangement will continue. We are talking, to
use the Minister's own words, about reform of the purchasing system. I do not know the full
details of the TAB's purchasing arrangements, as I have not been following the case; perhaps
some of my colleagues have. However, I understood some members of the TAB had other
interests and were purchasing from those other interests. I would have thought That was a
classic example of where the Minister should grab the opportunity to reformn the purchasing
system. It is a year since this Bill was introduced into the Parliament- During that year we
have had a scandal about one of the bodies which is to be exempted from this new
organisation, yet there has been no mention of it tonight. I suppose when the Bill was
introduced those concerns were not known about, but I ask the Minister to explain why the
TAB should be exempted.

Mrs BUCHANAN: I thought I had explained why we had left the arrangements for those
bodies as they were. When a department has those systems in place and has an established
operation it would be quite chaotic to go in and switch the whole thing overnight. However,
the commission will also be monitoring very closely and reviewing the exercise of these
exemptions which have been granted under clauses 20 and 21, so if any problems arise in the
future and are discovered in the course of that monitoring, no doubt changes will be made at
that stage.

Mr COURT: Let us use the TAB as an example. Let us say it is exempt under this
legislation and that concerns are raised that the senior management of the TAB have been
involved in buying a lot of equipment firom companies with which some of them happen to
be associated. How will the Supply Commission be involved if an exemption is in place?
What would happen if a scandal arose? Would the Supply Commission have the power to
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take action in that case? Can the Supply Commission retrospectively handle any allegations
and investigate matters if an exemption applies?

Mrs BUCHANAN: The member refers to the previous operations of the Totalisator Agency
Board. Previously we have not been able to do anything about that situation. However, the
Bill empowers the commission to monitor and review such matters.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 21 and 22 put and passed.
Clause 23: Commission may arrange for supply of goods and services to approved
persons and bodies -

Mr C-J. BARNET: The Minister has advised that local government will not be involved.
Should that provision be specifically stated? [ suggest this clause is the place to do that.

Mrs Buchanan: I have already indicated that local government is not involved.

Mr C.J BARNETT: I suggest that it should be specified under this clause that the powers of
the commission do not apply to the TAB,

Mrs Buchanan: The powers of the commission do not apply in this case.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 24 to 26 put and passed.
Clause 27: Regulations -

Mr COURT: The clause lists all the areas to which the regulations shall apply. More and
more, Bills contain areas where a wide range of regulations should be brought in. What
regulations are in place currently? We wish to consider those regulations and the effect the
Bill will have on them.

Mrs BUCHANAN: I am advised that a draft of the regulations exists; I am prepared to make
the draft available to the Opposition.

Mr Court: Before debate in the other place.

Mrs BUCHANAN: That can be arranged.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 28: Supply policies -

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Will the criteria applying to the Government's supply policy be made
available to members? I am very concerned that the benefits I consider significant in the Bill
could be dissipated by the overuse of this legislation to achieve the objectives in regional
development and other areas. it would be wise of the Minister to advise us on the criteria
which might apply when this Bill is used with somne other sorts of economic development or
objectives.

Mrs BUCHANAN: I do not know how to answer except to say that the new supply policy
will reflect the Government's economic priorities and goals in areas such as regional
development, small business, and the other areas to which the member has referred. The
commission will also examine micro operational policies that will meet the efficiency of our
supply process, including areas such as warehousing, inventory, tender evaluation, the value
for money principle, and quality initiatives. The provisions in the clause give the
commission the flexibility to prepare, issue, amend and revoke policies. It has the discretion
and authority to implement those policies.

Mr CT. Barnett; Where does the indication come from as to how widely the Supply
Commission authority could be used?
Mrs BUCHANAN: The member should refer to the powers of the commission as outlined in
the Bill.

IMr CTJ Bamnett: My concern is that the benefits from the commission could be dissipated by
the pursuit of other worthwhile policies in the area of regional development and small
business. No indication is given in either the Bill or the second reading speech as to how the
activities of the commnissiort could be contained and concentrated to achlieve more efficient
purchasing.
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Mrs BUCHANAN: We will have to agree to disagree; I cannot see that is the case at all.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 29 to 36 put and passed.

Schedules put and passed.

Title put and passed.

Bill reported, without amendment.

TOTALISATOR AGENCY BOARD BETTING AMIENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 10 May.

MIR CLARKO (Mannion) [9.30 pm]: This Bill proposes to terminate the existing
legislative an angements whereby 1.25 per cent of Totalisator Agency Board betting turnover
is paid into a separate bank account which can be used only for specific purposes. Primarily
this guaranteed funds for the establishment of TAB betting shops Statewide. It was
estimated that 1.25 per cent of TAB turnover for the year ending 1989-90 would be
approximately $6 million. Some of the funds were used for other than the establishment of'
betting shops. From the Minister's second reading speech I understand that funds were
expended on such things as depreciation, maintenance, repairs and debt servicing costs. I
have also heard that it funded some elements of research. The Minister might not be aware
of that.

Mrs Beggs: Yes. l am aware of that.

Mr CLARKO: It was suggested to me that this research element should not be discontinued
as marvellous work was carried out, and it is important that the work is not lost. The
Minister stated when the Bill was introduced to this House on 10 May that -

Now that a Statewide network of agencies is in place, this statutorily guaranteed
allocation of funds for capital and related purposes is no longer needed.

I find this contradictory in terms of the recommendations of the latest Quin report. I should
call it Quin report 2. but its proper title is, 'Report of the Government of Western Australia
on the Operations of the TAB' and it is dated December 1989. However, it did not become
public until a few weeks ago. The Quin report is a most interesting document and I
compliment Mr Quin on its layout. The report comes to grips with the major problems
which exist within the TAB, not the least of which has been the recent behaviour of certain
people associated with the TAB at board and other levels. There has been a great deal of
criticism in the newspapers recently, and I am sure the comrmunity of Western Australia is
still not satisfied with the relationship that Mr Jarman had with International Totalisator
Systems. This concerned his role at the casino and the fact that the casino purchased items
from ITS and he is a director of that company. I still receive calls from people who are
dissatisfied with what took place in the TAB and I do not believe the matter has been cleared
up. The Minister should continue to press for clarification about the pecuniary interests of
people within the TAB.

It is not possible for me to deal with the whole of the Quin report in a Bill of this nature.
However, the report touches on the question of outlets and makes some very strong
criticisms of the state of TAB outlets. It says that they are not user friendly, that they scare
people away, particularly women and the casual bettor. Mr Quin uses the phrase "impulse
bettor". The report makes recommendations which must be looked at very carefully before
they are adopted. The report will be seen by many people in our community as being an
excessive promotion of gambling. For example, on page 56 the report states -

There is potential for TAB betting terminals to be placed in a wide variety of venues
wherever people visit or gather.

Does that mean they should be installed at the local church? People gather there. It
continues -

This could extend to venues such as shops including newsagencies . .. which will
allow the TA.B to compete more directly in the market enjoyed by such products as
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lotto and instant lotteries particularly in respect to its numbers games like favourite
numbers.

I have already received a letter and telephone calls from people who are very concerned
about the possibility - I am not suggesting that the Minister will adopt the report - of finding
such betting terinals wherever they turn.
Mrs Beggs: That is now the case with lotto.
Mr CLARKO: I do not think that is so. I smuggled for quite a long time before I could get a
lotto terminal in the Marmion Shopping Centre at Sheppard Way. The Lotteries Commission
argued that the expected sales would not meet its quota figure. There are restraints, and
recently I have been making representations on behalf of a small family company which has
a newsagency in Allendale Square. The family is very upset that they cannot get a lotto
outlet.
One of the most contentious issues in the Quin report is the proposition for self-serve or
attended terminals wherever people visit or gather. That is a remarkable turnaround from
30 years ago when these places were deliberately set up to be unattractive. According to
Mr Quin many of them are still unattractive. I would have to agree with him; they do not
have seating or toilets. Mir Quin puts a great deal of emphasis on pub TABs. He states that
New South Wales has 550 outlets; Victoria has 50 and is embarking on an expansion
program; South Australia has about 200 and will dramatically increase that number. I am not
morally opposed to gambling, but many people in our community are. A significant number
of those people will make it very clear to the Governiment and to the Opposition chat they do
not support having betting terminals wherever people visit or gather, such as Trigg Beach or
down at the rugby oval.
This report contains many elements. I have referred to the people who are concerned about
outlets being established in all the places where people gather. Some people will be
concerned about pub-TAB; I have heard people say that they do not think the two should go
together. The increased turnover at these outlets can be quite significant, as is made clear in
the report.
A further section of the report deals with credit betting. I know that some people in the
community are very concerned, perhaps with good reason, about credit betting. Certainly
those who belong to Gambler Anonymous would be concerned at the concept of credit
betting. Some people a-re not happy about gamblers being able to get credit at the TAB by
depositing a certain amount with the TAB and then telephoning their bets. I read with
interest how Viatel is being used, although it is not used as much as telephone betting. This
report pushes very strongly for some form of credit betting. The Opposition has not yet
considered the report fully, and although I do not personally oppose some parts of the report,
I have some reservations about credit betting. It would certainly place tremendous pressure
on some people on the community to bet beyond their means and thus potentially cause
stress to wives and families. If it were necessary to make a decision at this very minute, I
would oppose credit betting, but perhaps in time an acceptable form could be arrived at and
an appropriate decision made at that time.
The Minister's second reading speech was made in May, without her having the advantage of
this Quin report in front of her. The advice she received at the time is contradicted in the
report, in that it is no longer necessary to set aside 1.25 per cent to be used for the extension
of TAB agencies. Quin refers to super agencies, and I understand one has been established
in Adelaide. Has the Minister visited that agency?

Mrs Beggs: No, but I know all about it.

Mr CLARKO: Apparently it is designed so that people can spend several hours at a time in
the agency. People can buy food and drinks on the premises - I presume that means
alcoholic drinks, although I am not sure of the type of licence involved - and it is decorated
in a luxurious way with all the accoutrements of glamour betting. I presume that means the
type of atmosphere that one presently finds at the Burswood Resort Casino. I do not know
what would happen to the business of the casino if these super betting shops were established
around Perth. One would expect them to cut across the casino business from the outset. In
addition, Quin repeatedly states that it would be necessary to compensate any adjacent TAB
agency whose tumnover decreased as a result of the establishment of a super agency or pub-
TAB close to its premises.
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The recomnmendations of this report are a recipe for huge capital expenditure and, therefore,
it will still be necessary for the Government to reserve a significant amount of funds for
future capital needs. If these betting systems were set up in different places, the machines
would cost a lot of money. I do not know whether the Governm ent would make a net gain
from those machines. Were people to bet on horse racing rather than buy a lotto ticket, what
would be the net gain for the Government? Is the Government in the business of making a
net gain?
Mr Trenorden: The Govermnt will gain because the TAB turnover tax is substantially
higher than the tax on lotto and lottery tickets. It is approximately three times higher.

Mr CLARKO: Many people say that the racing industry is in trouble because the casino is
cutting across its business;, however, they forget the huge increase in lotto sales. It is
anticipated that lotto sales last year will have increased by $40 million from $260 million to
$300 million. I understand that in a previous year the sales increased by $50 million. The
amount spent through the Lotteries Commnission has increased enormously and that has
contributed to the hard times facing the racing industry.

The Government's original proposal meant that $6 million was available from a set fund to
be spent for specified purposes, such as new buildings. It is suggested that the provisions of
this Bill will require further discipline from the TAB because it will be required to produce a
capital works budget and so on. The Minister stated that in a prescriptive way, but it is not
included in the legislation. I take it that the Government will require the TAB to submit a
capital budget. The Minister said in her second reading speech -

This does not mean that funds will no longer be available to the TAB for capital
works, or that the overall level of TAB funding will be necessarily reduced.

It means that no longer will a pool of funds be set aside for capital works, and those funds
could dry up completely. The Minister also said that the TAB will be required to prepare -

..an annual capital works budget with capital funding to be obtained either from
retained earnings or through the general borrowing powers of the TAB.

I am not aware of the TAB's being involved in significant borrowings for buildings. I ask
the Minister to indicate whether significant amounts of money have been borrowed for
capital works by the TAB. If so, what are those amounts? It will be interesting to see
whether the Quin report will be adopted, and how much will be spent on capital works for
the TAB if these huge outlets are established.

A further proposal in the Bill relates to the serious matter of the purchase of the radio
station 6PR. That is, is the purchase of 6PR still considered illegal? One of the documents I
have here states that -

During the year, the Board acquired the entire issued capital of Lewara Pty Limited, a
company which at July 31. 1988 owned an 85.1% interest in Western Broadcasting
Pry Limited. This acquisition has been party funded by $5.5 million of funds set
aside for specific purposes under section 26 of the Totalisator Agency Board Betting
Act. The specific purposes do not include the use of section 26 funds to purchase
investments. The Board has therefore contravened the Act by using section 26 funds
to purchase this investment.

This is a most serious matter. An extract from the financial statements that were provided in
1987-88 under the section headed "Totalisator Agency Board" states -

In my opinion on the accounts of the Totalisator Agency Board T referred to the
acquisition of Western Broadcasters Pry. Ltd. (6PRX, in particular. that it was my
opinion that the Board had contravened the Act by using funds subject to section 26
of the Totalisator Agency Board Betting Act to purchase shares in this company.

It is evident that the purchase was made so as to ensure the continuation of
race/trot/coursing broadcasts however it is of concern that the acquisition provides a
vehicle within which business can be conducted by a corporation wholly owned by a
Governm-ent agency. My remarks concerning Parliamentary accountabiiy apply in
this situation.

This also is a very serious matter. I do not believe it is described sufficiently in the
Minister's words in the second reading speech -
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The Auditor General in his report on the TAB's 1987-88 financial statements raised
some doubts as to whether the funds from the section 26 account should have been
used to purchase these shares. To remove any doubt about the legality of this
transaction which was to benefit the racing industry, the Bill deems such purchases
always to have been valid and effective.

The Minister's second reading words are much softer than what was said in the ocher two
documents from which I have quoted. The second reading speech refers to the purchase
raising some doubts and the two documents refer to legality. You could drive a horse and
cart through the gap. The Opposition is concerned with the attitude of the Government. It
parallels the attitude taken by the Government at the time of the WA Inc decisions were
made which led to the huge losses of taxpayers' money which have been estimated to be in
the order of $1 billion. Here is an example of 6PR being acquired in an improper way.
When my colleagues considered this matter in the party room I was faced with the task of
deciding whether I should persuade my colleagues in the upper House to deny the
Government the opportunity to take this course. Reluctantly, I urged my colleagues to
support this change simply because many people in our community rely on 6PR as it plays an
important role in regard to their gambling activities. Many people need the official TAB
radio station and for that reason the Opposition will allow the retrospective amendments-
However, depending on how the debate is conducted, the Opposition will give consideration
in another place to including a clause which concerns any past illegal actions. The
Opposition is considering including words along the lines that anybody who has been
involved in illegal actions in the matter of the purchase of 6PR will still be considered to
have acted illegally and it will be open for action to be taken against that person or persons.
Also, when the Liberal Parry is returned to Government it will seek to sell 6PR to private
enterprise. It does not believe that the radio station should be Government-owned. While
Mr Jarman was in control he hampered the operations of 6PR regarding balancing the two
actions of being a racing radio station and being a commercial radio station. I am told that
6PR was on the way to cutting its debt which was running at a loss approaching $1 million a
year. The radio station was able to lower the debt to $5 000 a week, a total of $250 000 a
year. The pressures exerted by Mr Jarman to have more racing broadcast on the station
meant that people who were not interested in racing were being turned away from the radio
station.
I have heard other allegations since beginning work on this matter. They include allegations
that the former Premier, Brian Burke, considered 6PR as his propaganda machine. I have
been given details that he approached senior executives at 6PR and informed them that even
though they were having problems they should not worry about them because the
Government would buy the station and the TAB would be the operative body. 1 am not
suggesting that Brian Burke thought he was carrying out an illegal act but I am saying that it
has been put to me that 6PR was used to promote the Labor Party and Brian Burke. Many
people involved in the radio station were close to the Labor Party. In addition, Brian Burke
promised that an independent chairman would be appointed, not the TAB; instead, it finished
up with Mriarman who was not independent at all. The allegations surrounding the 6PR
matter are very serious and the Opposition will continue to keep an eye on them.
[ now turn to the pant of the Bill which deals with section 28. The Government will be doing
two things: Firstly, it will remove from the Act the arrangements for the distribution of
funds so it can be done by regulation in future. That is not acceptable to the Opposition and
it will oppose that part of the Bill. Secondly, it will give the Western Australian Turf Club
and the Western Australian Trotting Association the power to make determinations subject to
the approval of the Minister. It will give those associations the power to determine how the
money allocated to racing and trotting is distributed. The distribution of the moneys
allocated to the WA Turf Club is on the basis of 80 per cent to the city and 20 per cent to the
country. The distribution within trotting allocates 61.5 per cent to the WA Trotting
Association, 18.5 per cent to the Fremantle Trotting Club (Inc) and 20 per cent to the
country.
This part of the Bill will allow the principal clubs to make changes to the money allocated
subject to the approval of the Minister. This means that the two metropolitan clubs could
make changes to the distribution of funds and possibly reduce the amount of money allocated
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to the country clubs when, in fact, more money needs to be allocated to country clubs.
Currently, special ex gratia payments are being distributed to the country clubs. The
Opposition is not prepared to delete the percentages in the legislation. The Opposition may
consider a proposal to increase the allocation to country trotting to 25 per cent rather than
20 per cent.
We need to give careful consideration to the Bill, and possibly support it, but there is a fear,
as the Minister knows. I am sure the Fremantle Trotting Club would not be happy with the
way the WA Trotting Association will make decisions about allocations. The Fremantle
Trotting Club might get less than it is getting now. That club believes the WA Trotting
Association is hell-bent on getting rid of it.

Mrt Bradshaw: The WA Trotting Association wishes to shut down Fremantle. so it could
change the rules to cut its finances to zero, which would wipe out the Fremantle club
completely.

Mr CLARKO: The Fremantle Trotting Club, as the member for Wellington would know,
has given consideration to moving to the southern pant of the metropolitan region.
Mrs Beggs: To Jandakor.

Mr CLARKO: In my view the Fremantle Trotting Club should not be bullied into a position
where it loses its piece of property, which I understand it owns in fee simple. It should not
be bluffed out of this situation. I am not critical of the WA Trotting Association in general -
it is doing a very good job - but in connection with the rights of various parts of the industry,
my loyalties lie with the weakest. I am not impressed with the steps being taken in the racing
industry, and in other areas as well, where the big get bigger and the others disappear.
Although I represent the city, I am not interested in having all the power in the city and blow
the country. I am not interested in a situation where a guru in Perth sits down and says. 'We
would be better off with one rather than five country tracks." If the people in the country
support that, good on them. If they want to educate people down that path, let them do so,
but I am most concerned about someone at the centre saying, "This shall happen." and
gnmoring the wishes of the people. Whether that is racing or trotting, my feeling is the same.

To return to the Quin report on TABs. I am horrified at the proposition to reduce the size of
the board. The board now consists of nine people, and the proposition is that the new body
should have four or five. It is proposed to remove six representatives of various elements of
the industry and replace them with experts in finance and marketing; blow the interests of
city racing, country totting or whatever. I would not buy that for one second. The people
who represent those bodies have proved their qualities. They may not have degrees such as
Master of Business from the University of Westemn Australia, which is supposed to be the
highest qualification in business management, they may not have degrees in accounting and
the like, but this State has got to where it is as a result of the efforts of people who have
succeeded in a variety of ways, whether it is business, the Public Service, or even unions -
dare I say that in front of the member for Fremantle? These people have a vast general
knowledge. They have run all sorts of committees in this State. The Labor Parry and the
Liberal Party have created committees all over the State to administer Western Australia, and
these people have been chosen because they represent a particular interest or area.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I have been listening with interest for the last five
minutes, and I believe that you are straying from the general nature of the second reading
debate. You are referring to specific clauses in the Bill. As the Acting Speaker said earlier
today, it is in order to refer in general terms to what is proposed in the clauses, but specific
debate on particular proposals should await the Committee stage. particularly if you plan to
contest them at that stage. I ask you to confine your remarks to matter directly relevant to
the second reading stage.
Mr CLARKO: Thankc you for that guidance. I would be the last person to move off the
central point on any issue. When we look at the question of the 1.25 per cent which was
previously locked into a situation principally concerned with capital works and so on. that
money will now be taken out and put into general funds, and people of the type I have just
been describing will be making those decisions. It is only because it is germane to the issue
that I have even touched on it.
We will not support the amendment to section 28 of the Act, which proposes chat these
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percentages be taken out of the purview of Parliament. In regard to the reallocation of
percentages, which I accept is a very important issue, the Minister would know more about
that aspect than any other person in the State. She made the change in the ratio to 70:30 from
60:40. She would appreciate the flak that resulted from that decision as people objected to
that change. At some stage she took a step backwards and phased the change in over a
period of a decade.

It is important that Governmnent takes its hand out of the pocket of racing to the extent that it
is now in there. The Government is taking far too much out of the racing industry. The
Government has changed the TAB turnover tax by raising it from six per cent to seven
per cent and has brought it back to six per cent. That is still far too high.

Mrs Beggs: What would you have it at if you were in Government? What would be your
percentage?

Mr CLARKO: The Minister must hold that view very sincerely. If I give the Minister an
answer, will she guarantee that in future whenever I ask her a direct question she will always
give me an answer?

Mrs Beggs: I always do.

Mr CLARKO: She does not. She disappears around the corner and talks about how her
uncle in Italy is doing quite well.

Mrs Beggs: I do not have an uncle in Italy; I am a Western Australian.

Mr CLARKO: That is exactly what I mean. We will not have any of that nonsense. In this
legislation the Minister is trying to clean up the illegitimate arrangement which occurred in
6PR; an absolutely horrendous thing. If that had happened before the days of WA Inc,
Ministers would have been resigning and Governments falling. People in this State have
become inured to all sorts of funny deals. This is a funny deal. We in the Opposition
support it only because we feel that if we do not we would be doing harm to the racing
industry, which we do not want to do. At present attempts are being made by the
Government to achieve greater and greater control. If the Minister accepts this, she will have
a situation where the control is with the Government. The recommendations regarding
appointees to the board are that the chairman shall be appointed by the Minister. Another
person shall be appointed by the Minister. The head of the Department of Racing and
Gaming will be appointed by the Minister, and so it goes on. That is what is wrong. These
fields of racing and gaming should have only support from the Government. The
Government is entitled to take some monies from them, but if the industry is ailing, which it
is, the Goverrnent should back off and lower TAB turnover tax.

Mrs Beggs: By what percentage?

Mr CLARKO: Before the election the Government lowered it from seven to six. When it
was seven per cent the Government was taking $4 million per annum extra out of the
industry. If the tax were lowered another one per cent it would give another $4 million back
to racing. which would be able to breathe again. It would have the opportunity to increase its
stakes. Until the stakes are increased the industry will continue to flounder.

This legislation has three parts. The first part is the section which relates to the changing of
the money set aside for capital works, etc. This is contrary to the report by Mr Quin. The
Government will need a lot more money to upgrade the existing TAB outlets. I hope the
Minister will take action to upgrade the standards of TAB outlets. In the main the older TAB
outlets are dreadful, and in urgent need of being made more comfortable places. We shudder
to think about the question of retrospectiviry, let alone the wrongful expenditure of money.
We cannot agree to the deletion of the provision relating to the distribution of funds by the
Government. The present formula should not be taken from the control of Parliament.
MR TRENORDEN (Avon) [10. 11 pm): It seems like old times, speaking about the racing
industry and having the Minister back at the helm. I hope we get on better than in the past.
The last time we argued about the Quin report we achieved nothing of any consequence. We
now have a second report dealing with the operations of the Totalisator Agency Board.

Mrs Beggs: The member is unhappy. I am worried about the honeymoon between the
Liberal Party and the National Party. Obviously the parties do not agree on the Racing
Industry Development Authority.
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Mr Clarko: I asked how it would be implemented.

Mrs Beggs: After a few weeks, the honeymoon between the Liberal Party and the National
Party has come to an end; once again the parties are divided over the philosophical issue of
racing,

Mr TRENORDEN: The Minister is confused;, I worry about her at times.

Mrs Beggs: I am never confused, just frustrated.

Mr TRENORDEN: Both the National Party and the Liberal Parry know where they stand on
this legislation.

Mrs Beggs: That is different from what the member's leader said about the parties standing
together.

Mr TRENORDEN: We have different policies. We have a great deal of agreement in some
areas but in other areas we differ. In the latter areas we will work it out; at least we will
reach a conclusion. At the moment the Minister sits in the middle and has not made a
decision for months. She does not intend to do so. We have heard about this legislation for a
long time; the Government cannot make a decision; it is a lame duck Government.
Several members interjected.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The member should return to the legislation.

Ms TRENORDEN: That is a good idea, Mr Deputy Speaker; I intend to do so immirediately.

MIr Clarko: We agree that the board s;hould not be loaded with Government representatives.

Mr TRENORDEN: We will get into that argument at another time. This is not the only Bill
on the Notice Paper which relates to the Total isator Agency Board. We look forward, to that
other legislation arising from the Quin report. The Bill under debate contains a requirement
in relation to section 26 and the 1.25 per cent TAB betting turnover being placed in a
separate bankc account covering capital works. That time is over. [ accept that most places
have some form of TAB facility and that the capital requirement for the initial purposes of
the Bill has been fulfilled. The 1.25 per cent TAB turnover represents a minimum of
$5 million, possibly $6 million. My assistant tells me the figure is $6 million but my
arithmetic tells me it is $5 million. Perhaps it is somewhere between the two figures.

Mrs Beggs: The member is right.

Mr TRENORDEN: What will happen to that $5 million or $6 million? The Minister should
address that question, hopefully she will say that it will be applied outside the TAB facilities.
I am not aware of any documentation regarding the use of that money. 'The Quin report
addresses areas where the money should be expended. The installation of pub-TABs is an
obvious area; capital funding for current agency upgrading is another. We should remember
that the main reason for the establishment of TABs was to offset the SP bookie system. The
TABs were introduced as a result of public opinion against gambling. However, the Minister
must be aware of the conditions of toilet and seating facilities at the agencies. Most agencies
are a box, with betting machines and an individual behind the counter: patrons stand around
sheets of race meeting information and Sky Channel. The facilities are not up to date, and
the Government will not argue with that point.

Mrs Beggs: I do not. However, I Find the remarks contradictory. On the one hand the
member states that we should not do anything to encourage gambling -

Mr Clarko: Who says that?

Mrs Beggs: The shadow spokesman on racing and gaming matters was concerned about
making it more comfortable for people to gamble.

Mr TRENORDEN: He was talking about small sections of the industry. He was talking
about credit lines. The member for Mannion did not say that.

Mrs Beggs: He said that in terms of the Quin report.

Mr TRENORDEN: He did not want to provide a credit line.

Mrs Beggs: The member is drawing a long bow when he states that we will put TABs in
churches.
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Mr TRENORDEN: The Minister is drawing just as long a bow to say that the member did
not support betting at all; that is illogical.
Mrs Beggs: Whether TAB shops exist or not, gambling will still take place.

Mr TRENORDEN: Exactly. The second reading speech covers less than a page in Hansard
and does not outline the purposes of the $5 million or $6 million. The second Quin report
suggests the need for capital works.

Mrs Beggs: The member confuses the Quin report with this legislation. The Quin report is a
discussion document which I have released. I have neither endorsed nor rejected it. It is a
good report that raises a whole range of issues which have been raised in the minds of' people
in the racing industry for a number of years. The report is out for discussion. The
Government will make a decision about some of the matters involved after consultation with
the people who will be affected.

Mr TRENORDEN: Exactly. What happened to the first Quin report, of which we have niot
seen hide nor hair?

Mrs Beggs: That is not true.

Mir TRENORDEN: It is true. The Government has shied away from the key
recommendations of the first Quin report.

Mrs Beggs: With the RIDA which the member wishes to have.

Mr TRENORDEN: I do not want RIDA in the form that the Minister wants.

Mrs Beggs: The industry does not want it either.

Mr TRENORDEN: The Western AustralianTurf Club does not want it; the industry does.

Mrs Beggs: That is not true. The section of the industry the member represents wants it.

Mr TRENORDEN: The Minister sacked the chief of the Turf Club.
Mrs Beggs: The member must think I am powerful; I do not have any authority over the
Turf Club.

The DEPUTrY SPEAKER: Order! While I am not a stickler for such matters, the Speaker on
many occasions has drawn attention to the reading of newspapers in the Chamber. Maybe
the demise of our second newspaper has caused members to feel withdrawal symptoms.
Perhaps the reading of newspapers can be undertaken in other parts of the Chamber. The
member for Avon should address his remarks to the Chair and perhaps we may progress in a
more orderly fashion.

Mr TRENORDEN: I apologise, Mr Deputy Speaker, for not directing my comments to the
Chair. The Minister has distracted me. It is important that we know what wil happen to the
moneys collected. Obviously some moneys will be spent on capital works for the TAB. We
are told that under section 26 of the Act money will be retained for the development of TAB
agencies. I have no argument that the development stage of the agencies is over. However,
we are not informed about the other side of the ledger. I have already commented on the
1.25 per cent turnover, The problem is that we continue to return to the same question; that
is. the Government refuses to accept the true situation regarding taxes placed on the
gambling industry. The TA.B is the first gambling collective institution to have a gambling
tax placed upon it. Because it was the first its tax impost is substantially higher than that
paid by either the casino or the Lotteries Commnission, which are its two major competitors
for the gambling dollar.

Mrs Beggs: The Lotteries Comimission must be viewed separately from the Totaisator
Agency Board, the racing industry and the casino. The Lotteries Commission funds are
distributed for the purpose of charity, which is a totally different matter. We cannot tax the
Lotteries Commission.

Mr TRENORDEN: The TAB raises a considerable amount of money and according to the
Quin report the Government has received tens of milions of dollars more than the racing
industry. That is nor just a little bit. that is a considerable amount going into consolidated
revenue and away from the industry. The Minister wonders why the industry is crying out.
The industry released a Press release on 15 August asking for help, and the Government shot
the messenger. The industry is in financial trouble. The problems with 6PR, the trotting
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association, the Turf Club and dog racing are questions of dollars. The Government is
squeezing rte industry. This Government has received a windfall in gambling taxes aver the
last five years. Only a few months ago its revenue from the casino was raised by $1 million.

Mrs Beggs: Nowhere near enough, in my view.

Mr TRENORDEN: The Minister should put something on the other side of the ledger. At
no time has this Government conceded that as it has received ilflions of dollars in extra
revenue it should release the handbrake it has applied to the industry. The Government
refuses to do so. The Goverrnent has had numerous chances in the debate in this House to
release the handbrake, but it is not prepared to. A one per cent reduction in turnover would
be in the area of $5 million. The Quin report suggested a 50-50 sharing after a service
charge was taken off the top. That is what the Government should have done. Bill Quin is
an excellent person with knowledge of the racing industry. It is a scandal that his first report
was not taken seriously.

Mrs Beggs: Does the member for Avon know how much the industry has received from the
TAB over 20 years?
Mr TRENORDEN: About $250 million.

Mrs Beggs: About $272 million. How much has the Governiment received?

Mr TRENORDEN: More than $300 million.

Mrs Beggs: No, $3 00 million. That is about a 50-50 split.

Mr TRENORDEN: No. it is not. When I went to school I thought that $300 milion was
more than $275 million.
Mrs Beggs: No. $272 million.

Mr TRENORDEN: There again. I am only an Opposition member and I cannot work out
Rorhwells, the SGIC or the other problems like the Minister.

Mrs Beggs: You do not even understand the insurance industry.

Mr TRENORDEN: Is that right, Minister? This industry has been squeezed. It is the third
biggest industry in this nation and it is bleeding badly.

Mrs Beags- That is not right. it is not the third biggest industry.

Mr TRENORDEN: In terms of employment it is.

Mrs Beggs: I have just had a long discussion with somebody about that. That is a great
selling point for Australia overseas!
Mr TRENORDEN: Does the Minister consider the racing industry a gambling industry?

Mrs Beggs: In a sense it is.

Mr TRENORDEN: The Minister just said that it was, totally.

Mrs Beggs: The racing industry survives only because of gambling and the member for
Avon must recognise that. There must be a quid pro quo - if you wil excuse the gambling
term.

Mr TRENORDEN: The Minister should release the handbrake and let the industry flourish
as it should. I have 15 minutes left and I intend to have my say. If the Minister looks at what
is happening in the racing industry and where the dollars from the TAB go, she willI see that
the percentage of TAB turnover on local horseracing has declined dramatically as against
Eastern States' racing. That was not the case 20 years ago but it is now. The most important
thing to the racing industry is the TAB.- It is not the bookies on course or the people who pay
to go through the turnstiles. Most of its money comes from TAB turnover.

Mrs Beggs: That is the gambling component.

Mr TRENORDEN: Yes, precisely. The majority of the TAB turnover in Western Australia
goes on Eastern States' activities, whether that be horses, trots or dogs. That should ring
alarm bells in this Chamber because it indicates that the industr in this State is declining. It
is not getting enough to live on. However, the Minister refuses to accept that.

Mr Bradshaw: The number of registered horses in both trotting and racing has dropped
dramatically.
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Mir TRENORDEN: A few weeks ago I went to a Belmont race meeting and talked with
some bookies and other people Mround the course. The attendance at the course was as
expected, but the money did not turn over. People do not have money any more. The
Minister looks surprised and troubled. In a few weeks' time we will have a State Budget and
people will have less money.

Mrs B eggs: The member for Avon is complaining because people axe not gambling.

Mr TRLENORDEN: No, I am not. When did I say that people were not gambling?

Mrs Beggs: The member just said that people were complaining because there was no
money around on course.
Mr TRENORDEN: That is because people do not have the money in their pockets to do
anything such as buy groceries or pay the rent.

Mrs Beggs: I am an avid supporter of the racing industry.

Mr TRENORD EN: The Minister does not show it.
Mrs Beggs: The member should ask members of the racing industry.

Mr TRENORDEN: The Minister should go outside the Turf Club and ask a few questions. I
will not say too much about the Turf Club as I am far from a fan. The Turf Club has done
the industry a great deal of damage because it has to compete so fiercely for the little money
in the system that it looks after itself. As a result other parts of the industry are dropping off.
The Minister should look at the feasibility of owning and training a horse, of trying to get a
winner, and of trying to mate money from it. If she spoke to people in the industry they
would tell her that the chances of getting a return from owning a horse have gone through the
roof.

Mr Cunningham interjected.

Mr TR.ENORDEN: The greyhound industry is a different question altogether and I hope I
will have enough time to discuss it. The racing industry has been squeezed too hard and the
TAB is a crucial part of the system. The industry relies more and more on the TAB anid if it
vanished tomorrow the whole industry would collapse because the bulk of its funds come
from the TA.B.

Mrs Beggs: Where would you expect the money to come from?

Mr TRENORDEN: Twenty years ago the money did not come from the TAB.
Mrs Beggs: Where did it come from?

Mlr TRENORDEN: From on course activities.

Mrs Beggs: Why is there no longer that amount of money going back to the industry from
on course activities?

Mr TRENORDEN: I have just finished trying to explain that to the Minister. The industry is
becoming less and less viable because the remmrs are not there. Why does the Minister think
this new organisation, called the WA Thoroughbred Racing Industry Council, has been
formed? It has been formed because the industry is in crisis and if the Minister does not
recognise that she will pay the price. In 1993 the Opposition will fix this industry and it will
bring in a sharing arrangement of not more tan 50-50 after certain service expenses are
taken off the top. This is recommended by Bill Quin. The Opposition will implement that
and it will look at an arrangement for industry control. The Liberal Party has no problems
with that. The Opposition does not want a Government ridden instrumentality, but a group
of people who can take this important industry into the 1990s and start promoting it. There
are other sections to the industry apart from horses running around a racetrack and people
betting on them.

The breeding industry is very important.

Mrs Beggs: I could not agree with you more.

Mr TRENORDEN: Asians are mad gamblers and are more important to us than the Eastern
States. Our breeding industry could thrive if we developed it for the Asian industry. That
needs to be looked at. The Turf Club has never become involved because it is not one of its
interests. A group needs to look at the industry as an industry and allow the Turf Club to rnm
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the racing part of it. That group needs to oversee the industry and to expand things that are
outside the racetracks. Hundreds of millions of dollars are at stake. The Minister does not
seem to be able to grasp that and that is disappointing.
We have argued about 6PR because of the dollars. If the dollar question did not have to be
considered, chose arguments would not occur. Arguments relating to the Western Australian
Trotting Association are the same. Two years ago we argued in this House about the
greyhound industry about which there was a great deal of concern. The financial position of
thai industry has returned to the right side of the ledger and we should congratulate the
administrator who has a done a great job. It should be recognised also that that industry now
needs legislation to regulate it. It was crucial that that industry be pulled back from the brink
of bankruptcy. However, now it needs to operate within the rules. The Auditor General said
something along similar lines in his report. I do not think the Minister disagrees. That
racing industry is just as interested in the Totalisator Agency Board as is the trots. The
horseracing and trotting industries have become more dependent on the TAB, which is fast
becoming the industry.

Mrs Beggs: WA is not alone. The experience in every State in Australia and overseas is that
they rely on off-course betting, not on-course betting., It is a similar situation with the
number of people who watch football. Two hundred thousand watch the football on
television and 3 000 go to the game.

Mr TRENORDEN: I hear the Minister. Why does she not do something about it? The
Minister has ignored the Quin report. Is she now going to ignore the next report?

Mrs Beggs: Quin is a capable person, but I do nor believe he has all of the answers for all of
the industry. He floated the idea for the industry to have an input. You represent only one
section of the industry and you should admit that.

Mr TRENORDEN: Which section do I represent?

Mrs Beggs: Country racing.

Mir TRENORDEN: I admit that I do.

Mrs Beggs: And so you should. However, there is more than just country racing to consider.

Mr TRENORDEN: Of course there is. However, the Minister needs to recognise that the
rune has come for a change, because all three codes are bleeding.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ripper): Order? Could we have a diminution in the level of
noise? If the member for Avon addresses his remarks to the Chair, we might make mnore
progress.

Mr TRENORDEN: Thank you, Mr Acting Speaker.

I will not argue about matters relating to 6PR. That activity occurred a number of years ago
and caused a great deal of pain.

If the TA.B is to continue at its present level, it needs good information and to be able to get
that infonmation to those who need to make on-the-spot judgments. That is why Sky
Channel has been such a success. Punters can see a horserace in Queensland, in South
Australia, in Tasmania, or even in Hong Kong or England and get information on those races
at the same time. Sky Channel is the reason for the increase in the TAB turnover. The
turnover has not increased because the TAB or the industry is doing better. What will
happen next year to give the necessary boost to the industry? Nothing. The industry is in
crisis and we cannot allow time to pass while the Minister sits on her hands and looks at the
next Quin report after ignoring the previous one. The industry is desperately in need of help.
The Minister may sit and stonewall, but she should talk to the bookies and the owners of
horses. I live in a horse-owning area. The owners tell me that it is not on.

Mrs Beggs: What are they telling you is not on?

Mr TRENORDEN: Buying and owning horses or even leasing a horse because the weekly
cost of training a horse is substantial. That cost is applied against their income and their
chances of getting a return for a win is becoming very remote. Once that becomes too
remote, we will not have an industry.

We will not argue about the terms of the Bill. I hope the Minister will give me some idea of
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what she proposes to do with the money remaining in the TAB. There is no argument about
the fact that the TAB is established in communities. However, many communities are
unhappy that they do not have Sky Channel. Obviously, the TAB will be further developed.
The super TABs are a good idea. We are not talking about a casino type activity. However,
screens will be available so that people can watch Sky Channel and other things with some
degree of comfort. Women do not go to the TAB because they are not nice places to be.
These decisions have to be made in the near future.

Mr Cunningham interjected.

Mr TRENORDEN: Has it got a women's toilet?

Mr Cunningham: No, but they are very close.

Mr TRENORDEN: I suppose that depends on how desperate one's need is. TABs could not
be established today without toilets.

A section of the Bill about which I have not spoken is that which refers to the Minister
varying the amount of money that goes to the industry. Several country trotting associations
and other groups are not happy with this provision. There is considerable competition
between codes for the little money that the Minister allows to circulate.

Mrs Beggs: Did you not say you were going to introduce a turnover tax when you came to
Government?

Mr TRENORDEN: Certainly we will introduce it when we come to Government in 1993.
Mrs Beggs: What did you say the turnover tax would be?

Mr TRENORDEN: It will be shared between the industry and Government as recomunended
in the Quin report. The Minister has probably forgotten the Quin report or not read it for
several years.

Mrs Beggs: We have been implementing it.

Mr TRENORDEN: The Government has been playing with it. The problem with the
industry is that there is extreme competition between the codes for the funds. The Western
Australian Turf Club, for instance, is constantly shafting country racing and has done so for
over 50 years. For a situation to exist where those figures hang on the Minister is just not
acceptable to large numbers of country people. We are prepared to back off a little because
of the new organisation which has been formed and which we hope will be successful. I am
prepared to back off the issue in those areas in the hope this new group can get through to the
Minister. I will give them time to do so. I can tell the Minister that history will repeat itself
and the process will continue over and over again because of the competition between the
codes, which results in each of these groups competing fiercely with the others because there
are not enough dollars to go around. We are nervous about taking out precise figures to
allow the Minister To play around with another group of people.

MR. BRADSHAW (Wellington) [10.40 pm]: It is important for the Minister to say what
will happen when the 1.25 per cent charge is eliminated, because it amounts to $5 million or
$6 million each year. Is there any way in which the TAB will have its maintenance or
standards improved as the money from that 1.25 per cent charge is currently set aside for
capital works programs, maintenance and improvements to existing TAB offices? Will this
legislation be retrospective in relation to the sum accumulated in the fund from that
1 .25 per cent charge? How much is accumulated in t he fund? Wh at w ill h appen to that
money if the legislation says it must be set aside for a particular purpose because unless the
Act is changed to say that it can be used in another way it cannot be used in another way?

This Bill does not say that. It says that the 1.25 per cent charge will in future not be put aside
for building TABs. I appreciate that most areas of Western Australia now have a TAB and
that we do not need to set aside that money. In other industries where large sums of money
are set aside for specific purposes that sometimes leads to problems as it can only be used for
those specific purposes. The people in control of the money often have trouble using it. I
could give an example. but will not do so as it is not relevant to this Bill. What will happen
to the money in kitty? What will happen about the 1 .25 per cent charge, which will be
eliminated after this Bill is passed?

I believe that radio station 6PR should exist in its present form to assist the racing, trotting
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and greyhound codes, as they should be broadcast so that people can listen to races after
laying their bets. It would be more appropriate for the codes to own 6PR. I was
disappointed a few years ago when the racing industry decided to off-load its percentage
holding in that radio station. I believed that to be short sighted. Then, later, the trotting
industry, which was having financial difficulties, off-loaded its share of the station. The
TAB then had no alternative to taking on that radio station because to be viable and effective
it must have a working radio station.

Mrs Beggs. I am glad the member for Wellington recognises that fact, because it will be
important he does so when we talk about how the section 26 ones were used and for what
reason.

Mr BRADSHAW: Even though the funds were used to buy 6PR and that may have been
illegal?

Mrs Beggs: It was not illegal.

Mr BRADSHAW: As far as I know, 6PR has been running at a loss. How is that loss made
up? Does the company running 6PR run on a deficit? Does it receive funds from the TAB to
make up that deficit each year? If 6PR continues to run at a deficit it may be time for a
review of its management. A program should be put in place to ascertain why it is running at
a loss. I have heard it said that there are 80 people running that station. That is quite
incredible. Under the circumstances, I wonder whether it should be reviewed to ascertain
why it needs so many people. The comment was made to me, I think by people from the
trotting industry, that far fewer people were needed to run a radio station doing the things
that station does, such as broadcasting the races, trots and so on. I know it has other areas
such as the Howard Sattler show-

I have difficulty supporting the move in this Bill to change the distribution of funds to the
racing and trotting codes presently specified in the Statute to distribution by regulation. I
disagree with the member for Avon. who'said hardly anything came out of the first Quin
report into racing. One of the major reconmmendations was to change the distribution from
60-40 to 70-30, which at the time of the recommendation created heated debate and
argument between the racing and trotting codes. I know that when I was a member for the
area the racing club in Pinjarra indicated to me in no uncertain manner that it wanted that
figure changed and that the Opposition should support its approach. The trolling industry
was also lobbying us and saying it was unfair that it should be cut back. That was
understandable because that cut amounted to a large amount of money.

The racing and trotting industries are at the crossroads. They have not been dying, but have
been fading for many years for various reasons. I do nor know how those codes stand in
relation to employment and its effect on the economy. However, they are a major employer
in Western Australia, and in Australia. One has only to think of the people associated with
the codes - such as farriers, grain merchants, veterinarians and strappers - to realise that a
huge number of people are employed in this industry. The fewer horses in the industry, the
fewer people. As I said by way of interjection earlier, the number of horses registered for
racing and trotting has dropped dramatically in the past few years and that drop needs to be
halted.

Mrs Beggs: If one looks at what is happening across Australia, and if what the member for
Wellington says is true, why are there more race meetings than ever before with the same
sorts of fields if there are fewer horses registered?

Mr BRADSHAW: Maybe the same horses are racing more often. That is a good question.

Mrs Beggs: There are more and more race meetings throughout Australia and more TAB
meetings than ever before, and that is why TAB betting across Australia has risen
proportionately. One of the questions I am constantly asking the industry, which it never
answers properly, is why that is happening.

Mr BRADSHAW: The number of registered racehorses and trotters has declined
dramatically. However, I cannot give exact figures.

Mrs Beggs: Maybe people had more horses registered but raced less and are racing more
now. They may have had a stable of 20 horses and only raced one or two at any time but
now maybe have half their stable in work at any time, or ready to race.
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Mr BRADSH-AW. If there are fewer horses there are more chances of getting a start.
Mrs Beggs: It does not add up, does it?
Mr BRADSHIAW: No, it does not, when there are as many or more races. I know there are
far fewer horses around so they are theoretically earing less and need less veterinary
attention, fewer farriers and so on. It does have a declining effect on employment and the
economy.

Mrs Beggs: I am worried about that also. It is important in terms of the number of people
who are employed.

Mr BRADSHAW: If by chance the part of the Bill which refers to the making of a
regulation to change the TA.B distribution to the different codes were to go through, by
whom or how will that be arrived at? I am concerned that the Western Australian Trotting
Associat ion has made no bones about wanting to get rid of the Fremiantle Trotting Club. I do
not think it should be its right to make that decision. It should be up to the Fremantle
Trotting Club to decide whether it wants to keep going.
Mrs Beggs: Ilagree.

Mr BRADSHAW: They also want to get rid of the Harvey Trotting Club, which concerns
me also because I live in Harvey. That club has played a major role in trotting in Western
Australia. It has been going for over 50 years, and it is a club with a lot of tradition. I am
concerned that a Minister may go along with the Western Australian Trotting Association
and decide to cut back the 17.5 per cent TAB distribution, and that could mean the death
knell for the Fremantle Trotting Club. It is important that a change to the TAB distributions
come to the Parliament and not be made by regulation. It is very easy to do that with the
stroke of a pen, and the regulations may not even come to the Parliament, even though they
are tabled, eventually. We have seen in the past that when Parliament is not sitting
regulations are gazetted and come into force, and it may be months before they are tabled in
Parliament. Under those circumstances, regulations could be put into effect without
Parliament's approval or without its having the opportunity to kcnock them out. I do not
support that move.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mrs Beggs (Minister for Racing and Gaming).

House adjourned at 10,52 pmn
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

JUVENILE OFFENDERS - POLICE NAMING
Children's Court of Western Australia Act (No 2) 1988 Amendment

1168. Mr GRAYDEN to the Minister representing the Attorney General:

Is it the Government's intention to amend the Children's Coont of Western
Australia Act (No 2) 1988 in respect of the disclosure of convictions in order
that the Police Department may, if appropriate, disclose a juvenile's name in
order to warn the public against a juvenile who is likely to pose a threat to the
comnmunity?

Mr D.L. SMITH replied:

The mailer is under consideration.

PASTORAL INDUSTRY - PERON STATION PASTORAL LEASE
Governm ent Purchase - Government Departments' Support Report

1226. Mr MINSON to the Minister for the Environment:
(1) Was a report or advice prepared by Western Australian Government

departments in support of the purchase of the pastoral leasehold of Peron
Station for $ 1.1 million as reported in The West Australian of 18 June 1990?

(2) lf yes to(l) -
(a) can the documentation be made available to the public:

(b) what is the purpose of the purchase of the Peron Station pastoral lease;

(c) will the lessee of Peron Station receive any consideration -other than
the purchase price reported in the The West Australian:

(d) will the lessee of Peron Station be granted portions of the existing
lease either freehold or leasehold as part of the settlement;

(e) if yes to (d) for what purpose;

(f) will parts of the Peron Station pastoral lease be reallocated;

(g) if yes to (f), for what purpose?
(3) (a) Is it intended to purchase any other pastoral leases in the Shark Bay

area;

(b) ifyes -
(i) what are these pastoral leases;,

(ii) when is it intended that purchase of these leases be negotiated?

(4) (a) Have any reports or investigations been prepared in support of the
acquisition of pastoral leases in the Shark Bay area other than Peron
Station;

(b) if yes to (3)(a) are these reports or investigations available to the
public?

(5) Will the Australian Defence Forces construct roads on Peron Peninsula?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) A submission recommnending purchase of Peron Station for $1.1 million was
prepared for consideration by Cabinet following negotiations between the
pastoral lessee and the Department of Land Administration. A valuation was
sought from the Valuer General and this formed the basis for negotiations
which resulted in the finally agreed purchase price of $1.1 mill ion.

(2) (a) No. Submissions considered by Cabinet are confidential.

(b) The Government acquisition of Peron Station is in accordance with the
creation of a national park as recommended in the Shark Bay region
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plan and is consistent with the Environmental Protection Authority
System 9 recommendations. The acquisition will also allow for the
future expansion of Denham townsite to provide increased residential,
commercial light industrial and tourist sites.

(c) The total purchase price of $1.1 million as reported in The West
Australian on 18 June 1990 is correct.

(d) Yes.

(e) A residential lot within Denham townsite.

(f)-(g)
The balance of Peron Station not required for national park purposes
or rownsire extensions will be considered for release following a
suggested two year recovery period.

(3) (a) The Shark Bay region plan adopted by the Government in June 1988
after extensive consultation with the people of the Shark Bay and
Camarvon Shires, contains proposals for the acquisition of portions of
several pastoral leases for public purposes.

(b) (i) Dirk Hartog Station and portions of Nanga, Tamala and
Carrarang Stations.

(ii) There have already been discussions with the lessees. No
decisions have been reached.

(4) (a) Yes.

(b) The reports were part of the study by the then State Planning
Commission and CALM which were tabled and discussed by the
Shark Bay consultative committee, leading eventually to publication
of the draft Shark Bay region plan.

(5) No, not on Peron Peninsula. However, there have been discussions with the
Australian Defence Forces about the possibility of assistance with the
construction of roadworks, parking areas and a public walkway in the
stromatolite viewing area of Hamelin Pool.

BUSES - GLEN FORREST
Transperth Fare Increase - Inflation Rate

1240. Mr MacKINNON to the Premier:

(1) Does a person living in Glen Forrest travelling to and from the city face a
Transperth bus fare increase well above the rate of inflation?

(2) If so, how does the Premier claim that recent cost increases which affect the
family have been held within the rate of inflation?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1)-(2)
The member would appreciate that Transperth fares need to be rounded to the
nearest 5o and that the mnininmum fare increase must therefore be 50. Because
of the very low fares in many categories, a 5q increase can result in a
relatively high percentage change for some individual fares. On 1 July, the
fares for a trip from Glen Forrest to central Perth (approximately
25 kilometres) increased as follows -

Old New%
Fare Fare Change

Adult full fare $1.50 $1.65 10%
Senior/pensioner concession .50 .55 10%
Chidl/scholar/tertiary student .55 .55 Nil

Overall, Transperth fares are the lowest in the country and the average
increase was 7.4 per cent compared with a CPI increase of 8.4 per cent.

A77611I-5
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SERVICE STATIONS - TRADING HOURS
Consumer Complaints

1254. Mr TUB BY to the Minister for Consumer Affairs:

(1) En the 12 month period to 31 March 1990, how many complaints from
consumers has the Minister received in relation to metropolitan region service
station trading hours?

(2) What was the nature of those complaints?

(3) In the 12 month period to 31 March 1990, how many times has the Minister
met representatives of the Australian Institute of Petroleum?

(4) What was the basis of those discussions?

(5) In February 1989, did the Hon. Peter Dowding, then Premier of Western
Australia, provide the Motor Trade Association of Western Australia (Inc.)
with an assurance that no review of service station trading hours would take
place prior to the overall review of the Retail Trading Hours Act 1987,
contemplated to take place in 1993?

Mrs HENDERSON replied:

(1) A petition signed by approximately 3 500 persons has been received calling
for restrictions on trading hours for service stations to be removed, and in
addition, numerous representations have been received at my office from
consumers calling for liberalised trading hours.

(2) Unavailability of fret out of normal trading hours and difficulties in locating
rostered service stations.

(3 )-(4)
Twice. The Institute of Petroleum requested the meetings to discuss the
results of their survey of consumers' and service station proprietors' attitudes
to deregulation of trading hours. I have met with the Motor Trade Association
on four occasions in the last 12 months to discuss service station trading
hours.

(5) No. An assurance was provided by the then Premier, Hon Peter Dowding,
that service station trading hours would not be considered in the review of the
first 12 months of operations of the Retail Trading Hours Act 1987. That
commitment was fulfilled.

WESTR.AJL - MIDLAND FOUNDRY
Upgrading

1260. Mr McNEE to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Is it the Government's intention to upgrade Westrail's Midland Foundry?

(2) If so, why?

(3) Does the Government intend to inject capital into the foundry to achieve ts
goal?

(4) Is this goal consistent with the Government 's policy of withdrawing from
business ventures?

() Could the work done at the foundry be done by private industry?

(6) Has the Minister received proposals from the Metal Industries Association
indicating that the private sector would absorb the foundry work force if it
were closed down?

Mrs B EGGS replied:

(1) A proposal has been received from Westrail to upgrade the Midland Foundry.

(2) Not applicable.

(3) No capital expenditure proposal has been submitted. Any expenditure would
have to meet acceptable return on investment.
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(4) The Midiland Foundry essentially services the requirements of Westrail as an
integral pant of the Midland workshops manufacturing complex.

(5) Subject to quality, timeliness and cost, the products could be available from
the private sector.

(6) 1 am unaware of such a proposal from the Metal Industries Association.
ROADS - PREVIOUS MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT PRESS RELEASE

Projects Completion
1261. Mr McNEE to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Have all the projects listed in the previous Minister's Press release dated
27 October 1989 been completed?

(2) If not, which projects have not been completed and when are they scheduled
to be completed?

(3) Are there any projects which have not been commenced?

(4) If so, which projects and when are they scheduled to be commenced and
completed?

Mrs BEGGS replied:

(1)-(2)
Projects still to be completed are -

Kwinana Freeway from South Street to Yangebup Road - due to be completed
in September 1991.
Orrong Road - currently land acquisition and construction is being staged.
Completion of the project is planned for 1996-97.
Coral Bay - due to be completed in November 1990.
Kailgoorl ie-Boulder eastern bypass - due to be completed in January 1991.

(3)-(4)
Projects to be commenced are -

Reid Highway (formerly North Perimeter Highway) between Mfirrabooka
Avenue and Beechboro Road - due to commence October 1990 and scheduled
for completion in October L99 1.
Mitchell Freeway - land acquisition associated with the northern suburbs rapid
transit system is in progress. Roadworks will commence as soon as
envirornmental clearances are finalised.
Albany Highway.. land acquisition from Oats Street to Nicholson Road is in
progress. Alteration to services is expected to commence in July 1991, and
road construction is scheduled to commence about April 1992 with
completion of the project scheduled for May 1995.
Reconstruction and widening of sections between Williams and Cranbrook
have been completed except for 1.6 kilometres south of Arthur River, which
has been deferred to November 1991. The work will be completed in
December 1991.
Perth-Bunbury Highway - Australind Drive to Eelup Rotary in Bunbury. The
bridge over the railway has been completed. Roadworks are scheduled to
commence in February L991 with the work being completed in June 1991.
Reconstruction and widening between Mandurah and Perth is due to
commence in February 1991 and will be completed in July 1991.

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION - FULL TIME EQUIVALENT EMPLOYEES
Pay Rates and Non-salary Benefits

1264. 'Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Public Sector Management:

(1) For each year from 1984-85 to 1989-90. what were the total number of full
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time equivalent (FTE's) employed by the Public Service Commission under
the Public Service Act in each classification Cie level 1, level 2 etc)?

(2) For each year and classification under (1) above, what were -

(a) the average rates of pay in each classification; and

(b) the average cost of non-salary benefits Cie superannuation, cars, travel,
fringe benefits etc)?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(04-2)
I have interpreted the Leader of the Opposition's question to mean all public
Servants, not just the employees of the Public Service Commission (ie. the
department). A paper is tabled which portrays most of the information which
the Leader of the Opposition sought. to which I would add the following
explanatory comments.

The new classification system known as broadbanding was introduced on I
November 1985. Accordingly. the table supplies information in respect to
persons employed as at 30 June 1986 and in subsequent years. The term "full
time equivalents" (ETEs) is used as an aggregate measure of staffing -levels in
public sector agencies and is not relevant to the information supplied - this
relates to the number of individuals within each classification level.

Part (b) of question (2) cannot easily be answered. The majority of non-salary
benefits are not recorded in any central database. Information could only be
collated through a process of exhaustive inquiry with each agency. I amn not
prepared to allocate the considerable resources that would be required to
identify and provide that intformnation.

[See paper No 540.1

TRICONTINENTAL - STATE AGENCIES' INVOLVEMENT

1266. Mr MacKJNNON to the Premier:

(1) Is the Premier aware of any State Government agencies which had any
involvement with the State Bank of Victoria's Tricontiniental Group?

(2) If not. will the Premier ascertain the extent and nature of any such
involvement and report it to the Parliament?

(3) Will the Premier also ensure that any State agencies involved will cooperate
in full with the Special Royal Commission appointed by Premier Kirner to
enquire into the Tricontinental group?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

I refer the Leader of the Opposition to my answer to question 311 asked in the
Assembly without notice. The Minister for Finance and Economic
Development is currently canvassing all State Government agencies on the
matter and will reply in writing in due course.

GOVERNMENT GRANTS - FAMIfLIES. SENIORS, CRISIS COUNSELLING

1269. Mr NICHOLLS to the Treasurer:

(1) Who received grants from the Government or joint Cocnronweahth/State
funding. during the last financial year, in respect of -

(a) families;

(b) seniors;

(c) crisis counselling?

(2) Were any moneys returned or not spent by any of the abovementioned?
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Dr LAWRENCE replied:

The information requested would take considerable time and effort to collate
in view of the number of Government and non-Government agencies involved
in handling moneys for each area. Information could be provided in response
to a more specific inquiry.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA HOUSE, LONDON - SERVICES CURTAILMENT
Visitor Statistics

1277. Mr HOUSE to the Premier:
(1) In relation to the answer to question 1185 of 1990, which services have been

curtailed, and to what extent have their operations been restricted?
(2) How many visitors have been to Western Australia House in London in the

past five years?
(3) Of these visitors, how many were -

(a) Western Australian tourists;

(b) Western Australian overseas residents;

(c) Australian tourists;

(d) Australian overseas residents;

(e) intending foreign tourists to Western Australia;

(f) intending foreign midgrants to Western Australia;
(g) intending business investors in Western Australia?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) The great bulk of services to Western Australians visiting the UrK and Europe
for business and cultural reasons have been retained. Some services,
principally the provision of newspapers and a de facto mail service, have been
withdrawn. In both cases, alterniatives are available. In the case of
newspapers, The West Ausrralian and other papers are available at Australia
House, a short distance away. Adequate alternatives to the de facto mail
service, in the form of "paste restante" provided by the post office and
forwarding agency services, are available. The cessation of this service will
be handled in a sensitive maniner. General information about Western
Australia will continue to be provided in the form of a comprehensive
infornation pack and fthough services provided by representatives of the
Tourism Commission.

(2) It would have been a major administrative task to keep a record of every
visitor to Western Australia House in the past five years and this has not been
done.

(3) (a)-(e)
See (2).

(f)-(g)
It is not possible to provide precise figures in these two categories for
the reason given at (2). However, figures available relating to the
business migration program give some indication of the level of
activity. Since 1985, more than 400 potential business migrants have
made exploratory visits to Western Australia. Most of these would
have had contact with officers at Western Australia House.

DEFAMATION ACTIONS - PREMIER LAWRENCE
Bond Corporation - Legal Fees Payment

1288. Mr COWAN to the Minister representing the Attorney General:
(1) Is the Government paying all or part of the Premier's legal fees in the legal

action being taken against her by the Bond Corporation?
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(2) Is the Government corrnitted to paying any or all of any settlement that may
be made if the Bond action is successfu?

Mr DL. SMITH replied:

(1) The Crown Solicitor is representing the Premider in this action.

(2) No consideration has been given to the question of damages as it is not
contemplated that the Bond action will succeed.

BOND CORPORATION - LITIGATION COSTS
Payments Responsibility

1301. Mr LEWIS to the Minister representing the Attorney General:-

In litigation in the Supreme Court where Band Corporation is suing the
Government, the State Energy Commnission of Western Australia, former
Premier Hon Peter Dowding and former Deputy Premier Hon David Parker -

(a) will former Premier Dowding be represented by the Crown Law
Department in defending the action and will all costs be borne by the
Crown;,

(b) has former Deputy Premier David Parker elected to hire and pay for
his own legal counsel in defending the action;

(c) if so, why is the Government only prepared to pay the court costs of
Mr Dowding and not prepared to pay the costs of Mr Parker?

Mr D.L. SMITH replied:

(a) Yes.

(b)-(c)
Mr Parker has retained his own legal advisers and the Crown will pay the
reasonable costs involved.

LANDCORP - FULLY SERVICED RESIDENTIAL LOTS
Statistics

1302. Mr LEWIS to the Minister representing the Minister for Planning:

(1) What is the total number of fully serviced residential lots developed by
LandCorp in the following financial years -

(a) 1987-88;
(b) 1988-89;

(c) 1989-90?
(2) How many fully developed residential lots was LandCorp holding, or lots that

remained unsold as at 30 June 1990?
(3) What was the total amount of moneys. other than the capital cost of land.

expended on land development by LandCorp from -1 July 1989 to 30 June
1990?

(4) What were the total receipts actually received and brought to account by
LandCorp for residential allotment sales between 1 July 1989 and 30 June
1990?

Mrs BEGGS replied:

(1) (a) 723 - LandCorp commenced operations on I January 1988.

(b) 964.

(c) 548.
(2) 242.
(3) *$1 212 112.

(4) $28 466 600.
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*LandCorp expended $10 212 112 on land development during the year
ended 30 June 1990. This figure does not include -

Holding costs (rates, taxes and interest)
Advertising
Administration

LandCorp records its transactions using the accrual accounting policy. The
expenses include accrued cost of development to 30 June 1990.
HOMESWEST - FULLY SERVICED RESIDENTIAL LOTS

Statistics

1303. Mir LEWIS to the Minister for Housing:

(1) What is the total number of fully serviced residential lots developed by
I-omeswest in the following financial years -

(a) 1987-88;
(b) 1988-89-,

(c) 1989-90?
(2) How many fully developed residential lots was H-omeswest holding. or lots

that remained unsold as at 30 June 1990?
(3) What was the total amount of monies, other than the capital cost of land,

expended on land development by Homeswest from I July 1989 to 30 June
1990?

(4) What were the total receipts actually received and brought to account by
Homeswest for residential allotment sales between 1 July 1989 and 30 June
1990?

Mrs HENDERSON replied:

(1) 1987-88 1 094
198S-89 4289
1989-90 3 093

Figures include lots achieved through redevelopment, and joint ventures.
(2) 1 833 remained unsold Statewide as at 30 June 1990.

(3) $33 697 million; including joint ventures and redevelopment.

(4) $54 394 million.

WESTRAIL - COMPANIES
Joint Venture Interests

1306. Mr McNEE to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Does Westrail hold joint venture interests in any companies?

(2) If so -

(a) which companies are involved and what is the shareholding involved;,

(b) who are the joint venture partners and what is their shareholding;

(c) by whom are the joint venture partners ultimately owned?

(3) Do these joint venture companies own or have interests in other companies?

(4) If so, which companies are involved and what is the shareholding involved?

(5) When was the Westrail interest in each of the above companies acquired,
including all subsidiary companies?

Mrs BEGGS replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) (a) Western Quarries Pty Ltd - 50 per cent
Total Western Transport Pry Ltd - 50 per cent.
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(b) Quarry Industries Pry Ltd - 50 per cent
Gascoyne Trading Pty Lcd - 50 per cent.

(c) floral Limited own Quarry Industries Pty Ltd
Wesfarnners Ltd own Gascoyne Trading Pty Ltd.

(3) Total Western Transport Pty Ltd has an interest in another company.

(4) Malwest Pty Ltd is a wholly owned subsidiary of Total Western Transport Pty
Ltd.

(5) Total Western Transport Pry Ltd May 1982
Mal west Pty Ltd December 1986
Western Quarries Pry Ltd September 1984.

MULTICULTURAL ACCESS PLANS - GOALS
1322. Mr STRICKLAND to the Minister for Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs:

(1) Is the Minister aware of the development of multicultural access plans?

(2) What are the goals and/or objectives of such plans?

(3) H-as the Government or the Minister resolved to pilot such pians either with
the Education Ministry or the Department of Education and Training?

(4) What progress has been made in the implementation of the MAPS program?

(5) Has the Minister established a steering coirinee to implement a MAP in the
employment and training area?

(6) If so. who are the members of the committee and what is the basis of their
representation?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) Yes, as these have been implemented as Government policy.

(2) They are based on the principles of access and equity to Government services
for all Western Australians regardless of their cultural or linguistic
backgrounds.

(3) The Government is committed to access and equity strategies and programs
for all its service delivery departments, including the Ministry of Education
and Department of Education and Training.

(4) On 23 July 1990 Cabinet noted that the origintal t986 pilot multicultural
access plan initiatives had been overtaken by subsequent events and endorsed
initiatives to promote multicultural access and equity strategies on a whole of
mninistry basis in place of the pilot multicultural access plan which had been
superseded. The commission is currently developing access and equity
strategies in the public sector on a whole of Government approach.

(5) The member should direct this question to the Minister for Employment and
Training.

(6) Nor applicable.

MULTICULTURAL AND ETHMTC AFFAIRS COMMISSION - AGOCS, MR
Level 4 Appoinrmenr

1323. Mr STRICKLAND to the Minister for Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs:

(1) Was a Mr Agocs recently appointed to a level 4 position with the
Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs Commnission?

(2) If so. what is the job title?

(3) On what basis was this appointment made?
(4) Was this job advertised in the Ga:erre and, if so, what were the job

specification details?

(5) Were there other applicants for this position and, if so. what process was used
to deternine the appointment?
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Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) Mr Agocs was seconded from the Education Department to work for the
commission in February 1990.

(2) Education liaison officer and executive officer to the Interim Community
Relations Advisory Council.

(3) Short term secondment.

(4) No.

(5) Not applicable.

COMMUNITY RELATIONS - MINISTERIAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON
COMMUNTY RELATIONS

Policies, Needs Reports - Incitement to Racial Hatred Legislation
1324. Mr STRICKLAND to the Minister for Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs:

(1 With respect to the recent Ministerial Advisory Council on Community
Relations, has the Minister requested any reports on policies/needs in the
community relations area and, if so, what are those terms of reference?

(2) What is the Govemnment position and interpretation of the recently announced
second prong of its community relations strategy which cakes up community
education under a previous Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs Commission
recommendation for "a commitment by the State to a complementary
education program to counter popular racism"?

(3) Has the Minister requested the council to examine and report on the
Legislative Council Legislation Committee report on anti-racist legislation in
a two month time frame, thereby delaying the legislative process?

(4) Was the Minister's council instructed to avoid the reported division of views
between Australian Labor Party members of the Legislation Committee of the
Legislative Council and the Government on incitement to racial hatred
legislation?

(5) If not, will the Minister explain circulation of this advice as part of his media
briefing notes?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) Yes, the Ministerial Advisory Council on Community Relations has been
requested to provide a report on the recommendations contained in the report
of the Legislative Committee of the Legislative Council dealing with
incitement to racial hatred legislation.

(2) The Government supports this.

(3) No. The committee will report within a two week rime frame so that the
legislative process will not be delayed.

(4) No. As far as I am aware, there is no division of views.

(5) Media briefing notes were not circulated.
BICYCLE HELMETS - COMPULSORY WEARING CONSIDERATION

1334. M1"r HOUSE to the Minister for Local Government:.

(1) What consideration has the Government given to the Federal Government's
proposal to make the wearing of bicycle helmets compulsory?

(2) Has the State Bicycle Committee addressed the problems of enforcement,
helmet availability and affordability in relation to the introduction of the
compulsory wearing of bicycle helmets?

Mr GORDON HILL replied:

(1) The Government has given "in principle" support to the federal
Governument's 10 point road safety package (which includes compulsory
helmet wearing proposals). A Cabinet subcommittee including the Ministers
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for Police. Health, Transport and Local Government has been formed to
develop implementation proposals.

(2) The State Bicycle Committee, through Bikewest, is liaising with the other
States which have, or are about to introduce compulsory helmet wearing
legislation to monitor any difficulties being experienced. Any decision to
implement such legislation in Western Australia will only be taken when the
issues mentioned have been adequately addressed.

ABORIGINES - POPULATION STATISTICS
1339. Mr GRAYDEN to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:

What was the Aboriginal population of Western Australia at -

(a) the 1981 census;

(b) the 1986 census?
Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(a) 31 351.
(b) 37819.

ABORIGINAL AND TORRES STRAIT ISLANDERS COMMISSION -
LEGISLATION

Regional Councils Establishment
1341. Mr GRAYDEN to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:

(1) H-ow many regional councils have been set up in Western Australia under the
Aboriginal and Tonres Strait Island Commission legislation?

(2) H-ow many Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders will be elected to each of
the Western Australian regional councils?

(3) In respect of eligibility for election to a regional council what is the definition
of an Aborigine and Tonres Strait Islander?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) Fifteen.

(2) Each regional council will have between 10 and 20 members depending on
how many people live in the local area.

(3) The Aboriginal and Ton-es Strait Islander Commission Act 1989 defines an
Aboriginal person as "a person of the Aboriginal race in Australia" and a
Tonres Strait Islander as "a descendant of the Tones Strait Islands".

if the member for South Perth requires further information on this
Conionweahth legislation he can approach the Aboriginal and Tonres Strait
Islander Commission, 256 Adelaide Terrace, Perth.

ENERGY CONSERVATION - GOVERNMENT PLAN

1348. Mr BRADSHAW to the Minister for Fuel and Energy:

(I) Has he or the G overnment developed the "comprehensive plan to promote
energy conservation" as stated on 14 September 1989?

(2) What is that plan?

(3) H-as this plan had any effect at this stage?

(4) Why has an education program not been implemented to conserve energy?

Mr CARR replied;

(04-3)
A strategy was released, contained in the discussion booklet, "Energy
Conservation Strategy for Western Australia". in May 1990. An energcy
conservation unit is currently being established to prepare and implement
detailed actions in pursuit of the Strategy.
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(4) Education programs have been pursued by SECWA. An advertising and
promotional program, to educate the comrmunity about the energy rating
scheme for domestic appliances, was launched some months ago. The
conservation unit will develop energy conservation education programs
further.

STATE ENERGY COMMISSION - FREMANTLE GAS AND COKE CO LTD
Purchase Reason

1354. Mf COWAN to the Premier:

(1) What does the Premier now understand to be the reason for the State Energy
Commission of Western Australia's purchase of the Fremantle Gas and Coke
Company Ltd in 1986?

(2) What does the Premier now understand to be the reason for SEC WA paying
so much in excess of the market value?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

I am advised -

(1) SECWA purchased the gas utility from Fremantle Gas and Coke
Company Limidted in 1986 -

to enable SECWA to increase the size of its gas market and thus
reduce the substantial holding of North West Shelf gas inventory
that was increasing at that time;

* to increase economies of scale in SECWA's gas distribution
system;

* to standardise gas prices for domestic customers throughout
Western Australia.

(2) Independent valuations obtained by the Government at the time
supported the price paid by SECWA for Fremantle Gas and Coke
Company Limited's gas utility.

MINTING ACT 1987 - REGULATION AMENDMENTS
Mining Tenement Applications, Private Land

1360. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Mines:

(I) What amendments to the Mining Act 1978 regulations are currently proposed
regarding applications for mining tenements over private land?

(2) Can a mining warden give a proposed, oral verdict on an application for
exploration?

(3) Can a mining warden give a proposed, oral verdict on an application for
mining?

(4) Can exploration be approved on a private property if it is subject to an
Environmental Protection Authofry project assessment?

(5) Can exploration be approved on a private property if it is subject to a
Department of Mines assessment?

(6) Can mining be approved on a private property if it is subject to an EPA
project assessment?

(7) Can mining be approved on a private property if it is subject to a Department
of Mines assessment?

(8) Can exploration be approved on a private property if it is subject to a formal
assessment by the EPA?

(9) Can mining be approved on a private property if it is subject to a formal
assessment by the EPA?

Mr CARR replied;

(1) Amendnments relating to the time allowed for a private landowner to object to
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an application for a mining tenement, and the need for the copy of the
application that is served on the landowner to be accompanied by a map.

(2)-(3)
in respect of applications for exploration licences and mining leases, a mining
warden provides the Minister for Mines with a written recommendation as to
whether or not the application should be granted.

(4),(6)
Specific exploration/mining projects cannot be approved if they have been
formally referred to the Environmental Protection Authority, and the EPA has
decided to formally assess them, until such time as the EPA has reported and
the Minister for the Environment gives his authorisation.

Specific exploration/mining activities on most mining tenements granted since
1984 cannot be undertaken until the Department of Mines has assessed the
activities and given the tenement holder written approval.

(8)-(9)
No. See answer to questions (4) and (6).

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

BUDGETS - STATE DATES
Presentation Date

369. Mr Mac KiNNON to the Premier:

(1) Is the Premier aware that 1990 Budgets were presented in the Territory and
States on the following dates: Northern Terr itory, 21 August: South Australia,
23 August; Victoria, 28 August: Tasmania, 4 September; Queensland,
5 September; and. New South Wales, 11 September?

(2) Given that the new Premier of Victoria brought down her first Budget just
three weeks after her appointment, why is it that Western Australia is to be the
last State to present its Budget this year?

(3) When will the Budget now be presented to this Parliament?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1)-(3)
Whenever there is a series of events someone will be last. We have now had
the advantage of seeing all State Budgets and when we bring down ours we
will be in a position to make comparisons, I believe favourably, with the line
that will be taken by the Western Australian Governent. As I have indicated
in this House on previous occasions, this Budget in many ways is a firs. It is
the first time, for instance, that programs will be identified specifically and
members will be able to look at them carefully. There will be allocations to
each of those programs. That, as members may appreciate, in itself is a
massive effort.
The second critical matter is that we made the hard decision that we would
look, first, to cut Government expenditure rather than taking the easy option
of raising taxes as Mr GIreiner did in two consecutive Budgets in New South
Wales. However, this year he saw the error of his ways and came down with
a fairly modest increase in taxes and charges. T-he necessary, difficult work.
which has been protested by the Civil Service Association and which has gone
into the preparation of this Budget, has meant that it will be rather later than in
the past. We intend it will be introduced here in the week before the
parliamentary break.

Mr Macinnon: On Tuesday, Wednesday. or Thursday?

Dr LAWRENCE: Well
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Mr Macinnon: Is the Premier not prepared to tell us.
The SPEAKER: Order!

Dr LAWRENCE: As far as I know it will be on the Wednesday but depending on the
Budget papers it could be Thursday.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr Pearce: I have spoken to your leader in the House about that today.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Dr LAWRENCE: I know the Leader of the Opposition knows the answer.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order! Question time belongs to every member in this place and
not exclusively to either the Leader of the Opposition or the Premier. All
members a-re entitled to have a go and the member for Nollarnara will do so
flow.

BUDGET - CUTBACKS

370. Mr KOBELKE to the Premier:

Int her reply to the previous question the Premier indicated she was aware of
suggestions by the Civil Service Association that Budget cutbacks will occur
and that the Western Australian economy is undergoing a downturn because
of losses arising from the Government's involvement in business? Would the
Premier explain the facts of the matter?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

It may seem strange to members opposite that the Government would choose
to answer a question of this kind because of their assumption that there is
something to be explained away. However, it provides me with an
opportunity to indicate clearly to the House, as any fair-minded observer
would conclude, that the financial difficulties faced by this State are similar to
those faced by other States. New South Wales, Queensland, Tasmania,
Victoria, South Australia and the Northern Territory all have had Budgets in
which for the furst time in several years there is a significant shortfall between
expected revenue, which is down, and expenditure which would match
previous years' Consumer Price Index plus growth.

This State is no different from the other States. Indeed, the submissions put to
the Government pre-Budget by the Confederation of Western Australian
Industry and the Institute of Public Affairs States Policy Unit indicate clearly
that the effect: of the Goverrnent's dealings was a minor part. f have
indicated to the House before that the extent of that demand on the State's
Budget will be approximately one per cent. The real problem we face is the
$500 million deficit caused principally by reductions in Commonwealth
revenue to the States, which everyone has commented on, and a serious
financial downturn experienced Australia-wide, particularly in stamp duty.
To suggest otherwise is to be political rather than analytical on this matter. I
know that the Opposition may find that attractive, but I am surprised that the
CSA has taken that view.

It is important for members of the Public Service to recognise that the choice
of the Governiment was between curtailing services - the non-essential
elements particularly - and non-essential expenditure, or implementing a
massive hike in taxes and charges which would have an enormnous impact on
private sector employment. Public servants have jobs which are weUl
protected and secure. It is important that we look to the interests of private
sector employment, growth and development, so I was amazed to see the
Coles-Myer chain suggesting that its drop in profits and reduction in turnover
was somehow a result of the Western Australian Government's business
dealings of the past. it is significant that that organisation was unwilling to
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provide sales figures to add weight to its position and that retail trade figures
fell sharply right across Australia.
In addition, the Housing Industr Association at a national level attempted to
make the same attribution. Anyone who has looked at that will see clearly the
drop in housing prices is a result of a glut of properties caused by lack of
demand, something the local industry clearly understands. It is important that
organisations like the CSA, the Coles-Myer chain and the Housing Industry
Association do not take the easy way out, as the Opposition does, of blamidng
everything on (hose mistakes of the past.

FOOTROT - CONTROL PROGRAM
$300 000 Allocation Expenditure

371. Dr TURNBULL to the Minister for Agriculture:

(1) Has any of the $300 000 footrot control program announced by the Minister in
Boyup Book on 1 June this year been implemented?

(2) If the answer is no, will the $300 000 be allocated in the forthcoming Budget?

(3) Is the $300 000 additional to the annual Budget amount for the animal health
division of the Department of Agriculture?

(4) Can the Minister assure farmers of Western Australia that other important
programs of the animal health division will not suffer cutbacks?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

[ hope that the program is up and running. I am unable to say what proportion
of the $300 000 has been expended. A decision was made based on a fair
degree of urgency because a foorrot problem exists in the south west. I
undertake to check the matter and let the member know tomorrow the amount
already expended and whether it is in excess of the Budget allocation. One
could probably assume that it is. Outbreaks of this kind are not always
foreseen, as members would appreciate. They occur often and the extra funds
required are usually allocated after a submission to Cabinet. Two notable
examples of that are the Queensland fruit fly and the apple scab eradication
programs which cost millions of dollars not budgeted for prior to the
outbreaks. We have probably done that in thLis case. If so, I do not think it
willI be listed in the Budget. I anm happy to give an undertaking to the member
for Collie that I will do all I can to ensure no cutback occurs in important
areas of animial health operations.

CENTENARY - RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT

372. Mrs WATKINS to the Minister for the Environment:

Will the Minister advise the House of his plans for a living, lasting
environmental commemoration of the centenary of responsible Government in
Western Australia?

Mr PEARCE replied:

Later this evening members will receive an invitation to attend on
21 October - that is the centenary of responsible Government in this State - a
tree planting ceremony in the Herdsman Lake area where we propose to plant
what will be known as the Centenary Avenue of 100 trees. They are to be
planted by all members of Parliament. Members will plant one tree each, as
will the Governor and the four clerks from each of the Houses, making 100 in
all. .That centenary will be one way of commemorating a very important
event in the political life of this State; that is the centenary of responsible
Government. That will be on the same day as the special sitting which will be
held on 21 October.

Mr Kierath: What tree will you plant?

Several members interjected.
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Mr PEARCE: That just goes to show how little members opposite know about tree
planting in this State. It is done in a very organised way these days without
spades.

An Opposition member: Seeds'?

Mr PEARCE: Not seeds. The Department of Conservation and Land Management
has little tunnels, if I may describe them as such. There is a little tube; one
stands the tube up and goes "onkc" with one's foot and it digs a little hole in
the ground. The tree slides down, the rube is lifted up, and there it is,

Several members interjected.

Mr PEARCE: I have planted hundreds of trees in that way.

Mr House: What time of the day will it be?
Mr PEARCE: It is proposed that the tree planting will be at midday. We will ask

members to gather in the wildlife centre at Herdsman Lake at 11 .45 am. The
tree planting will be at midday. Trees and everything else will1 be provided by
the Department of Conservation and Land Management.

Mr Kierath: I hope they will all be Western Australian natives.

Mr PEARCE: The trees will be chosen by the Department of Conservation and Land
Management, They will all be Western Australian trees, and a special plaque
commemorating the occasion will list the names of all the people involved.
That is all of us, as well as aUl of them in another place, plus the clerks and the
Governor.
Immediately prior to the special sitting of the Parliament scheduled for
4.00 pm on that day - this will again be a commemorative effort to honour that
day - there will be the commemorative planting of what we propose to call the
centenary tree outside the front of Parliament House. That tree will balance
the beautiful white eucalypt at the front of the budlding.

Mr Trenorden: That is a lemon scented gum.

Mr PEARCE: I am aware of that. It is an Eastern States' tree. I made that point. I
asked the Department of Conservation and Land Management to provide a
matching tree, and it was pointed out, as the member so rightly says, that this
tree is a foreign visitor, so we will try to find a local tree to match it as best we
can; otherwise we will be faced with a huge dilemma.

I hope all members will take up the invitation to be involved in those tree
plantings, because it is important that we commemorate this important day in
the political life of our State in two ways: Firstly, in a way which will be a
lasting memorial; and secondly by planting trees. That stands in sharp
contrast to the way in which our city was founded. Some of us, including
myself, have 'made the point that Mrs Dance chopped down a tree to start the
City of Perth in 1829. If she had been doing it now she would probably have
been planting a tree. That shows the way in which things have changed over
this time.

STATE ENERGY COMMISSION - NATURAL GAS
Rates Increase Timetable

373. Mr MTNSON to the Minister for Fuel and Energy:

Will the Minister assure the House, and therefore the people of Western
Australia, that the State Energy Commn-ission will not increase the price of
natural gas in the foreseeable future at a rate significantly greater than that by
which electricity is increased?

Mr CARR replied:

I am not aware what prompts the member to ask that question.

Mr Minson: A tip-off.

Mr CARR: SECWA tariffs for the supply of electricity and gas are set on an annual
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basis. They have been set in that way for as long as I can recall. Increases
were announced recently, and I am not aware of any proposal to alter that
normal timetable for the announcement of tariffs for the supply of gas.

DUCK SHOOTING - NEW LEGISLATION
Opposition's Policy

374. Dr ALEXANDER to the Minister for the Environment:

Following a question I asked last week about duck shooting, and certain
commnents over the weekend, is there any tuth in the rumour that the
Government's proposed Bill on duck shooting will reflect the Opposition's
policy on this issue?

Mr PEARCE replied:

Let me rapidly disabuse the member and anyone else of the proposition chat
the policy announced at the weekend by the returning Leader of the
Opposition might be reflected in the Bill which the Government will place
before the House shortly. I was disappointed chat the Leader of the
Opposition was making pronouncements about the Liberal Party's attitude on
the same day he lobbed in from foreign pants. I understand that a range of
conservation and environmental groups were seeking to speak to the
Opposition and put forward a position. I advise colleagues of the Leader of
the Opposition to look very carefully at the policy which he announced on this
matter before committing themselves to it in a vote, either in this House or in
another place.
What the Leader of the Opposition had to say does not lead to a good path for
Western Australians. It was a comprehensive fence-sitting exercise, designed
to appeal to those in favour of duck shooting, and at the same time to make a
range of concessions to those who are not. He proposed a special survey of
all those nature reserves where duck shooting has occasionally been allowed
to see which of them are of high conservation value.
I should point out to the Leader of the Opposition that the reason those areas
were declared reserves in the first place is that a survey was done to pick out
the areas of the State which were deemed of high conservation value. The
Leader of the Opposition seems to be of the view that only a few reserves are
of high conservation value, and many others are not. He suggests the carrying
out of a special survey, presumably to be paid for by his Government if he
were in it, to determine which reserves are of a high conservation value and
which are not. On those which are not, he suggests duck shooting should be
allowed. Not only was the Leader of the Opposition proposing that duck
shooting be allowed on those reserves of low conservation value; he actually
proposed to rename the reserves. That is, he proposed to make them not
reserves.

Mr Macinnon: That is not what I said at all.

Mr PEARCE: As I understand the proposition of the Leader of the Opposition, he
was proposing to look at all the nature reserves around the State. take out a
few of those which were of high conservation value, as he calls it, and reserve
the rest for duck shooting.1
I understand some people believe that one should be allowed to shoot ducks
on a reserve. I do not happen to be one of them, and I am supported by many
members on fths side of the House; but I have never heard anyone put forward
a proposition that these reserves should be made not reserves in order to allow
duck shooting. That seems a bizarre approach to the environment of this
State. Not only can the Leader of the Opposition not work out environmental
impacts. but he cannot add either. He proposes to buy reserves from private
landholders and put them into the public domain for duck shooters. This
buying of reserves is to be funded by a $5 increase in the cost of duck hunting
licences. There are 3 000 registered duck shooters in this State - or
thereabouts - and on my calculations, that comes out at $15 000. Since the
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Leader of the Opposition accepts the fact that there will not be duck shooting
seasons every year because the Government should retain the right to impose
a traditional moratorium on duck shooting when numbers are not sufficient
for culling in a particular season, the most he can hope for is about $30 000
every three or four years to buy up these resetryes and to establish a wetland
conservation fund. The amount of money which would be left in the wetland
conservation fund after buying all these reserves would be an appropriate
amount to reflect the interest of the Leader of the Opposition in environmental
matters.

RALLY AUSTRALIA - COST
Tenders

375. Mr SHAVE to the Minister for Tourism:

(1) What is the projected cost to the State's taxpayers of the Rally Australia
launch to be held at Langley Park tomorrow to be attended by some
400 people?

(2) Why did the Government employ the Eastern States firm Going Public of
44Bridge Street, Sydney, to organise the launch rather than a suitable
Western Australian public relations firm?

(3) Did the Government seek tenders from WA firms, and if not why not?

An Opposition member: Good question!
The SPEAKER: It may well be considered a very good question, but it is another

example of questions being out of order. I have asked on previous occasions
that members be very careful about the way in which they phrase their
questions at this time rather than those on notice. It seems to me that most
members are not paying any attention at all to that. If members do not sta=
paying some attention to this aspect I shall rule them out of order. In that way
we may get back to some sort of sense of order so that the questions asked
will be in conformity with our Standing Orders. The Minister can either
answer that or not as she wishes.

Mrs BEGGS replied:

Icannot answer the specifics of the questions which have been raised. I do
not have any idea of the cost of the official welcome which will be conducted
at Langley Park tomorrow. I imagine renders were called. The event is
managed by EventsCorp. I am wearing my Rally Australia badge because it
is Rally Week in Western Australia. Regardless of members' concerns about
why a tender was not granted to a Western Australian firm -

Mr Shave: I wonder why persons are being flown across the country and, as a public
relations exercise, are being put up at the Penth International Hotel when we
have competent firms in Western Australia.

Mrs BEGGS: I cannot answer that specifically. Rally Australia is a huge event for
Western Australia.

Mr Macinnon interjected.
Mrs BEGGS; The Leader of the Opposition reminds me of a joke which I am very

tempted to tell. I heard the joke at a meeting the other night and it goes:
What have you got when you have the Leader of the Opposition buried up to
his neck in the sand? The answer is: Not enough sand.

Mr MacKinnon: That was a good joke;, it is as good as the Minister's answer. The
Minister should have taken the Speaker's advice and not answered the
question.

Mr Cowan: We are having trouble differentiating between the answer and the joke.

Mrs BEGGS: Rally Australia is a huge event for Western Australia. I have to give
credit to EventsCorp for the way it has managed to retain the event on a
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permanent basis. This year the event is bigger than that of last year. The
event will be very good for the State's economy as the returns to the State's
underwriting will be twentyfold. I agree that wherever possible Western
Australian businesses should be used for the event. Almost in every case that
is how the event is inn. If the member will place the question on notice I will
be happy to forward the information regarding why an Eastern States'
company is being used. I would be very surprised if expressions of interest
were not sought from businesses in Western Australia.

DAILY NEWS - LEGISLATION
376. Mr COWAN to the Premier:

(I) In her endeavour to rescue the Daily News by legislating to override the
determination of the Trade Practices Commission, has the Premier contacted
the Federal Attorney General seeking an undertaking from him that he will
not revoke the State legislation at any future time?

(2) H-as she held discussions with WA Newspapers, and in those discussions did
WA Newspapers give reasons why it has not formally appealed against the
TPC determination?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

With due respect, the first part of the question is academic. I am apprised
today that the Leader of the Liberal Party and the Leader of the National Party
have both made very clear their in-principle objection to the legislation.
Indeed, I have seen a Press release from the Leader of the Opposition and
heard confirmation from the Leader of the National Parry of his view. So
whether the Federal Government gives that undertaking is clearly academic.
At a Press conference yesterday. I said that when I approached Mr Duffy he
said he would look at what we proposed, and then he would make a decision.
He was keeping his options open; that is the phrase he used. I believe he used
the same phrase to the Leader of the Opposition.
Despite some scaremongering and conspiracy theories from the Opposition.
particularly in the Press statement, we have endeavoured to ensure that all
parties to the decision were fully informed. Legal advice was made available
to members opposite, the legislation was made available, and the preliminary
draft of the guarantees sought from WA Newspapers was made public to the
Opposition. as was the agreed position. In addition I know that members
opposite have spoken to the Trade Practices Commuission, and at least the
Leader of the Liberal Party and the Leader of the National Party have spoken
to Mr Duffy. I am sure those members have taken the opportunity to speak to
WA Newspapers and the Dail "v News so the matter becomes academnic unless
legislation is introduced. There is no point in my asking the further question
of Mr Duffy, 'Here is the legislation: what do you propose to do about it?"
[ndeed, I was surprised to some extent at the decision made by members
opposite given that what we are attempting to achieve - as outlined by the
Deputy Premier last week - is to protect an institution in this State.
Whatever one may think of the coverage of the DailA' News of Parliament
from time to rime, we all agree that the paper was worth every effort on the
part of Parliament to protect. In addition, the very clear and savage outcome
for employees of the Daily News led all of us. I hope, to the view we should
take every action necessary.
Tomorrow I will be announcing further options available to the State
Govemment given that the legislation appears. I urge members opposite to
reconsider their position, as that appears now not to be an option. In the
meantime, my discussions with WA Newspapers did not necessarily convince
me about the reasons for its not appealing against the decision of the TPC. As
the Leader of the National Party understands, its view is that the longer the
paper is off the streets the more academic it becomes to restore it to its
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previous position. We cannot ask employees to wait around for three to five
months in order to have an appeal heard. I have urged the Trade Practices
Commission and the Federal Attorney Genera], Mr Duffy, to the view that an
expedited hearing should not mean months - as it has in the past.
WA Newspapers were clearly of the view, when it spoke to me, that that
would be the case.

Mr Cowan: Will the Premier be asking our position every time she wants to
introduce legislation in this place?

Dr LAWRENCE: No. But in this case we required a very rapid response. In the
nor-ma! course of events, legislation is discussed in the community, placed
before Parliament, and is on the Notice Paper for a long rime. This was an
exceptional case. I would have thought that members opposite might
appreciate the fact that they were involved to the degree they were. No. they
see conspiracy or some ulterior motive on the part of Government. Frankly, I
am disappointed by the response.

DAILY NEWS LEGISLATION
377. Mr THOMPSON to the Premier:

Given that Hon P.G. Pendal, a former journalist at the Daily' News, publicly
called on the Government to take legislative action if necessary to help save
the Daily News, given further that the Liberals in the Legislative Council have
traditionially exercised a very independent approach to legislation that comes
before it. could I urge the Premier to proceed with the legislation to help save
the Dailyv News because every prospect is that H-on R.G. Pendal will vote for
it?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

I am not sure whether that is a question or a statement. However, I will
respond to it as a question. Regarding the question of whether I will consider
introducing legislation, 1 appreciate the fact that the upper House behaves.
some people say, independently - that is, the Liberal members behave
independently, and the National Party members do from time to time - but
others would describe it as capricious behaviour. My concern would be on
this occasion that we may not be able to rely on that independence but rather
on its capriciousness.

BELL GROUP SHARES - NATIONAL COMPANIES AND SECURITIES
COMMISSION INQUIRY

Stare Government Insurance Commission - False Information
378. Mr COURT to the Premier:

Is the Premier aware -

(1) That in a memorandum prepared by the National Companies and Securities
Comnmission in relation to its inquiry into the purchase of Bell Group shares
by the State Government Insurance Commission and Bond Corporation, it
clearly explained that the SGIC had given false evidence to the commission in
a reply to its request of 5 May when it asked for "details of any contact
between members or staff of the SGIC and Bond, Mr Skase or any parties
representing those persons, or any other persons concerning the shares in the
Bell Group, Bell Resources or any associated or related companies in relation
to any negotiations or discussions with Mr Holmes a Court and his
representatives during the period leading up to the acquisition"?

(2) That the SGIC replied to this request the following day. 6 May 1988, and
advised "the State Government Insurance Commission negotiations and
discussions with Mr Robert Holmes a Court for the purpose of the subject
shares were conducted by it independently of any other party, and there was
no contact as referred to in relation to any such negotiation or discussions"?
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(3) That the NCSC proved that this information was misleading and spelled out in
detail where collusion had in fact occurred?

(4) Will the Government now table all the correspondence in relation to the false
iniformation given to the NCSC inquiry?

(5) Who was responsible for providing this false information?

(6) Does the Government accept that this offence is extremely serious and
requires the responsible people to be brought to account?

(7) If yes, when will this occur, and what action does the Government propose
taking?

The SPEAKER: That question would be more appropriately placed on the Notice Paper.


